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KIMON NICOLAIDES was born in Washington, D.C., in 1891. His first contact with 
art was a subconscious familiarity with the oriental objects imported by his father. He 
decided early that he wished to paint, but he had to run away from home to study art 
because his parents were unsympathetic to the idea. He supported himself in New York 
by whatever came to hand - framing pictures, writing for a newspaper, even acting 
the part of an art student as a movie extra. His father was finaIIy won over by his 
obvious seriousness and financed his instruction at the Art Students' League - under 
Bridgman, Miller, and Sloan. 

When the United States entered the first World War, NicoEai'des volunteered in the 
Camouflage Corps and served in France for over a year, receiving a citation, One of his 
assignments, involving the study of geographical contour maps, first opened up for him 
the conception of "contour" which constitutes Exercise One in this book. 

After a period of work in Paris (1922-Z3), he was given his first one-man show by the 
famous Bernheim Jeune gallery there. Back in New York, he held his first exhibit at the 
oId Whitney Studio Club, now the museum, and settled down to painting and teaching. 
As a painter, choosing to work painstakingly and exhibit seldom, he became known to 
the critics gradually but unmistakabIy for "the range of his work," "'originalty of tech- 
nical approach," "richness of mental concepts," and his "eager, restless pursuit of new 
aesthetic experience." 

As a teacher, during the next fifteen years, he became, as the Art Digest put it, "second 
father" to hundreds of students who passed through his classes at the Art Students' 
League of New York. Scrupulously honest and high-principled, endowed with humor, 
richness and warmth of personality, sanity and balance, his extraordinary talent for 
human relationships grew with his wide contact with increasing numbers of students. 
Although he died in 1938, at a tragically early age, he Ieft behind a tremendously 
devoted following of brilliant young artists, as well as the unique and concrete system 
of art teaching presented in this book. 
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'The supreme misfortune is when 

theory outstrips performance.' 



WHEN Kimon Nicolaldes died in the summer of 1938, the first draft of this 
book had been complete for two years. It could, perhaps, never have been 
published other than posthumously, for the author was reIuctmt to put into 
h a 1  farm his constantly developing methods of art teaching. 

After the author's death, the manuscript was prepared for pubIication 
under the auspices of the G.R.D. Studio, an enterprise for the development 
of young American artists in which he had been associated with Mrs. 
Philip J. Roosevelt. The editorial work was undertaken by Mamie Harmon, 
who had studied with NicoIzt~des for a number of years and who had col- 
laborated with him in the writing. 
The preparation of the text involved mainly arrangement of the materia1 

in rtcmrdance with the author's plan, and the incorporation of his other 
writings or authentic student notes to remedy a few omissions. Most of 
the illustrations, on the other hand, had to be selected without his advice, 
dthough every effort was made to adhere to his known preferences. Even 
that WWM not always possible in view of the difficulty of obtaining material 
from abroad. 

Nicolaides had planned to draw especially for the book certain sketches 
and diagrams that would explain the directions for the exercises. Since that 
was not done, there were substituted sketches made by him in his classes 
for individud students. These sketches are naturally rough and infoma1, 
but they should serve the purpose and will perhaps add somewhat to the 
personal tone of instruction which he wished to  maintain. The student 
drawings used are likewise examples of work done in actual classes - by 
students at approximately the same stage in the plan of study as those who 
are using the book. The master drawings were selected primarily with the 
idea of showing how the artist sets t o  work. 

It was only with the enthusiasm and co-operation of the former students 
of NicolaYdes that the book was brought to the form in which it now appears. 
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Hundreds of Nicolaldes items were sent to the G.B.D. Studio when it b e  
came known that a book was in preparation. Again and again these gener- 
ous contributors indicated that they were not so much conferring a favor 
as paying a debt to a beIoved instructor. 

AchowIedgment is gratefully made in behdf of the editor to the collectors 
who have lent drawings for reproduction, to Stuart Eldredge, who  ha^ been 
willing to share the responsibility for the additions which have been made, 
and to a group of former students whose heIp and advice have been invdu- 
able - nameIy, Lester 33. Bridahm, Lesley Crawford, Daniel J. Kern, 
Lester Rondell, Willson Y. Stamper, and William L. Taylor. 
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Introduction 

THE impulse to draw is as natural as the impulse to talk. As a ruIe, we 
learn to talk through a simple process of practice, making plenty of rnista3re-s 
when we are two and three and four years oId - but without this first efforh 
at understanding and tdking it wouId be foolish to attempt to study gram- 
mar or composition. It is this vital preparation, this first mouthing of the 
words which mean actual things, that parallels the eEort a student should 
make during the first years of his art study. 

There is only one right way to learn to draw and that is a perfectly natural 
way. It has nothing to do with artifice or technique. It has nothing to do 
with aesthetics or conception. It has only to do with the act of correct ob- 
servation, and by that 1 mean a physical contact with all sorts of objects 
through dl the senses. If a student misses this step and does not practice it 
for at least his first five years, he has wasted most of his time and must neces- 
sarily go back and begin dl over again. 

The job of the teacher, a9 I see it, is to teach students, not haw to draw, 
but how to learn to draw. They must acquire some real method of finding 
out facts for themselves lest they be limited for the rest of their lives to 
facts the instructor relates. They must discover something of the true 
nature of artistic creation - of the hidden processes by which inspiration 
works. 

The knowledge - what is to be known about art - is common property. 
It is in many books. What the teacher can do is to point out the road that 
Ieads to ~complishment and try to persuade his students to take that r o d .  
This cannot be a matter of mere formula. 

My whole method consists of enabling students to have an experience, 
I try to plan for them things to do, things to think about, contacts to make. 
When they have had that experience well and deeply, it is possible to point 
out what it is and why it has brought these results. 

The red laws of art, the basic laws, are few. These basic laws are the 
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laws of nature. They existed even before the first drawing was made. 
Through constant effofi, patient groping, bit by bit, certain rules have 

been established rdating to the technique of picture making. These rules 
are the result of man's ability to relate the laws of balance, which he has 
found in nature, to the business of making a picture. But in the beginning 
it is not necessary to worry about them. In the beginning these rules and 
their application will remain a mystery no matter what one does about it. 
Man can make only the rules. He cannot make the laws, which are the 

laws of nature. It is an understanding of these laws that enables a student 
to draw. His difficulty will never be a lack of ability to draw, but lack of 
understanding. 

Art should be concerned more with Iife than with art. When we use 
numbers we are using symboIs, and it is only when we transfer them to  life 
that they become actudities. The same is true with rules of drawing and 
painting. They are to be learned, not as rules, but as actualities. Then the 
rules become appropriate. 
To understand theories is not enough. Much practice is necessary, and 

the exercises in this book have been designed to give that practice. 

KXMON NXVOLA~DW 
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How to Use This Book 

THIS book was written to be used. It is not meant simply to be r e d  any 
more than you would sit down to read through an arithmetic book without 
any attempt to work out the problems it describes. 

I assume that you are about to embark on a year of art study, md I plan 
to teach you as nearly as possible just what you would have learned if you 
had spent a year in one of my classes at the Art Students' League. I do 
not care who you are, what you can do, or where you have studied if you 
have studied at all. I zun concerned only with showing you some things 
which I believe will help you to draw. My interest in this subject is a 
practical one, for my efforts consist in trying to develop artists. 
The students who have come to my actual classes have been people of 

vastly differing experience, taste, background, and accomplishments. Some 
had studied a great deal, some not at all. Many were teachers themselves. 
1 always ask them, as I am going to ask you, to approach these exercises 
from the beginning, exactly as if you were a beginner, whatever your 
preparation may have been. I believe that the reason for this will become 
apparent as you work. Each exercise develops from preceding ones, and 
it is conceivable that if you opened this book anywhere other than a t  the 
beginning you would be misdirected rather than helped. 

The arrangement of the text has been determined, not by subject matter, 
but by schedules for work, because the work is the important thing. Each 
section of reading matter is accompanied by a schedule representing fifteen 
hours of actual drawing. Begin your first day's work by reading the first 
section until you come to the direction that you are to draw for three hours 
according to Schedule 1A. THEN STOP AND DRAW. 

I ask that you follow the schedules explicitly because each one has been 
planned with care and for a definite purpose. You should not even read the 
succeeding paragraphs until you have spent the time drawing as direct&. 
And that is true of the entire book, for the basic idea of its instruction is 
to have you arrive at the necessary relationship between thought and action. 
Each exercise has its place and earries a certain momentum. If you fail to 
do it at the time and for as long a time as you are instructed to, 'you disrupt 
that momentum. If you feel that you fail with some exercise, that you do 
not understand it at all, simply practice it as best you can for the required 



time and then try the next. There are other exercises that will take up the 
slack provided the effort has been made. 

In most courses of study of any sort the general idea prevails that it, is 
to your credit to get through the work quickly. That is definitely not true 
in this study. If you are particularly apt, your advantage will lie, not in 
how much sooner you can 'get the idea' and 'finish,' but in how much 
more you will be able to do at the end of a year's work than someone less 
gifted. What you are trying to learn is not the exercise - that should be 
easy, for 1 have tried to make each one as simple as possible. You are 
trying to learn to draw. The exercise is merely a. constructive way for you to 
look at people and objects so that you may acquire the most knowledge 
from your efforts, 

As you begin, try to develop the capacity of thinking of only one thing 
at one time. In these exercises I have attempted to isolate one by one 
what I consider the essential phases of, or the essential acts in, learning to 
draw. I turn the spotlight first on one, then another, so that by coneen- 
trating on a single idea you may be able most thoroughly to master it. 
The exercises eventually become welded and the habits thus formed will 
contribute to every drawing you make. 

Don't worry if for the first three months your studies do not look like 
anything else called a drawing that you have ever seen. You should not 
care what your work looks like as long as you spend your time trying. 
The effort you make is not for one particular drawing, but for the experience 
you are having - md that will be true even when you are eighty years old. 

I believe that entirely too much emphasis is placed upon the paintings 
and drawings that are made in art schools. If you go to a singing teacher, 
he will first give you breathing exercises, not a song. No one will expect 
you to sing those exercises before an audience. Neither should you be 
expected to show off pictures as a result of your first exercises in drawing. 

There is a vast difference between drawing and making drawings. The 
things you will do - over and over again - are but practice. They should 
represent tx~ you only the result of an effort to study, the by-product of 
your mental and physical activity. Your progress is charted, not on paper, 
but in the increased knowledge with which you look at life around you. 

Unfortunately most students, whether through their own fault or the 
fault of their instructors, seem to be dreadfully afraid of making technical 
mistakes. You should understand that these mistakes are unavoidable. 



THE SOONER YOU MAKE YOUR FIRST FIVE THOUSAND MISTAKES, THE SOON= 

YOU WILL BE ABLE TO CORRECT THEM, 

To keep the exercises clear, the book is written as if you were an enrolled 
student in an art school. However, I redize that there are many talented 
people who are not in a position to go to a school and yet who deserve some 
opportunity of guidance because of their ability and desire. In  the hope 
that this book can serve as a teacher for such people, I have included the 
simplest and most practical details of instruction. Where no class is avaiI- 
able, I suggest that you try to  organize a small group to share the expense 
of a model. In such a group one student should be elected monitor so that 
there will not be any confusion. 
As the exercises are described, i t  is assumed that a nude model is avail- 

able. However, a11 the exercises may be done from the costumed model 
instead, except those in anatomy for which you can use casts. If you ean- 
not afford or secure a model, call on your friends or family to pose for you 
whenever you can and work from landscapes and objects the rest of the 
time. You will find that, with a few exceptions, the exercises apply just a,$ 
much to things as to people. I have made some suggestions as to the most 
suitable subjects from time to time, and you are expected t o  supplement 
your work by drawing such subjects, even if you work regularly from the 
model. 
The model should be placed in the center of the room so that all the 

students can sit very close and can look at the pose from d l  angles. Sit 
in a straight chair and rest your drawing against the back of another chair 
in front of you, (For these exercises, this relaxed and familiar position is 
more suitable than sitting or standing at an easel.) If you work at night, 
use concealed lighting or overhead lights from more than one source, and 
if you work by day, do not allow sunlight to  fall directly on the figure. 
Avoid anything that has the effect of a spotIight on the model. 

At the beginning of each exercise you will find a list of whatever new 
materials you will need. Most of these materials are readily procurable 
anywhere. However, they may be ordered from the Art Students' League 
of N e w  York, 915 West 57th Street, New York City. All the materials 
suggested are cheap, and they are more suitable for these exercises than 
expensive ones, even if you can afford them. 

You can make several studies from any pose by looking at the model 
from different positions. Use this method of adapting the pose to your 



needs if you work in some class where the schedule of this book is not being 
folIowed. When a pose is goirig on which does not fit your exercise, you 
can stop drawing the model and draw objects or the room or your classmates. 

Whatever the circumstances in which you work - whether in a class or 
alone, with a model or without - your ultimate success depends on only 
one element, md that is yourself. It is a fdlacy to suppose that you can 
get the greatest results with a. minimum of effort. There is no such thing 
as getting more than you put into anything. You expect a man who is 
guiding you through the mountains to save your energy and t d l  you the 
best way, but you can't get any farther in that mountain than you can and 
will walk. My one idea is to direct you to make the right sort of effort, for 
if you do you are bound to win out. 

If you have ever tried it, you will redize how difficult it is to speak 
clearly and concisely of art. One is always very close to contradictions. 
However, you will not simpIy read the things I have to say. You will act 
upon them, work at them, and therefore I beIieve that each of you will 
arrive at a proper index of these ideas through rt natural and individual 
application of them. Each of you, in a way peculiar to yourself, will add 
something to them. The book has been planned to that end. 



Section 1 

Contour and Ge8ture 

CORRECT OBSERVATION. The first function of an ark student is to observe, 
to study nature. The artist's job in the beginning is not unlike the job of a 
writer. He must first reach out for raw material. He must spend much time 
making contact with actual objects. 
Learning to draw is realIy a matter of learning to see - to see correctly - 

and that means a good deal more than merely looking with the eye. The 
sort of "seeing' I mean is an observation that utilizes as many of the Eve 
senses as can reach through the eye at one time. Although you use your 
eyes, you do not cIose up the other senses - rather, the reverse, because 
all the senses have a part in the sort of observation you are to make. For 
example, you know sandpaper by the way it feels when you touch it. You 
know a skunk more by odor than by appearance, an orange by the way i t  
tastes. You recognize the difference between a piano and a violin when you 
hear them over the ~adio without seeing them at dl. 

Halt 

Half Hour 

Q ~ a t k ~  HOUT 

Hour 

One Hour 

Ex. 1:Eontour 
[one drawsng) 

I 

EX. 1: contour 
(one drawing) 

This schedule re m n t s  fitteen hours of actual drawing, which I h ~ v e  divided for convenience into five three-hour lesaons 
-A .  B. C, D, a n 8 ~ .  You may, 01 c++$e, divide the work into e v e n  two-hour lessons or lqurteen one-hour lessons, omit  
inn the rest period il you shoxtrn the t~me. The model is usunlly allowed to rest durlnq five m~nutes or each hall hour. so the 
*lalf-hourr is actually only twenty-five minuter. The longer poses should be iairly simple at Erst and should show w i o u s  
iews of 6gute - back ~ u d  s ~ d e  ao well as front. 

bt 

Ex. 1: Contour 
(one drawing) 

Ex. I: Contour 
(one or two 
drawings) 

Ex. 8: Gesture 
(Q.5 drawrogs) 

EX. 1: contour 
(one drawing) 

&at 

Ex. 4: Gesture 
(45 dtawings) 

Ex. 1: Contour 
(one or two 
drawings) 

Ex. %: Gesture 
(25 dtawlngs) 

EX. I: Contour 
(one drawing) 

&%st 

Er, e: Geature 
(25 drawings) 

Ex. 1: Contour 
(one or two 
drawings) 

Ex. a: Gesture 
(a5 drawings) 

EX. 1: contout 
(one 

Ex, e: Gesture 
(N drawinp) 

~ , * ; ~ " , " ~ m  
sheet of drawings) 

Redt 

Ex. 2: Gesture 
(25 drawin& 

Ex. 1: Centour 
(one or two 
drawinp) 

&St 

Ex. 2: Gesture 
(95 drawings) 

Ex. 1: Contour 
(one ot two 
drawings) 



Because pictures are made to  be seen, too much emphasis (md too much 
dependence) is apt to be placed upon seeing. Actually, we see through the 
eyes rather than with them. It is necessary to test everything you see with 
what you can discover through the other senses - hearing, taste, smell, and 
touch - and their accumulated experience. If you attempt to  rely on the 
eyes alone, they can sometimes actually mislead you. 

I think you will realize that this is true if you imagine that a man from 
Mars or some planet totally different from ours is looking for the first time 
at a landscape on the earth. He see8 what you see, but he does not h o w  
what you h o w .  Where he sees only a square white spot in the distance, you 
recognize a house having four wdls within which are rooms and people. A 
cock's crow informs you that there is a barnyard behind the house. Your 
mouth puckers at the sight of a green persimmon which may look to him 
like Iuscious fruit or a stone. 

If you and the man from Mars sit down side by side to draw, the results 
will be vastly different. He will try to draw the strange things he sees, as 
far as he can, in terms of the things his senses have known during his life 
on Mars. You, whether consciously or not, will draw what you see in the 
light of your experience with those and similar things on earth. The results 
will be intelIigible, the one to the other, only where the experiences happen 
to have been similar. But  if you both start out and explore that Iandscape 
on foot, touching e-qery object, inhaling every odor, both will approach 
closer to what i t  is. 

A man can usually draw the thing he knows best whether he is an artist 
or not. A golfer can draw a golf club, a yachtsman can make an intelligible 
drawing of a sail. This is a thing with which he has had real experience, a 
thing he has touched and used. Many other things which he has seen as 
often, but not used, he would not even attempt to draw. 
%E SENSE OF TOUCH. Merely to see, therefore, is not enough. It is 

necessary to have a fresh, vivid, physical contact with the object you draw 
through as many of the senses as possible - and especially through the 
sense of touch. 

Our understanding of what we see is based to a large extent on touch. 
Advertising experts realize this and place sampIe objects in stores where 
peopEe can touch them. I you close your eyes and someone puts into your 
hand an object that you haven't seen, you can doubtless tell what that object 
is without opening your eyes. You can probabIy draw it from the experi- 
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ence of touch without ever having seen it. If you go into a dark room to get 
a book, you will not bring back a vase by mistake even though the two are 
side by side. 

J read recently of a girl whose sight was suddenly gained after a lifetime 
of blindness. As long as she was blind, she was able to move about the house 
with ease. When she began to see, she could not walk across the room with- 
out stumbling over furniture. Her difficulty lay in the fact that she could 
not yet coordinate her new sense of sight with what she had previously 
learned through the sense of touch. 

The first exercise, which you are about to attempt, is planned consciously 
to bring into play your sense of touch and to coordinate it with your sense 
of sight for the purpose of drawing. 
Look at the edge of your chair. Then rub pour finger against it many 

times, sometimes slowly and sometimes quickTy. Compare the idea of the 
edge which the touch of your finger gives with the idea you had from merely 
looking at it. In this exercise you will try to combine both those experiences 
- that of touching with that of simply looking. 

Matwials: Use a 3B (medium soft) drawing pencil with a very fine 
point (sharpened on sandpaper) and a piece of cream-colored ma- 
nila wrapping paper about fifteen by twenty inches in size. Manila 
paper usually comes in Iarge sheets which may be cut into four 
pieces of that size. You may use, also, the kind sold as 'shelf 
paper' provided it is not glazed. Fasten the paper with large 
paper clips to a piece of prestwood or a stiff piece of cardboard. 
Wear an eyeshade. Do not use an eraser until you come to Ex- 
ercise 98. 

Sit close to the model or object which you intend to draw and lean for- 
ward in your chair. Focus your eyes on some point - any point will do - 
along the contour of the modeI. (The contour approximates what is usuaIIy 
spoken of as the outline or edge.) Place the point of your pencil on the 
paper. Imagine that your pencil point is touching the model instead of the 
paper. Without taking your eyes off the model, wit until you are convinced 
that the pencil is touching that point on the model upon which your eyes 
are fastened. 



Then move your eye slowly along the contour of the model and move the 
pencil slowly along the paper. As you do this, keep the conviction that the 
pencil point is actually touching the contour. Be guided more by the sense 
of touch than by sight. THIS MEANS THAT YOU MUST DRAW WITHOUT LOOK- 

ING AT THE PAPER, continuously looking at the model. 
Exactly coordinate the pencil with the eye. Your eye may be tempted 

at first to move faster than your pencil, but do not let it  get ahead. Con- 
sider only the point that you are working on at the moment with no regard 
for any other park of the figure. 

Often you will find that the contour you are drawing will leave the edge 
of the figure and turn inside, coming eventually to an apparent end. When 
this happens, glance down at the paper in order to locate a new starting 
point. This new starting point should pick up at that point on the edge 
where the contour turned inward. Thus, you will glance down at the paper 
several times during the course of one study, but do not draw while you are 

looking at the paper. As in the begin- 
ning, place the pencil point on the paper, 
fix your eyes on the model, and wait 
until you are convinced that the pencil 
is touching the model before you draw. 

Not all of the contours lie along the 
outer edge of the figure. For example, 
if you have a front view of the face, 
you will see definite contours along the 
nose and the mouth which have no 
apparent connection with the contours 
at the edge. As far as the time for 
your study permits, draw these "inside 
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contours\xactly as you draw the outside ones. Draw anything that your 
pencil can rest on and be guided dong. DEVELOP THE ABSOLUTE CONVIC- 

TION THAT YOU ARE TOUCHING THE MODEL. 

This exercise should be done slowly, searchingly, sensitively. Take your 
time. Do not be too impatient or too quick. There is no point in finishing 
any one contour study. In fact, a contour study is not a thing that can be 
'finished.' It is having a particular type of experience, which can continue 
as Iong as you have the patience to look. If in the time allowed you get 
only halfway around the figure, it 
doesn't matter. So much the better! 
But if you finish Iong before the time 
is up, the chances are that you are 
not approaching the study in the right 
way. A contour drawing is like dimb- 
ing a mountain as contrasted with fly- 
ing over it in an airplane. It is not a 
quick glance at the mountain from far 
away, but a slow, painstaking climb 
over it, step by step. 

Do not worry about the 'propor- 
tions' of the figure. That problem 
will take care of itself in time. And 
do not be misjed by shadows. When 
you touch the figure, it will feel the 
same to your hand whether the part 
you touch happens at the moment to 
be light or in shadow. Your pencil 
moves, not on the edge of a shadow, 
but on the edge of the actual form. 

At first, no matter how hard you 
try, you may find it difficult to break 
the habit of looking at the paper while 
you draw. You may even look down 
without knowing it. Ask a friend to 
check up on you for a few minutes by 
calling out to you every time you Iook 

k' STUDENT CONTOUR DRAWING 
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at  the paper. Then you wiIl find out whether you 
lookrbd too often and whether you made the mistake 

(9 
of drawing while you were looking. 

This exttrcise should be used in drawing subjects 

t.3- 
of all sorts. At first, choose the contours of the land- 
scape which seem most tangible, as the curve of a hill 

4r\ 
or the tdge of a tree-trunk. Any objects may be 
used, although those which have been formed by 
nature or nffcacted by long use will offer the greatest 
amount af variation, as a flower, a. stone, a piece 
of fruit, or an old shoe. Draw yourself by looking Draw anything. 

in the mirror. your own hand or foot, a piece of material. It is the ex- 
t the suDjeet, tnat is Important. 
Vsnsus OUTLINE. 'Contour' is c~rnrnonly defined as 'the 

outline of a figure or body,' but for the purposes of this study we are making 
a definite, if perhaps arbitrary, distinction between 'contour ' and 'outline." 

We think of an outline as a diagram or silhouette, flat and two-dimen- 
sional. It is the sort of thing you make when you place your hand flat on a 
piwe of paper and trace around the fingers with a pencil - you cannot even 
tell from the drawing whether the palm or the back of the hand faced down- 

ward. Contour has a three-di- 
mensional quality; that is, it 
indicates the thickness as well 
as the length and width of the 

STUDENT CONTOUR DRAWING 
form it surrounds. 

We do not think of a Iine as a 
contour unless it follows the 
sense of touch, whereas an out- 
line may follow the eye alone. 
Place two apples on a table, 
one slightly in front of the other 
but not touching it, as in Figure 
1. Figure S slhows the visual 
outline of both appIes. Figure 3 
shows the visual outline of the 
second apple. Neither Figure 9 
nor Figure 3 could possibly be a 



contour drawing because, in both, the line follows the eye and not the sense 
of touch. If you feel that you are touching the edge, you will not jump from 
the edge of the first apple to the edge of the second without lifting your 
pencil, as in Figure 8, just as you cannot actually touch the second apple 
with your finger at that place until you have lifted pour finger from the 
first apple. As an outline, Figure 3 shows what you see of the second apple 
only, but if you think in terms of contour or touch, part of that line belongs 
to the first apple and not to the second. The outlines in both Figure 2 and 
Figure 8 are visual illusions. A contour can never be an illusion because it 
touches the actual thing. 

Draw for fhm hour8 as dimtml in Xchduk 1 A. 
If you have not read the aecfima on How to Uae Thia Book, rsad it now. 

Two TYPES OF STUDY. The way to learn to draw is by drawing. People 
who make art must not merely know about it. For an artist, the important 
thing is not how much he knows, but  how much he can do. A scientist 
may know a11 about aeronautics without being able to handle an airplane. 
It is only by flying that he can deveIop the senses for flying. If I were asked 
what one thing more than any other would teach a student how to draw, I 
should answer, 'Drawing - incessantly, furiously, painstakingly drawing.' 

Probably you realize aIready that contour drawing is of the type which 
is to be done 'painstakingly.' On the other hand, gesture drawing, which 
you will begin today, is b be dane 'furiously.' In  order to concentrate, 
one can act furiously over a short space of time or one can work with calm 
determination, quietly, over a long extended period. In Iearning to draw, 
both kinds of effort are necessary and the one makes a precise balance for 
the other. In long studies you will develop an understanding of the structure 
of the modeI, how it  is made - by which I mean something more funda- 
mental than anatomy alone. In quick studies you will consider the function 
of action, life, or expression - I call it geature. 



The quick sketches made by most students arc exactly what they are 
calltd - quick sk~tchcs - which to my way of thinking is very bad 
practice. I n  fact, anything that is sketchv is bad practice. The word 
'sketch' suggests something that  is not completed. Quick studies, on the 
contrary, should. indicate that there has k e n  reaI study and a complekion 
of the thing studied, representing n certain kind of concentration even 
though thc study is quick. The way to concentrate in a short space of time 
is to conct~ntratc on only one phase of the model. Naturally, I try to select 
an important phasc and I have chosvn the gtbsture. 

Quick skrtchrs nrr ofttn used simply to 'Eoosen up ' the student and not 
as a rncans of pt.netr;lting study. Often students do them we11 and are 
quite surprised. at the results, which are far beyond any knowledge they 
have. Thcb rcSason is that by working quickly they accidentally find the 
gesture. The gesture i s  a feeler which reaches out and guides them to 
knowledge. 

Materials: TTse a SR or 4B pencil (keeping the point blunt and 
thick) and sheets of cream manila. paper about ten by fifteen inches 
in size. (This is half the size used for contour drawing.) Use both 
sides of the paper, but put onIy one drawing on each side. Since 
you will make a great many gesture drawings, you may substitute 
for manila an even cheaper paper known as newsprint. Keep an 
ample supply of paper on band. 

The model is asked to take a very active pose for a minute or less and 
to change without pause from one pose to the next. If you have no model 
- or, frequently, even if you do - you shouId go to some place where you 
art. likely to see people activc4y moving about. A playground, a football 
game, a bargain basemrmt, a busy street, a lumber mill, a swimming hole, 
a building under construction, will give you excellent opportunities to study 
psture.  

As the model takes the pose, or as the people you watch move, you are 
to draw, letting your pencil swing around the paper almost at wiII, being 
irnpr*IIc*d by the sense of the action you feel. Draw rapidly and continuously 
in a ct~aseless line, from top to bottom, around and around, without taking 
gour pencil oJ the paper. Let the pencil roam, reporting the gesture. 



YOU SHOULD DRAW, NOT WHAT THE THING LOOKS LIKE, NOT EVEN WHAT 

IT IS, BUT WHAT IT IS DOING. Feel how the figure lifts or droops -pushes 
forward here - pulls back there - pushes out here - drops down easily 
there. Suppose that the model takes the pose of a fighter with fists clenched 
and jaw thrust forward angrily. Try to draw the actual thru8t of the jaw, 
the clenching of the hand. A drawing of prize fighters should show the 
pwh,  from foot to fist, behind their blows that makes them hurt. 

.In contour dmwing YOU &h th Bdge of the 
j a m .  

In gesture drawing you f ~ l  th wwmnmmoolemsnt of 
*I.* "..LJ.. 

If the model leans over to pick up an object, you will draw the actual 
bend and twist of the torso, the reaching downward of the arm, the grasping 
of the hand. The drawing may be meaningIess to a person who looks at 
it, or to you yourself after you have forgotten the pose. There may be noth- 
ing in i t  to suggest the shape of the figure, or the figure may be somewhat 
apparent. That does not matter. 

As the pencil roams, i t  will sometimes strike the edge of the farm, but 
more often i t  will travel through the center of forms and often it will run 
outside of the figure, even out of the paper altogether. Do not hinder it. 
Let it  move at will. Above all, do not try to follow edges. 

It is only the action, the gesture, that you are trying to respond to here, 
not the details of the structure. You must discover - and feel - that the 
gesture is dynamic, moving, not static. Gesture has no precise edges, no 
exact shape, no jelled form. The forms are in the act of changing. Gesture 
is movement in space. 

To be able to see the gesture, you must be able to feel it in your own body, 



You should feel that you are doing whatever the model is doing. If the 
model stoops or reaches, pushes or relaxes, you should feel that your own 
muscles likewise stoop or reach, push or relax. IF YOU DO NOT RESPOND IN 

LIKE MANNER TO WHAT THE MODEL IS DOING, YOU CANNOT UNDERSTAND 

wHnT YOU BEE. If you do not feel as the model feels, your drawing is only 
a map or a plan. 

Likv contour, gesture is closely related to the tactile experience. In con- 
tour drawing you feel that you are touching the edge of the form with your 
finger (or pencil). In gesture drawing you feel the movement of the whole 
form in your whole body. 

The focus should be on the entire figure and you should keep the whIe  
thing going at once. Try to feel the entire thing as a unit - a unit of energy, 
a unit of movement. Sometimes I let new students begin to draw on a five- 
minute pose and then, after one minute, ask the model to step down from 
the stand. The students stop drawing with surprise. X tell them to go ahead 
and draw, that they had started to draw and must have had something in 

STUDENT GESTURE DRAWINGS 
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mind; but usually they are unable to continue. The truth is that they had 
started with some Iittle thing, such as the hair, and had not even looked 
at the pose as a whole. In the first five seconds you should put something 
down that indicates every part of the body in the pose. Remind yourself 
of this once in a while by limiting a group of gesture studies to five or tea 
seconds each. 

It doesn't matter where you begin to draw, with what part of the figure, 
because immediately you are drawing the whole thing, and during the 
minute that you draw you will be constantly passing from one end of the 
body to the other and from one part to another. In general, do not start 
with the head, Offhand, the only times I can think of when the head would 
be the natural. starting place for an action would be when a man is standing 
on his head or hanging on the gallows. 

Sometimes students ask whether they should think of gesture in this or 
that or the other way. My answer to that is that you should rely on sen- 
sation rather than thought. Simply respond with your muscles to what the 
model is doing as you watch, and let pour pencil record that response auto- 
maticalIy, without deliberation. Loosen up. Relax. Most of the time your 
instinct will guide you, sometimes guide you the better, if you can learn to 
let it  act swiftly and directly without questioning it. Let yourself learn to 
reason with the pencil, with the impulses that are set up between you and 
the model. In short, listen to yourself think; do not always insist on forcing 
yourself to think. There are many things in life that you cannot get by a 
brutal approach. You must invite them. 

If your model complains that he or she "can't think of any more 



poses,' suggest the following: typical poses from a11 sports 
such as boxing, tennis, fencing; positions used in dancing; 
ordinary daily acts such as putting on one's clothes; typi- 
cal movements in various kinds of work such as those of a 
farmer, a mechanic, a builder, a ditchdigger; poses expressive 
of different emotions such as fear, joy, weariness. The 
model should use all sorts of positions - standing, sitting, 
stooping, kneeling, lying down, Ieaning on something - and 
you should draw all sorts of views, front, back, and side. 
The poses should be natural and vigorous rather than arti- 
ficial. Some of them should be quite twisted up  and con- 
torted. 

SCRIBBLING. My students eventuaIly began to call these 
studies 'scribble drawings.' They are like scribbling rather 

I n  fks firs.? five see- than like printing or writing carefully, as if one were try- 
wlds put smthing  

fh iad*B ing to write very fast and were thinking more of the rnean- 
merp of the ing than of the way the thing looks, paying no attention 
body in the pose. to penmanship or spelling, punctuation or grammar. 

One student said of his first gesture drawings tthat they looked like 'noth- 
ing but a tangIe of fishing line.' The drawing may look meaningless, but 
the benefits that you have at the moment of reacting to the gesture will 
pay large dividends eventually. Before your studies from this book are over, 
you wilI have made hundreds of these scribble drawings. You will never 
exhibit one of them - they are considered purely as an exercise - yet they 
will give you an understanding and power which will eventually find its 
way into all your work. No matter what path you pursue, you keep going 
back to gesture. 

Feel free to use a great deal of paper and do not ever worry about 'spoil- 
ing' it - that i s  one of our reasons for using cheap paper. I notice that 
students working at their best, thinking only of the gesture and not of mak- 
ing pictures, often throw their drawings into the trash-can without even 
looking at them. A few should be kept and dated as a record of your 
progress, but the rest may be tossed aside as carelessly as yesterday's news- 
paper. Rewlts are best when they come from the right kind of un-self- 
conscious effort. 



MORE ABOUT CONTOUR. Like many other students, you may have trouble 
drawing slowly enough in the contour ekercise. Try making your next 
contour study with the left hand instead of the right (or the reverse if you 
are naturally left-handed). This should have Ehe effect of slowing you up 
and, since your left hand is less trained, you will f h d  it less easy to relapse 
into some way of drawing which you had already mastered. 

This is a suggestion which may be applied to other exercises that we shall 
take up. Each exercise is meant to constitute in some way a new experience 
even if you have been drawing for twenty years. The use of your untrained 
hand may give you something of the advantage that a beginner always has 
- the advantage of a fresh approach. 

When you looked at your first completed contour drawing, you probably 
laughed. No doubt the lines sprawled all over the paper, the ends did not 
meet in places, and one leg or arm may have been much bigger than the 
other. That &odd not worry you at all. In fact, you will really have cause 
for worry only if your drawing looks too 'correct,' for that will probably 
mean either that you Rave looked at the paper too often or have tried too 
hard to keep the proportions in your mind. 

The time you spend counts only if you are having the correct experience, 
and in this exercise that experience is a physical one through the sense of 
touch. After you have drawn the contour of! the model's arm, pass your 
fingers slowly along the contour of your own arm. If the sensation of touch 
is just as strong in the Erst act as in the second, you have made a good s ta r t  

regardless of what the drawing looks like. 
Contour drawing allows for concentrated effort in 

looking a t  the model rather than the usud divided 
effort of looking alternately at paper and model, which 
exercises mainly the muscles of the neck. In other 
words, the m t  of putting marks on the paper does not 
intempt the experience of looking at the model. For 
that reason, you are able most effectively to follow 
forms to their logical concIusion, to Iearn where and how 
they relate to other forms. The parts of the figure are 
fairly simple in themselves -an arm, a finger, or a 
foot. But the way they fit together, the arm into the 
shoulder, the foot into the leg, is very difficult. The 

A gesture dm&ag is like scribbling r b r  
thun like printing carefullv - think more 
of t b  m m i n g  than of the m y  the thing Eooh. 



fit, not in a static way, but always in motion. Most students never settle 
down and follow out a form with all its nuances of movement,.alI the del- 
icate transitions from one part to another. This exercise enables you to 
pemive those transitions because you follow closely the living form with- 
out taking your eyes off it. 

Because the experience of looking a t  the model is not interrupted by 
looking at the paper, the drawing becomes a. more truthful record of that 
one experience. If  you made one leg longer than the other, it is probabIy 
because you spent more time looking at it. You may have done that simpIy 
because you had more patience than when you were drawing the other leg. 
Or you may have done it because the leg was closer to you, because more 
weight was on it, or because the position or turn of the leg attracted your 
interest. If you are drawing a model. with very long arms, you may make 
the arms even longer than they are because your attention is attrmted to 
their unusual length and you keep looking at them. 
You need not think of these things. They happen subconsciously or, 

perhaps, accidentally. But, whether you know it  or not, you are developing 
a sense of proportion, which may be a very different thing from a knowIedge 
of proportion but is equally important - for the creative artist, more 
important . 

Dram for three ROUTE as d i ~ d  in Schdule 1 C. 

THE CONTOUR IN SPACE. The contour of any form in nature is never on 
one plane, but, as you follow it, is constantly turning in space. Assume that 
the model's am hangs straight down a t  his side and that you are drawing 
the outer contour downward from the shoulder to the wrist. You will find, 
if you really are looking closely at the contour, that neither your eye nor 
the pencil can move straight down. Because the arm goes around as we11 
as down, the contour seems sometimes to turn back away from you and 
then forward again toward you. Thus you will feel that you are sometimes 
drawing back into the paper and sometimes forward, as wdl as downward. 

Draw jot fir# how8 aa d i r d  in 8chdu!-9 I D. 

This exercise cdls for the same materids as the previous contour study, 
which it supplements. Like many of the exercises in this book, it grew out 



of the effort to explain a particular 
i point to a particular student. One 

night in my class I found a stu- 
dent who did not understand con- 

ch 1 tour drawing, but was making el, outlines. In the attempt (a suc- 
cessful one) to show him what a 
contour really is, I explained that 

{\ \I ) if he fixed his eye on the outside (9) 

I 
contour and moved straight across the body from one 

i; 1 side to the other, he would be following a contour 
even though it  was not at the edge of the figure. The 
value of this as an exercise then occurred to me. 

Fix your eyes on a point on any one of the outside 

(1) ': contours of the model, pencil on paper, as you did ', in the first exercise. Move both pencil rand eyes 
across the figure at approximately a right angle to 

the contour you were touching when you started. For example, if your pen- 
cil was touching a point at the waist on a front view of the figure, you would 
not move it either up along the ribs or down along the thigh as previously, 
but straight across the abdomen. There is no visible line to guide you, but 
actually there is a contour from any point to any other point on the form. 

If the position of the body changes, one of these cross contours, as we 
call them, may become an outside contour. For example, a line straight 
across the shoulders on the back of an erect figure may become the top 
contour if the figure bends over. 

The line of a cross contour follows around the shape of the figure some- 
what as a barrel hoop follows the rounded shape of a barrel. It dips down 
into the hollows and rises up over the muscles much as a piece of adhesive 
tape would if placed along the line you expect to draw. A contour on a leg, 
for example (Figure I), can never be thought of as a line on a flat thing 
(Figure ?2), because the leg is not flat. 

Cross contours are diflerent from the inside contours you have dready 
drawn, such as that m u n d  the nose. An inside contour is at the edge of a 
clearly defined form even though that form does not happen to be at the 
edge of the whole figure. A cross contour may begin or end at  any point on 
the body which your pencil happens to touch. It would be possible to make 



a cross contour simply by placing two dots at random on the figure and 
drawing between them a line which follows the shape of the form. 

As a rule, draw horizontal contours - that is, those at a right angle to 
the outside edge. Sometimes, however, it is helpful to follow a vertical 
contour such as one from the collar bone down the chest, the ribs, the pelvic 
region, and the front of the leg. These contours map be drawn haphazardly 
on the paper - one across the forehead followed bv another across the 
chest. They need not be connected or in place, and to an uninitiated ob- 
server they will be entirely meaningless. 

The study of cross contours should continue what contour drawing has 
already begun - to help you rnaike a real and seemingly physical contact 
with the m d e l  through the sense of touch, . 

nrnw,for three bar* dirmtetl in .%kdu!8 1 I. 
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Section 2 

The Comprehension of Gesture 

THE I M ~ E  OF THE GESTURE. The study of gesture is not simply a matter 
of looking at the movement that the model 'makes. You must also seek to 
understand the impulse that exists inside the model and causes the pose 
which you see. The drawing starts with the impulse, not the position. The 
thing that makes you draw is the thing that makes the model take the posi- 
tion. 

'JTo make clear what I mean, I wilI describe a model posing. He is standing 
with his right foot on the ground, his left foot resting on the seat of a chair 
directly in front of him. He is bent at the waist so that his left elbow rests 
on his left knee. His chin is cupped in the palm of his left hand. His right 
hand is on his waist. 

You now have a picture of this man's action, but it is entirely a mechanical 
picture. Although I have described him at some lengkh, I have not given 
you the primary impulse. 1 have not supplied you with the material for the 
very first feeling you should have ha$, which was also the first feeling the 
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mode1 himself had. That feeling, the first impulse, was whether he stands 
quietly or alertly, tense or in repose. 
This is where I should have begun: A man stands tired, a t  rest. Then I 

might have described the various details as much as I chose. And it i s  in 
this manner that one should attempt to see and draw. The fact that the 
man was alert or tired is of more importance than the angle of his legs or 
arms or the position of his hands. In fact he stood so, or so, because he was 
tired or alert. 

What the eye sees - that is, the various parts of the body in various 
actions and directions - is but the result of this inner impulse, and to under- 
stand one must use something more than the eyes. IT IS NECESSARY TO 

PARTICIPATE IN WHAT THE MODEL IS DOING, to identify yourself with it. 
Without a sympathetic emotional reaction in the artist there can be no 
real, na penetrating understanding. 

If the pose springs naturally from life as you know it, or from a strong 
and sincere emotion, you may more easily seek for and find the impulse. 
Do not make the mistake of thinking of this impulse only in terms of clearly 
defined or commonIy recognized emotions, such as weariness and fear; 
when you say you 'feel' a thing, it is not necessarily something you laugh 
or cry about. What we seek is not so much an inteHectua1 as a phgsical 
response, The model may take a pose in which he reaches down to  tie his 
shoe. His impulse is merely to  tie his shoe, a simple and everyday wish, but 
that is the cause, the reason for, the action which you see. As you draw 
from hundreds of action poses, you wilI become aware of a wide range of 
impulses. Many of them could never be put into words, although you can 
respond to them in drawing. 

The specific directions given in Exercise 2 for gesture drawing were 
planned to open up the way for that response. As you draw, your corn- 
prehension of gesture will grow and naturally your way of drawing will 
develop and change. This should be a natural and entirely unconscious de- 
velopment. In all these exercises, the 'rules' are temporary ones, to which 
you subject yourself in order to get back to the laws of nature. 

This is an exercise I have occasionally made use of in trying to  explain 
vhat I mean by the impulse of the gesture. The modd takes one-minute 
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gesture poses as usual and you make scribbled drawings. Instead of drawing 
the pose you see, however, draw what you think the model may do next. 

Of comse, the pose you draw will seldom be the pose the model actually 
takes. But the effort to realize how the model could move from his present 
position - what it would be possibIe for him to do and what he might want 
to do - will help you to understand the forces at work behind the action 
you see. 

DrnwJar bhrw huru ~ 1 9  d<rwtd dn ScWule $ A. 

EXTRACTING THE GESTURE, Try for the present to think of the gesture 
as a thing in its own right, distinct from the form which your eye sees as it 
moves. You can become aware of a gesture without seeing it. If you hear 
someone clap his hands loudly, you can draw the gesture from the sound. 
You can draw something that you do yourself, because you feel the impulse 
even though you do not see the movement. 

You can see the gesture of an object without seeing any of its details. 
Mike a dot on a piece of paper and ask a companion to fix his eyes on it, 
Stand beside him and make a motion with your hand. He will be able to 
duplicate the motion, although he cannot tell whether the hand wore a 
ring or whether the fingers were Iong or short. Your signature is never the 
same twice, but i t  is always unmistakable because it has a characteristic 
gesture. JThen people use rows of large circles and pointed lines to practice 
penmanship, they are really 'extracting the gesture' because they have se- 
lected for practice the significant movements of the letters. One can some- 
times read an illegible word by making the gesture of the handwriting, which 
wiIl then suggest the letters to the mind. 

This thing we call gesture is as separate from the substance through which 
it acts as the wind is from the trees that it bends. Do not study first the 
shape of an arm or even the direction of it. That will come in other exer- 
cises. Became aware of the gesture, which is a thing in itself without sub- 
stance.. 

Gesture is intangible. It cannot be understood without feeling, and it 
need not be exactly the same thing for pou as for someone else. To discover 
it there is required only practice and awareness on your part. You learn 
about it more from drawing than from anything I can say. 

Draw JOT three hours IW. directed in Scherlde % B. 





THE UNITY OF THE GESTURE, Try to grasp the unity which is inherent 
in any pose of the figure. Imagine that the mode1 has jumped back and 
thrown her hands forward as if to protect herself from some strange animal. 
That particular thing which has made this pose a unit is the gesture caused 
by fear which takes place in every part of the figure. The gesture is the 
cement, the unifying element, that  holds the various elements of the pose 
together. 
B y  gesture we mean, not any one movement, but the completeness of the 

various movements of the whole figure. That is why in the beginning I told 
you to keep the whole thing going at once. The awareness of unity must be 
first and must be continuous. 
The eye alone ia not capable of seeing the whole gesture. It can only see 

parts at a time. That which puts these parts together in your consciousness 
is your appreciation of the impulse that created the gesture. If you make 
a conscious attempt merely to see the gesture, the impulse which caused 
i t  is lost to you. But if you use your whole consciousness to grasp the feeling 
- the impulse behind the immediate picture - you have a far better chance 
of seeing more truly the various parts. For the truth is that by themselves 
the parts have no significant identity. You should attempt to read first 
the meaning of the pose, and to do this properly you should constantly seek 
the impulse. 
If you think of the whole figure, gesture becomes three-dimensional. 

It is not merely the direction of line but the essential action, the full 
form in space. D o  not think too much of surfaces because the surface is 
only a part of the figure just as an arm is onIy a part and not the whole. 

Even in the short space of one minute, i t  is possible to see a great many 
things about a, model and a pose. The flash pose is to be tried as an experi- 
ment in which you wilI be forced to see the whole pose as a unit because 
there is not time enough to see more. 
The model does not stay on the model stand. Me rrishes to the stand, 

does one thing in a flash of a second, and then leaves the stand again as 
quickly as possible. His action should be a simple one such as putting his 
hand to his forehead or raising his arm. When you draw, you make a 'flash' 
scribbled drawing, recording only your basic reaction. 

Drawfor thtm Iaotlra aa d<wM i n  Schedule 2 C. 



GESTURE AND ACTION. By gesture we do not mean simply movement or 
motion or action. A thing does not have to be in motion to have gesture. 
You seek for it when the model is relaxed just as much as in a very active 
pose, 

Gesture, as you will come to understand it, will apply to everything you 
draw. Even a pancake has gesture. There is gesture in the way in which a 
newspaper lies on the table or in the way a curtain hangs. Gesture describes 
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the compound of all forces acting in and against, and utilized by, the model. 
The term action is not sufficient. 

We may think of gesture, rather, as the character of the action. Look 
at two vases - one tall and graceful, the other fat and squat. They are as 
different in character as two people might be. The similes in which our 
language is rich of ten aptly summarize the character of an action or a thing. 
We say that we felt 'as Jimp as a, dishrag,' that he sat 'as stiff as a poker.' 
That quality which makes you compare the way the man sits to a poker 
may give you some cIue to the gesture of both the pose and the object. 
The key to the nature of a subject is its gesture. From it  the other aspects 

of drawing proceed. 



GESTURE m THINGS. b o k  at' B lamp and think of what it is doing. I t  
spreads out to hold a certain mount of kerosene. The glass chimney hoIds 
back the wind from the flame, 

A chair invites you to sit in it. If it is a stiff straight chair it will hold 
you erect. If it is an ample easy-chair it  will sink under you and make you 
relax. The man who made the chair was aware of the different needs of 
the people who would sit in it, and the chair reveals the mood or the char- 
acter of the person who chooses it. 

By using your feeling or imagination you can relate the gestures you see 
to those which are more universally understood. For example, the base of 
the lamp may have a sturdy, smug Iook which suggests to you a well-fed 
prosperous business man with a neat collar holding his head straight up. 
From an impression of that sprt you get a very clear picture of the lamp so 
that when you see it  again you instantly recognize it among twenty similar 
lamps not e x d y  from the same mold. Such observation is more instructive, 
as well as more interesting, than an observation of static lines and planes, 
and it results in a kind of knowledge that can be recalIed ten years from 
now even though you have forgotten all about the act of observing. 

Naturally, the impulse of the gesture in inanimate objects cannot be 
considered an emotional one, although we sometimes transfer our own 
emotions to things. This is common in literature and in the very phrases 
of our language, as when we name a certain kind of tree a 'weeping wil- 

+ 

l o w . 9 u t  tG seek the actual impulse of the gesture in inanimate things 
we go bmk to natural causes. A plant grows upward toward the sun and 
the blossom begins to droop when it becomes too heavy for the stern. A 
bent tree-trunk may have been blown by storms, or blocked at  some point 
in its growth, as by another tree. Water flows because it  is liquid and the 
law of gravity urges it into a downhi11 path. Objects are made for a cer- 
tain purpose and that purpose determines their shape and gesture. An 
auger is made to twist, a knife to cut, a balI to roI1. 

A tree does not grow from the top down but from the bottom up. Start 
then at the bottom, and in a loose, easy, tentative manner allow your pencil 
to move upward ns you cikn feel that the tree moved up - upward and out 
along the branches. Let your pencil follow the sense of movement through 
to the leaves. Do they spread like bursts of flame from a skyrocket or do 
they fall down, dropping like water? As the tree reaches upward, it moves 
out from its core into a three-dimensional form. 



The clouds in the sky are practicaIly all movement. They reflect the 
movement of the wind. They may swell out at the top or be cut Rat at the 
bottom. The grass has within it the movement of its own impulse to reach 
the sun and is pressed forward or downward by the passing wind. Stone 
walls can be seen as having been built by men, each stone lifted and fitted 
into place, where it now presses sideward and downward because of its 
weight. Roads move up over hills, down again into valleys, through forests. 
They were created by movement and exist for the purpose of movement. 

Through your ability to grasp something of this, you wiIl begin to under- 
stand other things like proportion and perspective, for the truth is that 
those things are caused by movement and are a part of it. It is far more 
important that your studies contain this comprehension of movement, of 
gesture, than that they contain any other single thing. 

D ~ a w j w  # h w  ~ U P B  as d i m &  <?a lachdnde 9 E. 



Section 3 

Weight and the Modelled Drawing 

FORM AND WEIGHT. With the word 'form' bandied back and forth as it is, 
one would believe that real progress is being made in the effort to  under- 
stand the nature of form, to realize its significance. However, I have found 
that most students mistake a certain type of shalIow, superficial surface 
modelling for form. 

To me weight is the essence of form. And, since the Iife of a thing is its 
only real significance, I think of form as the living expression of weight. 
To make clear what I mean by lack of form, I need only to remind you 

of the cast-iron clouds and balloon-like women that frequently appear in 
pictures. One feeIs that the solid-looking douds should be settled firrnIy on 
the earth while the hollow, bulbous figures might we11 be floating in the air. 
What is lacking in the form is a comprehension of its weight. 

You can grasp the essential weight of an object even before you become 
conscious of its form or shape. Suppose that you close your eyes and hold 
out your hand, keeping the paIm flat. Someone places an object on your 
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hand. Immediately you are aware of the weight of the object. If you close 
your hand around it, you can telI whether the object is round or square, 
smooth or rough, large or smaI1. When you ofien your eyes and look at it, 
you recognize still other detaiIs such as its color. But the sensation of 
weight done was first and not dependent on any of the succeeding sensa- 
tions. 

Form and weight are dependent upon all three dimensions - length, 
width, and thickness. A thing that has only length and width and no thick- 
ness (if there could be such a thing) can have no weight. We may think of' 
form as the three-dimensiond shape of weight. 

WEIGHT AND ENERQY. In searching for a realization of weight it is not 
necessary to think in terns of ounces or pounds. You can feel it through 
your own sense of energy. Suppose you are trying to pick up some object 
from the ground. If it is a. light object, little energy is required to lift it. 
If it is very heavy, a, great deal of energy is required - you pull and tug 
at it. You can tell how heavy the thing is - comprehend its weight - by 
the amount of energy you expend in lifting it. 

In fact, YOU can think of weight itself as having energy. The weight of a 
stone presses into the ground. As you attempt to lift the heavy object, its 
weight resists you. It is that understanding of its resistance to our energy 
that gives us a real awareness of weight. 

Mute&ds: Use a lithograph crayon (medium) broken in half and 
a large sheet of cream-colored manila wrapping paper (fifteen by 
twenty inches). If the edge of the crayon begins to stick, strike 
it sharply on a piece of paper several times or scrape it with a 
knife. 

In this exercise you will attempt to comprehend the solidity of the model 
- its weight - the fact that it exists in space and moves in space in every 
direction. Just as in gesture drawing you concentrate on the one idea of 
gesture, here you are to concentrate on the one idea of weight. When you 
draw without a model, choose objects that are buIky and solid. 

Work with the side and not the point of the lithograph crayon. Start in 
the middle of the figure and work out from the center to the outside con- 
tours. By the middle I mean actually the core, the imagined center, inside 



the form. It is not the center between the two edges of the surface {Figure 
I), nor is it the center of the half of the form which you can see (Figure 2). 
It is the center of the whole form, the surface of which can be seen only if 
you walk d l  the way around the model and back again. 

You know, even if you don't see all of it a t  once, that the torso is shaped 
somewhat like a cylinder. Place your crayon along a Iine which you feel to 
be the center of that cylinder (Figure 3) and work outward until you come 
to the surface. Believe and feel that you are working backward and for- 

ward as well as up and down until you have actually 

A ' filled up all the apace between the center of the figure 

(1) 
and all of its surfaces - back, front, and sides. 
Grasp first the general position of the figure and feel 

its essential weight. Bulk up the thing as quickly and 

1 
easily as possible. Then you may develop somewhat 

'. your feeling for the disposition of the various parts, ---_ 
showing, for example, that the lower leg goes back or the 
right arm comes forward. But think only of the weight 

, \ of those parts. If the model stands with his weight on 
one leg, you should realize that that leg presses with 

(9) 
.- --/ greater weight against the floor than the other. 

Perhaps the easiest way to describe this exercise L 
to say that you work, as nearly as possible, like a 

. sculptor modelling in clay. Usually, the sculptor works 
around a piece of wire that corresponds somewhat to 
the center or core of the form. He takes up a casually 
shaped mass of clay and starts shaping i t  into the im- 

<-- 
age of the model -a large hunk for the torso, smalIer 

1 

P I and Ionger hunks for the legs, until gradually he has 
Ii- -_-, +- .- ' 

: filled with clay the space which the figure occupies. 
Never think of yourself as drawing a line when doing 

this exercise. You scarcely think of yourself as drawing 
at all, but work as if building up the figure with a mass 

1 of clay. Leave the edges blurred and uncertain; because 
you are trying to get the sensation of weight, pour atten- 
tion should be fixed on the center, not on the edge. 
Your drawing will not show anything that looks Iike a 



line. It should be a solid, 
dark mass. 

There is no sense of light 
and shadow in this drawing 
because light md shadow lie 
only on the surface and you 
never draw the surface at 
all. If 
drawing 
another, 

one part of your 
Iooks darker than 
i t  will be the core. 

1. ?. 0- -.- 
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3 
It doesn't matter how black $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
the drawing becomes. 

Do not try t o  work out in your mind any system for filiing up the form. 
Work Zoosely, freely. Generally, a sort of rotating movement will best give 
the sensation of a constant and gradual reaching out from the centw, the 
core, to the surfaces. Concentrate on the first big conception of the bulk.' 
Respond with your own energy to  the weight of the model. 

Draw for t h w  houra aa dimM in Schd& 9 A. 

WEIGHT AND MASS. YOU may feel that the thing you are trying to re- 
spond to might be called b a s s  ' or ' volume' rather than ' weight.' It is 
true that you are learning to represent the mass or bulk of anything you 
draw, but i t  is necemmy t o  think further than that. A paper cup and a 
silver cup may take up the same amount of space, but the one is a Airnsy 
and unsubstantial thing while the other is strong and heavy. A gIus test- 
tube and a piece of half-inch lead pipe, in spite of their similar size and 
shape, have an important difference in weight. Draw a feather pillow and 
an iron bar, or alternate studies of clouds and stones, thinking of their 
weight. 

Drw for thm hur8 aa dzvmkd in Schd& 9 B. 

THE CORE. The core is the motivation of the form. If you look at the 
stump of a tree, you can see how the tree grew, dways outward from i b  
core. With your crayon you reach inside the model and touch that core, 
letting the figure grow on paper as it grew in life. 



Recently I watched a, three-year-old child make a drawing of an apple. 
She carefully selected a red crayon from her box and made a dot on the 
paper. Then she drew with the crayon around and around the dot until s 
very solid, very red apple appeared. I have spent much time trying to ex- 
plain how to do something that she did naturally. 
The significance of the form is its relation to the core. Do not worry now 

about the shape. Let it be vague. Think of the form as a. living substance, 
dependent on activity. Searching for the core is another way of searching 
for the living impuIse. What we see, whaE we touch, k the shell. You can 
only sense the core. 

This exercise carries the preceding one a step further. Spend the first ten 
minutes making a weight drawing with lithograph crayon. Bulk up the 
form quickly and in exactly the same spirit as before, but don't let the 
drawing get too bImk in the beginning. 
Then, still using your crayon on the side and not making my Iines, go 

over all the vertical contours of the figure. This is an important change. 
In the first step you were working inside the figure, drawing from the center 
out and not drawing the surfaces. Now you are actually to touch the sur- 
faces, to run your crayon over them from top to bottom or bottom to top. 
Since you are now drawing surfaces, you will naturally draw only those that 
you can see. Work loosely and freely with the same continuous movement 
that you used in the beginning. 

Where the form goes back or in, you press back or in with your crayon. 
For example, as the form moves up over the chest and then back over the 
shoulder, your crayon moves lightly up over the chest and then presses 
heavily back over the shoulder. You are trying to believe that you are 
touching the model and all of its many contours. Naturally, you have to 
push farther to reach those that seem to go back. 

Next you are to touch with your crayon all the horizontal contours of the 
figure. (You need not be too methodicaI about this - soon you will begin 
to touch the contours as you become aware of them whether they are verti- 
cal or horizontal.) You must not jump from one side of the figure to the 
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other merely shading the edges dark; you must move across exactly as if 
you were passing your hand over it. 
I am sure you will see the kinship between this and the cross-contour 

exercise, You now use a flat crayon instead of a point and seek eventually 
to touch the whole figure instead of single lines, but the sense of touch is 
the basis of both exercises. Keep studying the model. Keep Iooking up 
there, constantly making a contact with the model as if through touch. 

PRESS HARD WHERE THE FORM GOES BACK - PRESS MORE LIGHTLY WHERE 

IT COMES TOWARD YOU. When you press back, naturally the mark on the 
paper becomes darker. When you have finished, the darkest places on your 
drawing will be the parts of the figure that are farthest from you although 
they may not look dark on the model at dl. The lightest places will be the 



parts nearest to you. To illustrate this, I have chosen a simpler form than 
the human figure, a piece of wooden molding. Because it is simple, you can 
see more clearly that the crayon moved lightly up over the bulge and then 
pressed back heavily into the paper without strict regard for details. That 
is the principle by which the form is to be modelled, however simple or 
complicated it is. 

Trr~ SENSATION OF MODELLING. Continue to work exactly as if you were 
a sculptor modelling with clay. You have taken your clay and distributed 
about the right amount of it to the various parts of the body. Now you 
begin to shape those parts by modelling with your fingers, pressing into the 
clay wherever there is a hollow in the form, pushing back wherever the form 
goes back. As you try to get into the smaller hallows of the form, as at the 
pit of the neck, you will use the point of your crayon just as a sculptor would 
use a smaller modelling tool. (In fact, you may come to use the point of the 
crayon altogether, if you like - the directions for these exercises are to be 
thought af only as a starting-point.) You can, bit by bit, develop a contact 
with every subtlety of the modelling if you attempt to feel it out with your 
sense of touch. Do not take anything for granted. 



Section 4 

Memory Drawing and Other Quick Studies 

SEEING THE WHOLE. With the exception of the contour study, there is no 
drawing that is not a memory drawing because, no matter how slight the 
interval is from the time you look at the model until you look at your draw- 
ing or painting, you are memorizing what you have just seen. Of course, 
in that  kind of drawing in which the student looks back and forth from the 
model continuously, he is memorizing little bits at a time, hoping to be abIe, 
after he has assembled all the little bits, to put them together by some pre- 
conceived theory or plan or by some beIated effort to see the model as a 
whole. 

Actually, the best plan is to see the figure as a whole in the beginning and 
in the course of my teaching I have devised many exercises toward that end. 
The first and simplest of these, as I have alredy expIained, is the quick 
gesture study. The second, memory drawing, is a, variation of that exercise. 
Because you do not draw while the model is posing, you are less apt to look 
at specific details and you are able to fight with even greater concentration 
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for a study of gesture, which iS the thing that gives unity to the various 
parts. 

The model is asked to take three poses successively, holding each for 
about half a minute, and then t o  step down from the stand so that he cannot 
be seen. During the next minute, make gesture drawings (Exercise 52) of the 
three poses in any order that mcurs to you. Even if the poses are not dear 
in your mind, put something down and keep drawing for a minute. After 
you have finished, the model does not repeat the poses but goes on to three 
new ones. 

MAKE NO ATTEMPT TO DRAW WIITLE TIIE MODEL IS POSING. Sit with your 
arms folded and your pencil in your pocket so that you will not even 'draw' 
with a movement of your hand. You are not trying to  remember merely the 
position of the model - just as, when you memorize a poem, you are not 
trying to remember the shape of the letters on the page. You should feel 
the whole movement with your whole body, not merely with pour hand. 

A t  first you may find yourself, like many other students, staring blankly 
at an equrtIly blank paper. Draw something. Make some kind of lines 
whether you have any memory of the poses or not. Then try again. Soon 
you will find yourself remembering the gesture of at least one pose. A little 
later you will remember two and then three. 

The poses need not be related, and it is not wise t o  enforce any system of 
memorizing them, because you will then be making the intellect reach out 
too far ahead of the very senses that this exercise is intended to train. You 
do not want an intellectual transposition of the gesture. Remember wdh 
your own muscles the movement. 
As soon as you find that you can remember three poses fairly welI, enlarge 

the group to four, and finally to as many as you can remember. Some of 
my classes have been able by the end of a year to enlarge the group of poses 
to ten. This may be impossible if you try t o  remember with your conscious 
mind, but i t  can be done if you are able to make use of a purely physical 
sensation. In  this respect memory drawing is a, little like the 'touch method ' 
of writing on the typewriter; if you try consciously t o  think where the letters 
are you are likely to become confused, but if you rely on your s w s e  of touch 
you cam become very accurate. 



STUUEXT ~ ) I ~ A W I N C  OF MOVING :~LTIQN 

Keep your pencil moving an 6h model m>vas. 

You can practice memory drawing from any group of quick poses. 
Simply watch as many of them as you think you can remember, then turn 
your back on the model and draw. Any of the subjects you use for gesture 
studies will serve equally well for memory studies - in fact, any subjwt 
will serve. 

Draw for threa b u t a  as directed in Schedv~le 4 A. 



The model is asked to take a moving pose. This needs an example: The 
model stands facing the class and turns, keeping his right leg in the same 
position but swinging his left leg around, twisting his torso and reaching 
with his left hand to the right; then he returns to the originaI position. He 

STUDEWT DRAWING COMBINING MOVING ACTION (EXERCISE 9) 
WITH TRE MODELLF.D DRAWING (EXERCISE 7) 



repeats this over and over 
again for three minutes, 
sometimes moving s10md y, 
sometimes moving natu- 
rally. 

Starting with that part 
of the body which remains 
more or less stationary, 
make ZL gesture drawing of 
at least two poses, one at 
the beginning and another 
at the extreme of the ac- 
tion. In the pose described 
above, the right leg re- 
mained more or Iess sta- 
tionary and the extreme of 
the pose occurred when the 
left hand was reaching to 
the right. These two draw- 
ings are made on the same 
paper and are superim- STUDENT DRAWING COMBINING 
posed, the park of the body Movrnr, ACTLON WITA CONTO~R 

that was the same in both poses being drawn only once. Keep the pencil 
continually moving as the model moves. Later you may use the moving- 
action pose to make drawings that are more detailed, but for the present 
stick to the spirit and the style of a quick gesture study. Try to draw three 
positions whenever the pose permits. 

To facilitate the model's work, suggest that he think of any natural 
action that allows some part of his body to remain in the same position. 
For example: ( I )  A man recognizes an acquaintance who has just passed 
him and half turns, waving his hand. (9) A man seated rises to reach for a 
pen he has dropped on the floor, keeping one hand on the ba& of his chair. 
Also practice this exercise from everyday life, drawing any action which you 
can see repeated - a boy pitching a baseball, a man chopping wood, a 
woman taking clothes from a. basket and hanging them on a line. 

Draw for thre b r a  rn dirded in.Schd& 4 B. 



Describe a pose which the model is to take. Then make a, one-minute 
gesture study as well as you can from this verb1 description, the model re- 
maining in the meantime out of sight. After you have finished, ask the 
mode1 to take the pose that has been described and make a two-rninute 
gesture drawing of the actual pose on a fresh piece of paper. The whole 
process - the description and the two drawings - will take about five 
minutes. 

The description of the pose may be given by each member of the cIass in 
turn (by either you or the model if you are working alone). The effort to 
describe the poses is good training in itself. It will naturally make you more 
observing and more conscious of what the human body can do, and you will 
begin to note the variety in the ordinary postures of people. 
The descriptions should not be too elaborate or detailed. Describe the 

gesture in general terms, specifying only the direction in which the model 
is to face. You may say, for example, 'The model will be seated facing the 
class. He hears a door opened behind him and turns to see who i t  is.' The 
detrtils of the pose are left to the model and it doesn't matter whether your 
idea of it coincides with his or not. 

Dram for thres hmwa aa direct& in Schedzde .$ C. 

During a, three-minute pose make a gesture drawing of that pose as it 
would 100k in reverse. For example, if you see a side view of the model 
kneeling on his left knee, his right arm extended in front of him and his left 
arm back of him, draw as if be were facing in the opposite direction, kneeling 
on his right knee with his left arm forward and his right a m  back. Whatever 
the pose, draw as if the model were facing the opposite way and were using 
the opposite limbs for the gesture. What you draw wilI resemble the re- 
flection of the pose that would appear in a mirror held in front of your 
eyes. The model then takes this reverse pose and you draw it again on a 
fresh sheet of paper. Draw 'in reverse ' a great variety of things, such as a 
piece of furniture, a house, a pitcher, an automobile. 

&cam for t h ~  hum as d i m i d  i ScMule 4 D. 



Two or three members of the dass, or two models, are asked to pose 
together for two minutes, using some natural gesture in which the figures 
are connected, such as the following: two people shaking hands; one person 
looking over the shoulder of another; a girl looking at another girl's necklace; 
a clerk fitting shoes or a hat; a doctor looking down a patient's throat; a 
boxing match; a barber at work. Subjects like these may be dram also 
from everyday life. 

The purpose of this exercise is to treat the two or three figures as a unit. 
Do not draw one figure and then the other, but FOLLOW THE GESTURE OF THE 

waom, using the scribble technique. 

Draw jar thres hour# as d{rtxi%d in S c W u h  4 E. 

STUDENT POSES. After the class 
or group have worked together Iong 
enough to become acclimated to the 
serious purpose of their study, the 
students may sometimes take the 
poses for dl these quick studies. This 
gives the students who are drawing rt 

greater variety and it  gives the student 
who is posing a better appreciation of 
the emotional impulse necessary to 
make the pose expressively natural. 

When you are working alone try 
posing for yourself. Take a pose for 
a minute or two. Don't try to visual- 
ize it. Try to get the sense of the ges- 
ture, the essence of it. Think of it all 
as a unit, as you think of a spoken 
word as being a whole and not so 
many letters. Think how a certain 
part of the body pushes forward, how 
weight presses in a certain place. 
Then make a gesture drawing of 

STUDENT DRAWING OF A GROUP POSE your own pose. 
Treat the iwohures w a unit. 



QU~CK STUDIES FROM MEMORY. AS soon as you are able to draw sorne- 
what readily from memory, combine the principle of memory drawing with 
the other quick studies I have described - moving action, descriptive, 
reverse, and group poses. Watch without drawing while the model takes 
the pose. Draw only after the model has left the stand. 

STUDENT DRAWING OF A GROUP Pwe 
Follow th gesture of the zuhok. 



Section 5 

The Modelled Drawing in ink-The Daily 
Composition 

THE LIMITATIONS OF PRECONCEIVED IDEAS. In learning to draw, i t  is 
necessary to start back of the limitations that casual information sets upon 
you. Preconceived ideas about things with which you have no real experi- 
ence have a tendency to defeat the acquiring of real knowledge. 

One handicap that peopIe have in looking at a painting is that they relate 
it, not to m actuality, but to  other pictures of which they have accidental 
knowIedge. Watch a child draw a. house. He has in mind na picture that he 
has ever seen, no system for representing shingles or brick - unless he has 
been spoiled by the wrong kind of instruction. In his mind is an actual house, 
which he feels he is actually building as he draws. I watched one of my 
sons draw a dragon when he was about four years old. He contorted his own 
face and muscles as he drew and seemed actually to be afraid of the thing 
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Slad in the w d r  of the form a d  
work out toward all the surfaces. 





when he saw it on the paper. We think too often of the thing we draw in 
terms of the ways we have seen it drawn. Think of the figure, not as if 
painted by 'Sitian or Renoir, but as actual flesh and bones. 

If you make drawings of a knee until you are a hundred years old, your 
conception of it will still be far from what a knee actually is. Many painters 
Jlem to paint a knee in a certain way during their first year in art school and 
go on painting the same knee for the rest of their lives. Do not allow 
familiar labels to interfere with fresh impulses. Disregard ideas that are 
already formulated, or constantly test them by new fresh experiences. Red- 
ize the actual existence of an arm or a leg in space as contrasted with the 
idea of m arm or a leg. 

The only way around the limits of our preconceived notions is the physi- 
cal action of the five senses. You must get at a direct contact with the 
model. 

There is much talk about 'beauty' and much talk about 'truth,' but all 
the student need concern himself with is reality - that natural reality 
which he recognizes in norma1' everyday life and which establishes itself in 
his mind through his senses. Do not miss the sort of thrust which says that 
this b sand, this is water, these are trees. Remember that trees could be 
cut up and made into some sort of lumber. Water is heavy and wet - it is 
not just so much color. Do not look at a woods interior as spots of green, 
but get into it and realize that there are trees in between other trees. 

Materials: Use Iarge sheets of cream manila paper (fifteen by 
twenty inches), black drawing ink, arid an ordinary pen and 
penpoint. The point should be large and strong and blunt, prefer- 
ably with a ball-shaped tip, so that it will move easily in any direc- 
tion. Do not use a fountain pen. 

This exercise is exactly like the modelled drawing in lithograph except 
thnt you have only the point of the pen with which to make c o n k t  instead 
of the broad surface of the crayon and consequently it becomes necessary 
to do a great deaI of scratching around. 

Start in the center of the form and make in the beginning the same sort 
of rotating movement that you made with the crayon, constantly filling in 



the form and working out toward all the surfaces. Keep the pen moving over 
the paper in all directions without lifting'it. Then, as with the lithograph 
crayon, make contact with the vertical and horizontal contours, pressing 
back where the form goes back and lightly where it  is near you. Remember 
that there will be no outline because you do not think of edges. 

Do not be timorous or besitant. Press hard, even if the pen tears into the 
paper and makes huge blots. Work freely and vigorously. Do not hesitate 
to keep working over the forms until your drawing is compIeteIy black. 

This is a memory drawing, to be done in scribbled gesture style, but  in- 
stead of drawing a single figure or object you are to show the human being 
in relation to his environment. 

Working in pencil, make a small drawing (about five by seven inches in 
size) of something you have seen during the past twenty-four hours. P u t  
down as fast a,nd easily as possible, and in any order, the various things you 
remember about a specific pIwe and what was going on there. No more 
than fifteen minutes should be spent on one drawing. Make no corrections 
or alterations later, b u t  go on to a, new one the next day. 

Do not fee1 that the compositions should be complicated or, because they 
indicate more complete pictures, that they ought to be story-telling in a 
dramatic sense. Do not try to make something difficuIt out of them. The 
following list will illustrate the simple type of subject matter desired: 
(1)  A person getting into a street car or automobile. (8) A woman examin- 
ing merchandise either in or on the oul.side of a store. (3) A man lighting a 
cigar or cigarette or $ipe. (4) A shoe-black at work. (5) A man paying 
his check in a restaurant. (6) Children playing. (7) A woman in a beauty 
parlor. Any of the casual and usual activities around you will make suitable 
subjects. 

If you find that you are frequently at a loss for something to draw, make 
in advance a week's schedule of the places you wilI use for the daily composi- 
tion and go to the place when the day comes. For example: Monday, drug- 
store; Tuesday, restaurant; Wednesday, barber shop; Thursday, cigar store; 
Friday, lobby of a motion-picture theater; Saturday, elevator lobby of a 



large building. Practice standing in the place and closing your eyes, trying 
to reconstruct the place in your mind. Observe the background and observe 
what a person could do in the place - where he could walk to, where he 
could sit down, where he might go upstairs, where he would pay if it 5s a 

store. As you come to blind spots, open your eyes and make further observa- 
tion. This wilI teach you the things you need for drawing. 

Remember that this is a gesture study and that you are, therefore, to seek 
for the movement of the whole. SEE THE WHOLE THING AS A UNIT. Just as, 
in the group poses, you drew the gesture of two or three figures together, not 
as separate units, here you draw the gesture of the figure or figures together 
with the place that surrounds them, thinking of the place, figures, and ob- 
jects as one whole thing. 

This exercise is to be considered as 'homework.' It is not included in 
the schedule proper because you are expected to practice it every day even 
though you may go to class only once or twice a week. Since you never use 
the model for it, you may conveniently practice it  during any spare quarter 
of m hour in your day. However, if you have no other time, or if you have 
forgotten to do it, devote some time from your regular lesson to the daily corn- 
position. No other exercise in the book is mare important than this one. 

These compositions do not have to be right. They can be all uwong. THE 
IMPORTANT THING IS TO DO THEM - three hundred and sixty-five of them 
between today and this date next year. It will be helpful if you keep this up 
for a year, and it  will be twice as helpful if you keep it up far two years. The 
redly serious student will make a quick composition every day for the rest 
of his life despite everything else he has to do. Start with the scribbled ges- 
ture technique and go on from that to develop your own ways of working. 
The drawings on the following pages will show you some of tE*e ways in 
which different artists have used the quick composition as a means of study. 

Draw for td11.9 hour8 aa dire&& in ScMude 5 B-E. 
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Section 6 

The Modelled Drawing in Water Color - 
Right-Angle Study 

VARIETY OF MEDIUM. Today you wiIl begin the practice of the modelled 
drawing in a third medium - water color. Each medium that you use 
should enrich the others. Practice with pen and ink, for example, contributes 
something to the use of water color which practice with water color alone 
cannot give, making it fuller and more varied as a medium of expression. 
As far apart as etching and oil painting are, the one contributes to the other 
as in the work of Rembrandt. 

This change of medium might be likened to a change of Ianguage. The 
experience of using two languages makes each more rich than it can possi- 
bly be by itself. And, more important, the attempt to convey a thought 
from one language to another makes possible a finer comprehension of the 
thought. We are all prone to accept our preconceptions instead of investi- 
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gating a thing fuIly and anew. Once we have had an experience, the repeti- 
tion of the experience becomes muffled and not clear. We anticipate and in 
anticipating we lose the significance, the meaningful detail. The very 
difficulties of using a new medium, like the difficulties of using a new lan- 
guage, tend t o  bring you back to the meaning you desire to convey, because 
the medium can be used properly only in relation tc .?our grasp of the mean- 
ing, 

In th first step bu&? u p  the farm quickly. 

Materials: Tlse large sheets of cream-colored manila paper (fifteen 
by twenty inches) and three tubes of cheap water color -yellow 
ochre, burnt sienna, and black. It is important that you should 
use tube colors and that you should use only the three colors 
named. Do not use water color paper, even if you can afford to; 
the taugh manila paper is better for this exercise. You will need 
one sable water color brush, which should be quite large (size 9) 
and of the best quality you can afford. Use a cheap water color 
pan to mix the colors in, a glass of water, and several soft clean rags 
about six inches square. 



This is essentially the same exercise as the modelled drawing in lithograph 
crayon, but, naturally, whether you press lightly or hard with a brush-load 
of color makes no difference in the lightness or darkness of the color that ap- 
pears on the paper. Therefore, you will use the dark colors to give the sensa- 
tion of pressing back that you have gotten previously by actually pressing 
with the crayon or pen. 

STUDENT MQD~LLED DRAWING IN WATER COUIS 
Uee the davk mEoP bo give the a d w n  of pressing back. 

Use the lightest color (yellow ochre) for the first step, the building up of 
the form from the center to the outside surfaces. For the next step, touching 
the vertical and horizontal contours, mix burnt sienna and black until you 
get a sort of chocolate color, with which you model the forms before the yel- 
low ochre is too dry. Keep the whole thing going at once and, as before, pay 
no attention to edges. 

If a time comes when the paper is so wet that it refuses to take m y  more 
color without spreading it meminglessly, start another study and keep the 
two going at once. Work on one while the other dries a little. Seep the 
brush fairly dry by wiping it with the rag before dipping it into the color. 
In the first stage, building up with yellow ochre, the brush will be wetter than 



in the second stage, Keep the color full and thick. Fill the brush with it, 
using plenty of pigment. It should not be thin and watery. 
THE USE OF WATER COLOR IN THIS EXERCISE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH 

WATER-COLOR TECHNIQUE OR WITH 'COLOR.' It is simply an exercise in 
drawing for which we use a color roughly approximating that of flesh, in- 
stead of black. It will not approximate the color of many things you draw, 
but that does not matter. You should not think now of trying to reproduce 
any color that you may see. Work exactly as you did with the crayon and 
the pen, bringing the form forward when it is nearer you and pushing it back 
as it goes away from you. With the crayon you could push the surfaces 
back away from you by pressing harder. Here you must do it by letting the 
color get darker. That is the only difference. 

Draw for & Isours as dimW in Schedule 8 A and 6 B. 



Work from a hdf-hour pose, using pencil and a Iarge sheet of paper. The 
foIlowing pose may be used the first time the exercise is attempted: The 
model sits erect on the Ieft side of his chair directly facing you, the right 
knee straight forward with the right foot directly under it, the left foot 
pulled back with the toe placed on the floor directly under the Ieft thigh, the 
right hand resting on the right knee and facing forward, the left hand at 
the waist. 

During the first half of the pose, draw, not what you see, but what you 
think you would see if you were sitting at the left side of the model instead 
of in front of him. In the pose described above you see a front view, but you 
will draw from imagination a, profile view. First attempt to visualize the 
relation of the feet to one another and to the chair, because the chair is re- 
sponsible for the conditions in which the gesture took place. To your irnagi- 
nation it will appear that the model's right foot is to the left of the chair; 
that the left foot touches or is very near the back leg of the chair, that the 
left knee is not as far advanced as the right knee, that the left elbow directly 
faces you somewhat above the waist, and that the right elbow is bent. 

The drawing is to be done as much as possible in the spirit of a gesture 
drawing. Naturally you will have to stop to think, to figure aut where the 
various park are in relation to each other, but think always of what they are 
doing. 

Devote the remainder of the pose t o  a 'check-up' when you will actualEy 
go to the position from which you imagined the figure and note the difference 
between the actual pose and the drawing you made. The first thing to note 
i s  the unity of the gesture, as in m y  other kind of drawing. Do not correct 
your drawing or try to make a new one. Simply notice your mistakes. 

Of course you will not aIways have a front view of the model for this 
exercise and if several, people are working together they will all have different 
views. But the principle remains the same. We call this 
'right-angle study' because if you drew a line from the 
place you are sitting to the model, and another Iine from MOOEL 

<---  the place you imagine you are sitting to the model, those -.- --. - 
two lines would be at right angles to each other. I n  the -- 8 
accompanying diagram the capital letters A,  B, C, and D re- - - -  A 

present four students working from the same model. The 
first student is actually sitting at the place marked A. He 



imagines that he is sitting at the place marked a and for the check-up he 
actually goes to the place marked a. 

Do not limit yourself to the human figure. Look at a telephone, a Iamp 
post, or a lawn mower and draw it as it would appear from a 'right-angle' 
view. This will force you to acquire a sound knowledge of the way the thing 
is constructed. 

FUTURE RIGHT-ANGLE STUDY. For t.he present you are to consider none 
of the small details of the figure in this exercise but only the gesture. Later, 
you may devote an hour to each right-angle study, drawing lightly in the 
beginning so that an eraser may be used and then carrying it forward with 
all the skill of draughtsmanship you possess; but always begin with a gesture 
study. In the check-up for a one-hour study, make a second drawing. As 
you progress you can make use of the same kind of effort to go further in the 
way of detail. For example, having the front view of a knee, you can make a 
right-angle study of the side view, utilizing whatever knowledge of anatomy 
you possess at that stage. 

R r a m f o ~  three h a w s  as d i m i d  in Sche&.de 6 C. 

STRUCTURAL IMAGINATION. In right-angle drawing we are making use of 
something which 1 have calIed, for Iack of a better name, 'structural imagi- 
nation.' Some of my students have asked if this exercise is a rnatkr of using 
the imagination. To answer that, it would be necessary to define imagina- 
tion, which is far from our purpose. What we really do in this particular 
exercise is to attempt to assemble from a different visuaI point of view what 
is actuaIly in front of us. It is an effort to construct in the mind by using the 
residue of knowledge from past experiences. The same principle is at work 
in the descriptive and reverse poses and in other exercises which are to come. 

The great danger of drawing the thing which is in front of you is always 
that you may end by merely copying what the eye records. When you can- 
not copy by using the eyes, you must draw with your full intelIigence in re- 
lation to the past experiences of j?our senses. The fact that there is an at- 
tempt on your part to visualize a pose through your experience and that 
you are then given the opportunity to see such a pose will promote keener 
observation. A real appetite is created for the study which follows when you 
look at the thing you have tried to visualize. 

Draw for & h u r s  w directd in Schdda  B D and G E. 



Section 7 

Emphasis on. Contour-The Head 

DEVELOPING THE LONG STUDIES. YOU have been rushed through a number of 
exercises in what may seem a very short time. I realize that i t  has been im- 
possible for you to go deeply enough into any one exercise, but it is necessary 
in the beginning to  avoid the great danger of monotony. At this point we 
are going to take up in turn each of the four long exercises you have already 
begun, attempting to carry each one a step further along. In ScheduIe 7 we 
return to contour and you are asked once again to fix your mind on the basic 
idea of touching the edge of the form. 

All of these exercises are aimed at the accomplishment of the same thing 
-keen observation and a full understanding of the motivation of move- 
ment and growth - and each exercise should make a red  contribution to 
the others. When you attempted your first contour drawing, you started 
with a blank. Now you start with all the accumulated howIedge and 
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ability which you h a ~ e  gained from weeks of hard work. ConsequentIy, this 
will be a new experience. 

Previously I have not asked you to devote more than an hour to one 
drawing, partly because I reaIized that your knowledge of the figure was 
limited and that you might not see enough to occupy you for a greater 
length of time, I remember vividly one of my first attempts a t  studying art. 
For several days the instructor did not visit the class. I drew the mode1 as 
best I could, but after about an hour I couldn't think of anything else to  do. 
Not wanting to lose any time, 1 started over and made a new study, but it 
showed little improvement because I h e w  no more than I did at first. 
Wben findly the instructor came and looked at my drawings, he made one 
comment, 'Why so many? ' With that he went on to another student, leav- 
ing me as bewildered as I had been before. I t  was probably that experience 
which led me to adopt one of the principles on which all my teaching has 
been based - that the teacher should always recommend something positive 
for the student to  do instead of telling him only what he has done wrong. 

In the beginning you also probably felt after an hour that there was noth- 
ing more to draw. You may have felt that the contour from the knee to  the 
ankle, for example, was a simple curve - that you might have made it with 
one stroke of the pencil instead of feeling your way slowly along it. I am 
sure you realize now that that curve is not so simple. You may even begin 
to sense the movement of the muscles and bones underneath the flesh. You 
will now be able to spend hours instead of minutes on a drawing before you 
have exhausted the sensation of touching the contours. 

Mah'als: You may use the same materials as in Exercise 1; or, 
if convenient, use a Wolfe Carbon pencil (2B or 3B) with a 
fine point, and a slightly larger piece of paper. 

You itre to make one five-hour contour drawing from the one-hour pose 
which is repeated throughout Schedule 7. As in Exercise 1, sit close to the 
model, do not look at your paper, and draw even more slowIy and intentIy 
than before. If, after drawing the outside and inside contours, you find you 
still have time left, draw the important cross contours in their proper places 
on the figure. 



In a way this drawing will be a test of how much you have learned. If you 
are able honestly to concentrate on one pose for five hours, it will mean that 
you have already gained a great deal of information about the figure. Every 
step in this book is founded on your willingness to look at the model. 

As a substitute for the model, or as a helpful supplement to your class 
work, make a five-hour contour drawing of the interior of a room or a land- 
scape. Draw all the details, but don't worry about whether their relative 
size or position is exactly correct. Feel as you draw that one thing is repellent 
to the senses while another is not - that a stone would cut and crush if it 
fell on your foot, that the sharp corner of s chair is not the sort of thing you 
would want to run into in the dark. 

R e d  again the paragraphs about contour in Section 1. I ask you to do 
this, not because I think you have forgotten what you read or that you 
failed to read it carefully, but because it should mean something more now. 
Everything I say has meaning or truth only in relation to the act of drawing 
on your part. A thing said when you have completed five drawings means 
something else when you have completed fifty - and stilI something else ' 

when you have completed five hundred. 

This is a contour study to which you will devote only five or ten minutes. 
It is of necessity, due to the limited time, something that we would not have 
called contour study in the beginning, but when done correctly it has close 
Erinship with the long contour. 

In the long contour you move slowly, a pafiicle of 
a second to a particle of a second, whereas with the 
quick contour your eye on the model moves quickly 
and your pencil on the paper moves quickly. How- 
ever, you continue to have exactly the same con- 
sciousness that the pencil is actually touching the 
contours. The difference is like the difference in mov- 
ing your band quickly or slowly over a piece of wood. 
When you go quickIy, the changes pile fast on one 
another and only the crescendos of movement will 
be felt. The contrasts are emphasized. The smooth, 



uneventful forms take a second place and the more eventful or exciting 
forms become intensified. 

Always draw the whole figure. In the beginning you may have some 
difficulty in getting exactly the right pace, but through practice you wiIl 
learn the relationship of the time you have to the amount of study you have 
to  accomplish. 

Draw fw fhea as dimfed in S c M &  7 B. 





Because the head is one of the important parts of the body - the most 
important for the purpose of identification - devote one pose in eaeh sched- 
ule to a separate study of the head, including enough of the neck and shoul- 
ders to support it. The drawing should be more than life size, filling a large 
piece of paper (fifteen by twenty). This exercise supplements the long study 
in each schedule. Work with the same materials and follow the same direc- 
tions as in the long study, but use a different view of the head. In Schedule 
7, for example, you will make a large contour drawing of the head. 

Some students become self-conscious and confused as soon as they at- 
tempt to draw a face. Don't think of the head or the face as something 
different from any other part of the body. Draw it as you would draw a 
hand OF an elbow or a knee. 

Don't try to 'get a likeness' of your model. The tendency of the beginner 
is to separate likenesses from drawing. Draw strangers if you can because 
you care less what they look like. Do not draw members of your family - 
or at least do not show them your drawings -because their one reaction 
will be to Iook for the likeness. Keep it clearly in mind that YOU ARE NOT 

MAKING A PORTRAIT. YOU are making a study of a head. 

STUDENT ~ R A W I N G S  OF THE HEAD: LIT~~WBAPH, &XCOUR, AND INK 
Draw the lsead jwt m you would draw anp d k  p r i  of the body. 





EXERCISE 90: THE GESTURE OF THE FEATURES 

Each drawing of the head may be accompanied by a group of one-minute 
gesture studies, also of heads. This may be done most e d y  in places where 
you see many faces in rapid succession, as in a bus or a crowd. It may be 
done from the mode1 during the usuaI one-minute poses if you use a11 views 
of the head or if you have a model who is clever enough to change his ex- 
pression. The study of the gesture of the head - and by that I do not, of 
course, mean a, movement of the head but its character - makes for the best 
appwciation of the shapes and proportions that you are trying to describe. 

There is just as much gesture in the features and the sum-totd of the 
features as there is in the body or any of its parts. You should not be con- 
cerned with the shape of the forehead, the eye, the nose, or the mouth, but 
become aware of it through the sense of movement. For example, one nose 
may seem to reach forward and turn and go back up under, whereas another 
may push back and suddenly bob up and stop short. But even that sort of 
description is inadequate. You are to think of the character of the gesture 
-that one nose is quick and another slow, one retiring, another quite 
positive and forward. 

The hair grows and is arranged with a peculiar gesture. It may move 
back easily, quietly, or it may be 
stubborn and resist the effort of the 
comb and brush. It may grow 
straight or it may curve and twist 
and sometimes cascade. Even the 
eyes glow or droop or penetrate. 
The ear either tucks back quietly 
and unobtrusively or flares back 
aggressively. The chin may square 
off, move forward with force, or 
pull back timidly. The eyebrows 
may be knit together, drooped, or 
flaring. The principle of gesture ap- 
plies also to the bone construction 
of the face, as in the reaching, in- 
quisitive, cutting quality some 
faces have. 

l l e m  armare of the ahape of tb features 
through th a m  of mvemnt. 



The &rds I have used to describe these faces are words suggesting move- 
ment. Notice how often writers use terms like those to bring home to the 
reader the actud tmk of the person they are attempting to describe. These 
pictures are more clear and immediate than when the head or any part, of 
it is related to static things. 

Begin this exercise by making a ten-minute right-angle drawing as de- 
scribed in Exercise 16. Then spend about five minutes drawing cross con- 
tours as you imagine they would appear from the right-angle position. In 
the check-up notice your errors, but do not try to correct them. 

Draw for t h  hours as directed in ScM& 7 D. 

CONTOUR AND LINE. We think of the contour zm composed of the appar- 
ent lines around the stxuctural forms of the body. Of course, there are no 
actual lines on the figure unless you take a piece of crayon and draw some 
on it. The edge of the figure, which you may heretofore have thought of as 
a line, is in reality simply the place where the figure ceases to exist. When- 
ever you think of lines and when- 
ever you use them in drawing, you 
should realize that the figure is in- 
side your lines and that actually 
there are no lines on the figure. , 

LINES, IF YOU THINK OF TEIEM A T  

ALL, ARE CAUSED BY THE FIGURE. 

They are not separate from the 
figure but a part of it. 

A contour drawing means to you 
now a drawing that is made with- 
out looking at the paper. Natu- 
rally, you are going to make much 
use of line in drawing and you will 
not always refuse to look at the 
paper while doing so. You don't 
have to go through the contour ex- 



ercise every time you draw a line, but in every line you draw there should 
be preserved the things you learned from it. One sees 'line drawings' every- 
where. Many of them are autIines. Think of a line as a contour when it 
has the quality of contour - the sense of touch, the three-dimensional form, 
the conviction that the line is caused by the figure. 

A line in drawing is not meant simply to record how long or how wide a 
thing is. If it  were it might as well be drawn with a rule. The important 
thing is for the line to say as much as possible of all that you know about 
the thing. 
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Section 8 

Special Fomn Studies 

DETAILS. When a boat comes out of the fog, you see first the large simple 
forms. As it comes closer, you see more. Each detail grows in place and 
with the same relationship to a11 the other details that i t  had at first. The 
details do not suddenly Ieap out at you but appear by gradual transition. 
Nothing is applied. Everything grows out of the thing itself. The thing 
grows and the details are the crescendo of the form, You put the cart before 
the horse if you put them first. 

When you use a piece of soap molded into the shape of an animal, you 
see this process in reverse. The detaiEs gradually disappear, but the shape 
remains that  of the animal. 

As you proceed to more detailed studies, you have time to define dearly 
not only the larger forms but the smaller ones as well, such as the fingers, 
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tbe toes, or the nose. This should be, not a change, but a perfectly natural 
development. 

Ih.m for t h ~ #  h u ~ a  a9 dirmM in Schdde  8 A. 

In Schedule 8 A you made a one-hour rnodelIed drawing of the whole 
figure in Iithograph crayon. At the end of the hour you probably felt that 
you could carry the drawing much further but for the fact that it was getting 
too black. Continue your study of the same pose from the same position 
in this way. Select some Iarge chunk of tbe figure, such as the shoulders 
and the breast or a, section of the torso, and make a one-hour modelled 
drawing of this section on a fresh sheet of paper. In the succeeding lessons 
choose other parts of the same pose. Make the drawing as large as the paper 
permits. A drawing of the knee with parts of the leg, for example, wiIl be 
as wide as the whole figure was in your first drawing. 

This is m exercise that may be used to supplement the long study in any 
medium whenever you have time left over during the pose or when you feel 
that you are having difficulty with a particular part of the figure. Later, 
it may be applied to smaller parts of the figure, as a foot, wrist, ear, or chin. 
Read Exercises 6 and 7 again. 

Qrm for three h r s  as directed in Schd& 8 B. 

This exercise is a cross between the gesture study and the weight drawing 
(Exercise 6) .  Work with the side of your crayon on a large piece of paper, 
drawing either a ten-minute pose or three different views of a half-hour pose. 

Think of the various parts of the body and their relative position in space. 
Nrithout noticing any of the details on torso, head, legs, and arms, try to 
indicate only the place of the torso, head, legs, and arms in space, utilizing 
the pressure of the crayon, heavy or light, to show whether a part of the 
body comes toward you or goes away from you. Start with the considera- 
tion of weight and TRY TO GET THE DISPLACEMENT OF THAT WEIGHT IN 

SPACE. 

In ten minutes little more than this can be done. If you have time left 





JAPAXESE SCREEN FAINTING (TOKUGA WA PERIOD) 
Stud with the m ~ c s l i w l  of lib weigh 

over, do not search for-the details but define more accurately the position 
of the parts of the body. This will lead you to develop with more clarity 
and finesse the shape of these forms. 

THE DISPOSITION OF THE FORMS IN SPACE. AS we go on, you are to strive 
more and more to realize the manner in which the form fills the space. 
There wouIdnYt be any real movement without space for the body to move 
in and there wouldn't be any form without space for the form to occupy. 

To understand this, imagine, as you draw a standing figure, that you are 
placing it more or less centrally in a glass box. One a m  moves back away 
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and try to get $he d 6 p h m n t  of that w e h l  in spade. 

from you until i t  touches the back of the box. The knee is bent forward 
until it touches the front of the box. As you draw, remember that the figure 
extends into space, forward and back, up and down. You can apply the 
same idea to a group of figures. The figure at the extreme right touches one 
side of the box and that at the left touches another. The entire group 
reaches from side t o  side and from back to front. 
In this exercise you need not be especially concerned with little separate 

forms. They will come easily enough. This is to be your conception of the 
existence of those forms in space. At some place, here, there, the figure 



projects into space - and into your consciousness. The forms are acting 
in space and there must be on your part a thrilling consciousness of that. 

h a w  for & hours QS direcled in S c h d ~ I e  8 C and 8 D. 

COMPREHENDING THE FORM. Developing the consciousness of the form 
is a slow, sensitive process. I t  is not something that can be comprehended 
instantly, no matter how intelligent you are. The parts of the figure are. 
welded together in a perfectly Iogical and functional manner. No one can 
teach you their truth, but by a certain manner of approach you can bit by 
bit co-me to know these foms and their rehtionship to one another. No 
diagrams, no pat explanations, will suffice, because the form speaks to you 
only as it does things. 



Section 9 

An Approach to the Subject of Technique 

IN SCHEDULE 9 you will devote the long poses to modelled drawing with 
pen and ink, If you Iike, you may choose a finer point than before and work 
rather minutely, spending severaI hours on one drawing. Or you may com- 
bine this exercise with Exercise 22 and make several drawings of parts of 
the figure. You are asked to put down only your sensation of the weight 
of the figure and of the forms going back or coming forward. This may be 
done, of course, with any sort of strokes - rotating or angular, heavy or 
fine. The way you use the pen is unimportant. 
In half-hour studies you probably won't find it necessary to do quite as 

much fi1Iing-in as formerly. The lines may become fewer and should move 
in the most expedient manner in relation to your feeling of the form and its 
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L'Asso~~orrt B r  RENOIR 
Press back where the form gow back and lightly where it b mar you. (Compare Exemies 1 IS and 24.) 

movement, its depressions and elevations. In other words, some of the feel- 
ing of the gesture studies may begin to creep into your half-hour studies. 
Keep working over the whole figure at once. 

If you are drawing objects, you have probably limited yourself to single 
things up to now. Put several things together and make a study of them 
that will occupy several hours. Collect any of the objects you happen to 
see around you. These are examples: (1) A large piece of paper folded as if 
i t  were corrugated, a wagon wheel, a chain, a dish mop, zt bit. (2) A pin 
cushion, a victrola record, a shutter, the divider from an ice tray, radio 
tubes. Go to the workshop, the kitchen, or the junk pile and pick up any- 
thing you happen to see. The act of putting these things together may be 



made into an exercise in gesture. Combine them in such a way that one 
movement may be felt in the whole group. 

Draw for th7ee hours as direc&d in Schedule 9 A. 

TECIINXQUE. Any student can command a good technique in a few years 
and acquire facility with his medium, but this is not what red study con- 
sists of. Anyone can learn to paint. Sometimes it seems that the less one 
is an artist the more easily and quickly one can acquire the superficial 
qualities of a painter, But craftsmanship in painting is mere virtuosity, a 
skill that may hide lack of real perception. 

Technique should be taught, not as an end in itself, but as something 
related to individual expression, as a means toward an end. One cannot 
separate technique from expression. There is only expression. 

The physical, command of painting, @e sureness, comes of practice with 
the painter's materials. The act of creating art comes of practice with the 
materials of the artist. They are two different things. Their proper rela- 
tionship is established by emphasis on the practice of art. 

All that you need in the way of technique for drawing is bound up in the 
technique of seeing- that is, of understanding, which after all is mainIy 
dependent on feeling. If you attempt to see in the way prescribed by any 
mechanical system of drawing, old or new, you will lose the understanding of 
the fundamental impulse. Your drawing becomes a memingless diagram 
and the time so spent is wasted. 

The actor who overacts makes his mistake, not because of Imk of tech- 
nique, but because he has not had sufficient practice in truly feeling his part. 
In fact, his desire for technique has thwarted his natural power to feel cor- 
rectly, or - and most likely - he has had poor direction in the beginning. 
B y  poor direction I mean that his training emphasized technique of presen- 
tation instead of sending him to life with an eagerness to see nature through 
his ability to feel. 

Draw jot  three h u r r  as directed in Schedule 9 B. 

Often when you seem to have controlled a medium, the medium is really 
controlling ~ O U ,  SO in the formative gears it is not wise to give yourself up 
entirely to any one medium. Later, having had a real experience with 
variow mediums, the artist finds those which are best suited to his method 
of working, his temperament, and what he has to say. As he grows older, 
he naturally settles down to the technique from which he can get the best 





from experience that, if I can force myself to leave him alone Iong enough, 
the solution he eventually reaches will have more personal truth for him 
than any that I could suggest. 

Do not try to Iearn a fomuIa, but to become sensitive, to fee1 more 
deeply. Do not try to master a particular technique. Progress has been 
made by the people who refused to submit themselves to mediums. The 
rules of technique have been made by people who copied those who made the 
progress. You will paint well when you are abIe to forget that you are 
painting at all. When you are conscious of your medium, things become 
difficult, but when your intewst is completely absorbed by the model - the 
idea - your materials become easier and easier to handle. Therefore, 
practice is the watchword. 

If your drawing is the best you can do, it suffices. No human being can 
do better. The best you can do today will not compare with the best you 
can do a year from now. What I hope is that after two years you wit1 still 
be doing the best you can. 

Sit with your back to the model during a half-hour pose. Look around at 
the model as much as you want to and draw just as usual, but don't move 
your chair. You wiI1 find i t  such a strain to turn around that you will look 
at the model as seldom as possible, and when you look you will really look. 

Draw for thrw hoat78 aa dircbad in SckedarEg 9 E. 



Section 10 

The Simple Proportions-Efort 

Exmcrs~ 96: THE MODELLED DRAWING m WATER COLOR- Continued 

PERHAW you feel that the modelled drawing in water color is the mbst , 

dacult  of the exercises you have taken up thus far and that your grasp 
of it is the least satisfactory. If you have never used water color before, 
you may feel that the color runs away from you, that the brush is hard to 
manage, and that your paper shows onIy a series of meaningless blobs. In 
that case, provided your effort is sincere, an you need is more practice. On 
the other hand, if you have used water color, you may have acquired some 
technique that hampers you in trying to record the simple sensation of 
weight and of touching the form. Most water-color techniques - in fact, 
considerations of technique - have a tendency to attract your attention 
to the surface, to superficial qualities, and away from the core which you 
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are meant to comprehend. You must make a tremendous effort to overcome 
that tendency. If you failed to do so, it would be better to skip this exemise 
altogether and continue with crayon or ink. 

Remember that you are not trying to paint with water color. You are 
only trying to draw. In order to get the same feeling with the brush that 
you had with the pen or crayon, it is necessary to keep the brush dry. In 
the very beginning the brush may be quite wet, though the color should be 
thick and not watery, but from that point onward keep it dry. 
To understand how to do this, make an experiment. Take a pe~?ectly 

dry brush, one that has not been in the water st all, and dip it into the paint 
just as the paint comes from the tube. Make several marks on your paper. 

Corrrlcw OJ the 3ldmpdihm Muwrrm d Ad 
C ~ I N ~ E  WATER-COLOR PAINTING: THREE RABBITS, ATTRIBUTED TO KUNG CHI 

In or& to get tIL s a m  feeling u d h  the brmh that you had m?k the wn m magon, kagp fke 
bmd drg,  



You will see that the paint does not spread but stays where you put it. This 
is, of course, a little too dry because the paint probably stands up on the 
paper and the hairs of the brush spread, but it will give you an idea of how 
dryness enables you to control the paint. Now try this. Make a mixture 
of burnt sienna and black with a, very IittIe water in your water-color pan, 
Wash your brush and wipe it quite dry on the paint rag. Then dip the 
brush into the mixture and you will find again that you can control the 
brush better because there is no excess water in it. By working in this way 
you shouId be able to handle the brush just as easily as a crayon. 



WheP you continue the same water-color drawing on a second day, first 
take a clean d m p  brush (not too wet) and lighten the parks of the figure 
that are nearest to you by working the brush into the paint. (Keep cleaning 
the brush as you do this; otherwise, the paint you take off goes on again.) 
This will have two good effects. It will dampen the drawing, which had 
gotten completely dry, so that it will take the paint more easily, and it will 
keep the drawing from getting so dark that you cannot continue to model. 
In other words, just as you use the dark color t o  push back the forms that 
go back, you can use this washing out or Iightening of the color to pull 
toward you the forms which are nearer you. Since the manila paper will 
stand a great deal of washing and many layers of paint, you can continue 
working in this way almost indefinitely - or until you feel that you have 
actualIy reconstructed the entire figure with a11 its details. 

This control of the brush will not come all at once, but it wiIl come. 
In Schedule 10 1 have asked you to devote two hours each t~ two modelled 
drawings, If you find that you cannot yet continue satisfactorily with one 
drawing for two hours, do not let that worry you. Simply make one-hour 
studies using different views of the pose or different parks of the figure. If 
you fee1 that you are beginning to make progress with this exercise, keep it 
up for a longer time than I have specified. It will be very helpful if you 
repeat Schedule 10 once or even twice, devoting as much time you can 
(up to four hours) to one modelled drawing. 

If you are drawing landscapes, I suggest that you add two or three colors 
at this point, permanent blue, lemon yellow, m d  viridian green or Hooker's 
green. This wiI1 give you a closer approximation of the color, but you are 
still not to think of trying to reproduce exactly any color that you see. 
Begin by building up the whole thing with one color (yellow ochre) and then 
modelling with a darker color. Modify the bIue by mixing black with it. 

Think of the earth as something that has endured for thousands of years 
while the grass has sprung up from it and lasts only for a season. The hills 
have been pushed up by strong geological forces while the gullies have been 
washed out by rain. Think how long it would take to walk from where you 
stand to the horizon and what an eventful journey that would be. Think 
of a11 the things that man can do or has done to the expanse of earth you 
see. Permit yourself to become receptive to the temper imposed on it by 
sun, wind, cloud, distance, heat, storm. 

Draw for t h w  hours as direct& in 8chedu.h 10 A. 



THE SIMPLE PROPORTIONS. This is really a first lesson in anatomy, but 
it is a very simple one. 1 will start by giving in the simplest terms possil5le 
the normal proportions of the human figure. No one of these measures is 
exact, or could be exact, for no two figures have the same proportions. Nor 
is this planned to be an ideal figure but only a starting point for further 
study. The diagrams which illustrate these measurements are not drawings 
just as a map is not the trip. Your drawings are to be continuously meaning- 
ful to the actuality of the figure. 

The torso is divided inta twa equd parts, shoulders to waist and waist 
to thigh, and we use a half-section of the torso as the unit of measurk. From 
the shoulders to the waist then we count as one. From the waist to the 
thigh is also one. Prom the collarbone to the top of the head is approxi- 
mately one or somewhat less. From the highest point of the leg to the 
middle of the knee is one and one-half. From the middle of the knee through 
the foot, if it is placed flat on the floor, is abo one and one-half. The highest 
point of the leg on the outside is less than half of the way up into the lower 
part of the torso. 
The width of the shoulders equals one and the neck mcupies a third of the 

distance across the top of the shoulders. The arms fit inta the torso at the 
shoulders just as sleeves are set into a coat. From the shoulder to the elbow 



is one and from the elbow to the wrist is me. 
The head is longer in the front than it is at 
the back so it sits on the neck at an angle, 
a d  the neck seems to be set down farther in 
the front than it is in the back. 
The upper part of the torso is supported by 

the basket of the ribs and the lower section 
by the pelvic bone, and the spine holds 
these two sections together in the back. In 
the front they are held together by the Iarge 
perpendicular muscle of the abdomen. From 
the side the two sections of the torso have 

p 
the same proportions as from the front, but I 
because the spine has a slight curve they 
appear to  be joined together in the back and 
somewhat separated in the front. When the 

!\ I 

/% 
body bends, either forward or back, the torso *..-, 

seems to fall in or expand, rather like an 
accordion. 

From the back t h e  proportions are naturally the same because the sil- 
houette is exactly the same. (The front view and the back view of any 
object must be the same in silhouette.) The back of the figure, however, 
looks different from the front. It is a good deal flatter and a difference in 
muscular construction makes the torso seem longer and the legs shorter. 
.In the front the muscles of the chest do not overlap the arms as the muscles 
of the back. do. But the bone construction, front, side, and back, is neces- 
sarily one thing, and it is the bone construction which causes the propor- 
tions. 

Draw for sbr hours css dirteta4 in ScM& 10 B a d  IOC, 

TALENT AND EFFORT. I never concern myself with how much tdent my 
students have. I couldn't say to anyone in the beginning, 'You have no 
talent.' I believe that nature is lavish with talent just as it is with acorns 
- but not all acorns become oaks. Talent is something that develops, or 
appears, as you work. The fact that you gravitate toward an art school - 
the very fact that you have opened this book - indicates that you have at 
least a hankering for art. What is required is the necessary effort. 



Most of us a m  so constructed that we try to take care of ourselves and 
save ourselves effort. But when you are too careful and save yourself tm 
much, you cease to be creative because there cannot be creation without a 
terrific amount of energy. Energy is like the heat which is required to weld 
things together, for creation is a welding of things that have not previously 
been united - making them fit together as a unit, making of them a new 
thing, a fresh thing. 

D m  for thw how ~3 dimM in ScM& I0 D. 

If you really want to learn to draw, you must be wiIling to buiId the 
underpinning. I have bad students whose imagination far exceeded what 
might be called their student qualities, their capacity for sustained and de- 
tailed study. They want to run before they can walk. Unless they can dis- 
cover the other qualities they need to balance this errant imagination, they 
often give up drawing and try some other art. If you are a student of this 
type, you may find some of these exercises burdensome. That will not 
matter, so b g  as pou do am. No art is all made up of one thing. There are 
many ingredients, of which imagination is an important one but not the 
only one, and the ingredients must be balanced. 
I have had other students who seemed to be more interested in 'being 

artists' than in drawing. They were enthralIed by a train of menta.1 ideas 
rather than by the feeling of responding on paper to a vivid experience of 
the senses. Such students are likely to be found, not sitting in front of the 
model, but sitting over a cup of coffee in a neighboring caf6, talking about 
art. The student who really learns to draw will be the one who drawa. As 
Leonardo said, the supreme misfortune is when theory outstrips perform- 
ance. 



Section 11 

The Study of Drapery 

THE RUB. The advisability of studying drapery is obvious. The student 
will spend much more time drawing the costumed figure when he is out of 
schooI than he will drawing the nude, yet T have found that most students 
leave schooI with little or no conception of how to draw clothes. Aside from 
this obvious practical reason, the precise study of a piece of drapery makes 
all other forms more dear. 

Thre is only one important principle to remember. Wherever the drapery 
is held, either against the waIl with w, thumbtack or on the figure as it is at 
the knee and the elbow, that point becomes a hub from which the folds 
radiate. Aa a simple demonstration of this, pick up a, piece of ~10th from 
the floor with your right hand and hold i t  at arm's Iengtla. The folds all 
radiate from the particular place where the cloth is held. Now pick up 
mother point with your left hand and hold it somewhat away from the right 
hand. You will immediately see that you have two hubs and that some of 
the folds move from one hand to the other. The other folds also radiate 
from those hubs, attempting to drop to the floor. 

The same thing happens in the folds of the trousers when a man bends 
his knee. The top part of the knee, the under side of the knee, and the place 
where the cuff makes contact with the ankle all act as hubs. Wherever the 
figure holds the drapery by pressing against it, those points become hubs. 

No model is to be used ia &is Seheduk. 
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VISION OF SAN GIOVACCHINQ (DETAIL) BY GIOTTO 
Whreuer the drapsry i s  Lld, m at thg h and the elbow, that pitti b e c a w  a hub 

from which th folda r d h .  

The folds flow from one to the other, always of course, due to the  force of 
gravity, attempting to drop to the earth and dropping in proportion to the 
weight of the cloth. 

Materials: Use a piece of ~10th something like bed sheeting, about 
three by five feet in size. It should be white or of a solid light 
color, of medium weight, and without sheen. 



Tack the drapery flat against the wall with a tack in each of the upper 
corners. In the following paragraphs I will describe five different arrange- 
ments, which include the main principles affecting drapery (except when 
it is pleated}. In each case, first read the description and attempt to make 
a gesture drawing of it from imagination. Then arrange the drapery accord- 
ing to the directions and make another drawing which will enable you to 
check up on your erroneous ideas. In other words, you are to make use of 
what we have already described as 'structural imagination.' The attempt 
to draw should always precede the act of draping the material. 

Arrangement 1: Remove the tack in the upper left-hand corner, which we 
will call Tack A ,  and pin the top of the cloth to the wall one foot from the 
corner. Remove Tack B in the upper right-hand corner and do likewise, 
keeping the cloth taut between the two tacks. You will notice that the 
drapery cascades at either end. The section which was released dropped 
lower than the original bottom line of the drapery and its length is the 
diagonal from the place where the tack is to the tower comer. 

Arra.angement 2: Pin the drapery back to its original flat position on the 
wall. Remove Tack A from the cloth and move it six inches to the right, 
where i t  is placed in the drapery but not pinned to the wall. Then move 
Tack A with the drapery one foot more to the right and fasten it in the walI. 
Move Tack B similarly to the left, thus leaving the cloth between the two 
tacks slack. You will notice that the two sides cascade as before though 
naturally they do not drop quite as much. There are also folds running 
from one tack to the other. These folds are affected also by the pull of 
gravity for, as they move across, they are also dropping down. 

Arrangement 3: Leaving the drapery as it was pinned in Arrangement 9, 
take the point at the middle of the top of the drapery and puIl it up to a 
point halfway between A and B, fastening it with a third tack which we will 
call C .  You will notice that there are now three hubs. 

Arrangement 4: Release Tack C. Pick up the drapery at a point one foot 
below the center of the slack section, carry it up to the point halfway be- 
tween A and 3, and tack it to the wall with Tack C .  

Arrangement 6 :  Remove Tack C. Reach behind the drapery ta a point 
one foot below the center of the slack section. That point is then gulled up 
and tacked between A and 3. The fourth and fifth arrangements are the 
same except that the drapery is picked up from the front in the fourth and 
from behind in the fifth. 



In subsequent quick studies, arrange the drapery as you ehoose, aIwaya 
planning the mangement and making a drawing from imagination before 
actually draping the material. The folIowing suggestions will help you to  
vary the arrangement. Start at first with the drapery tacked flat against the 
wall. Place a. pin at any point on the cIoth, such as one foot below the top 
on the left side or two feet below the top on the right side or in the center. 
Then say to yourself, 'I am going to pick up the cloth at the point where 
the pin is and tack it to  the wall at a point one foot higher.' Or you may 
choose to tack it two feet higher or a certain distance to  the right or left and 
somewhat higher. First draw what you think will happen and then tack the 
drapery according to your plan and draw what actuaIly happens. Later 
place two pins in the cloth instead of one and tack the cloth in two new 
places at the same time. Instead of starting with the drapery flat, you may 
start with the drapery held by only one tack or by two tacks pIaced at any 
two points along the top edge with the section between them either taut or 
slack. 

Materials: You will need a second piece of cloth for this exercise, 
similar to  the first, since the folds must remain undisturbed for 
several days. Use a 2B drawing pencil for the lighter parts of the 
drawing (sides), a 4B pencil for the darker parts (base), and a 
kneaded eraser. 

Starting with the drapery flat against the wall, tack i t  in two places, 
causing folds to  radiate from two hubs. First make a gesture drawing of this 
on a large piece of manila paper. Then settle down to study the folda in 
detail. 

Use a temporary rule that every fold has three surfaces - a top, a right 
side, and a left side. The top is naturally that part of the surface which is 
closest to your eye. The sides move back from the top of the fold to the base 
of the drapery, the base being that part which touches the wall and from 
which the folds rise. Where a side is turned under so that i t  is not visible, 
there is an undercut under the edge of the fold. This is a term borrowed 
from sculpture. 

These surfaces are to be treated arbitrarily in the following manner. The 
top is to be left white. The sides are to be made a medium gray, both athe 



same shade. The base is to be made a much darker gray but not black. 
The undercut is to be indicated by a black line which graduates as it moves 
away from the edge of the fold, giving the impression that the pencil has 
reakhed under where the foId turned under and has then come out again 
with lessening pressure. Similarly, the scuIptor would lessen the pressure 
of his tool as he came out from under an undercut. Under no condition are 
you to feel that you are putting a black line under the edge of the fold as it 
turns under. You are following the fold a it goes under and comes out 
again. 



The question of which is tlie top and which is the side will often be a 
matter of arbitrary decision on your part. Ten students studying the same 
drapery might make ten different selections and each would be right as long 
as each had arrived at rtn understanding of the structuraI significance of 
the folds. Some tops may be closer to you than others because some folds 
may be very deep and others very shallow. If the folds are so shallow that 
they do not seem to count as folds, they may be considered part of the base. 

Having decided what p a t  of the fold is the top, you will think of the aides, 
no matter what direction they face in, as sides of that top. There are times 
when a side is seen for a while but then turns under as the fold twists up or 
around. The part of the side which is seen is treated as a side, being made 
gay. As it turns under the undercut treatment is used. You will notice 
that the undercut treatment overlaps somewhat the side treatment because 
the undercut begins while part of the side can still be seen. 

You must always account in your drawing for the three surfaces that a 
fold must have. When one of the sidea turns under and disappears from 
view, that side is nevertheless accounted for by the use of the undercut. 
Quite often two folds will start bravely as separate identities but will merge 
into one, thus forming a Y-shaped fold. 

There should be no gradations in shading except where you come out from 
the undercut, so that with that exception only four tones will appear - 
white, light gray, dark gray, and black. The drawing should be so clear 
that there can be no possibIe doubt as to what you have considered to be 
top, side, or base, and exactly where each begins and ends. It should be so 
clear that a woodcarver could carve a piece of wood from it without any 
other explanation. In fact, he could carve a piece of wood more easily from 
the right sort of drawing than from the original drapery. 

TIIE INSECT TRAIL. TO test the clearness of your finished drapery study, 
imagine that a small insect (preferably a pleasant one) stark a t  one side 
and crawls horizontally across the drapery. Imagine that his feet have 
been dipped in ink so that he leaves a trail behind him. This trail would 
move up the side of a fold, flat across the top, down the other side, flat across 
the base. Coming to an undercut, the insect would disappear and then come 
out again higher or lower according to your eye-level. Take your pencil 
and mark such a trail acms your drawing. 



A drapry d d g  should be so clear tW a wmi?mmer ooplld oaras 
a pigm of w d  f r m  is without an3 !,her e x p l u d b n .  





This trail is comparable to a cross-contour line on the figure. It is like 
walking over a landscape, up over hills, down into valleys. The piece of 
cloth, like the contour of the figure or the surface of the earth, is one con- 
tinuous thing even though part of it may be hidden from view. There must 
be no unexplained gaps or holes in it. 

Draw for &e hours as d h t d  in 8cMPrle 11 C and f i D. 

FUTURE DRAPERY STUDY. These particular drapery exercises d l  not be 
scheduled again in this text, but this is a type of study to which you will 
wish to return. Therefore, I will make several suggestions that may help 
you in future when you have varied needs for draperies in painting. The 
student who has no nude model at his disposal, or who wishes to supplement 
study from the model with other subjects, will find it extremely useful to 
carry forward some type of drapery study continuously. 

In future long studies you may leave either the left or the right side of 
the folds white, making the other side dark gray and the top and the base 
light gray. Your drawing will thus show the effect of a drapery with the 
light falling from either the left or the right side. 

For both quick and long studies the drapery materid may be varied M 
follows : (I) Pleat the drapery along the top with three-inch pleats, using 
thumb tacks, before draping it. Draping a material that has first been 
either pleated or gathered affords an excellent study of the folds you en- 
counter when drawing clothes. (8) Use a piece of material with strong hori- 
zontal stripes and, subsequently, with checks or striking designs. (3) Use 
materials that present a variety of texture, as cheese cloth, canvas, and 
bff eta. 

A large piece of wrapping paper, thinner than the kind you draw on, may 
be draped very successfully with a few thumb tach. It  will be rather 
angular, somewhat like bff eta, but  is excellent for practice. 

Dip a piece of light muslin or cheese cloth about four feet square in a we& 
fairly watery solution of plaster of paris or in a strong starch solution. 
While i t  is still wet, give it a twist. When it sets, the folds will hold their 
shape, and i t  can be moved about for study from different angles in various 
lights. 

&aw fop. three hours as dimttd L S e M u h  I 1  E. 
Ym dfid it Mpfd bo r q a d  B c M &  11. 
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Section 12 

The Figure with Drapery - The 
Subjective Impulse 

FOR a11 the exercises in Schedule 18 t h e  model is asked to  pose with the 
piece of drapery which you have been studying. Naturally, when the model 
rests and then continues a. pose, the folds will change somewhat. This will 
not disturb you if you understand clearly the principle of the hub. As long 
as the pose is the same, the hubs are the same. When you recognize the folds 
as radiating from those hubs, the difference in details may be easily adjusted 
on your paper. 
I make one suggestion at this time. Just in the nude poses you consider 
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muscles, fat, and flesh as one thing, so you are now to consider the figure and 
the drapery as one thing. The drapery follows the form and the gesture. 
When the model changes to a new pose, the SoIds are determined not only 
by that pose, but by the previous one as well and by the movement the 
model made when she changed from the one to the other. The drapery 
represents the residue of the action the model takes. It is a, path back to 
the cause. 
The following will indicate the type of poses desired. (1) The model hoIds 

the Iong side of the drapery and pulls it over her shoulders like a cape, 
letting it fall from the shoulders wherever it will. (9) The mode1 holds the 
short side of the drapery around her waist while standing, sitting, or stepping 
forward, a pose that throws the drapery into some relief against the figure. 
(3) The model places the drapery across her chest and catches it in the back 
with her hand over her shoulder. (4) The model turns her back, holds the 
drapery behind her, and with one hand brings a corner of it over her shoulder 
to the pit of her neck. 

Draw for ak hours as directed C Sched& 12 A om3 I$ B, 



EXERCIBE 30 : THE DAILY COMPOSITION - Continued 

The time comes when you-find that your daily compositions have pretty 
well exhausted the interest in pIaces that exist around you in your immediate 
daily life. Then you may sometimes vary the exercise by selecting as a 
subject some event which happened to you in the past or in which you 
played the part of a spectator. At first you will find it easier to draw things 
in which you took an active part, because the memory of what you did will 
add to the memory of what you saw. If you are beginning to draw with 
some ease, enlarge the composition. Do not limit yourself to pencil, but 
use the medium which causes the least friction for you in putting down the 
idea. 

As you draw, starting with some actual pfact: or event that you happen 
to think of, you may add anything that occurs to you, regardless of whether 
it actually happened or existed or even seems related to the thing you 
started with. For example, you may remember a time last summer when 
you were riding on a lake in a canoe and you start drawing the canoe. The 
canoe makes you think of Indians, so you end up by drawing Indians 
paddling down a river. It does not matter how far your drawing wanders 
from the thing you started with. 

The use of this exercise depends much on the temperament of the student. 
It gives him a chance to use the things that interest him and to dramatize 
more IreeIy what he has seen. Some students show great progress when 
allowed to make use of imagination. Others may be totally at a loss for 
subjects and will continue to work more satisfactorily with daily events. 
In any case, at least half of the daily compositions should draw on some 
simple happening within the day's experience. These are only first steps 
toward the study of composition and the first step is aIways observation. 

THE SUBJECTWE IMPUXISE. In a very simple way, the imaginary daily 
composition introduces into your drawing a subjective element about which 
we will have more to say later. 
Two kinds of impulses go into the production of a work of art, the sub- 

jective and the objective. The subjective impulses spring from within your 
own consciousness, while the objective impulses come from the things out- 
side yourself which you observe and draw. If twenty students make twenty 



drawings from the same model, no two drawings will be identical and some 
will be vastly different from others. That is because the personality and 
experience of each student, which are subjective elements, enter into his 
drawing. 

For example, the canoe which you started to draw was an objective thing, 
and you might have made a more or less objective drawing of the scene as it 
actually existed. But the memory of the canoe aroused certain feeling 
within yourself, reminded you of other experiences or other knowledge, and 
to the extent that those other things within your mind were brought into 
play, your drawing became subjective. 

Just as two lines converging at a point are necessary to m&e an angle, 
both you and something outside yourself are equally necessary to create 
a work of art. As one atom of oxygen and two atoms of hydrogen combine 
to make something that is neither hydrogen nor oxygen but a new thing 
- water - so a drawing is a new thing resulting from the activity within 
your mind and the outside stimulus of a model or an event. 

To create is to build something fresh, something that is the result of these 
two types of experience, the objective and the subjective. The subjective 
qualities are the qualities that make art, but they must begin somewhere. 
Though art cannot come from slavish copying based purely on external 
observation, neither can it come out of the artist's mind alone. Something 
starts outside of him, though he may not even be conscious of it, and makes 
him want to create. The artist, when he begins to paint, has bad an ex- 
perience which he combines with other previous experiences. He wants to 
transpose it or tell someone about it or re-experience it in painting or in 
some other form of art. He tries to give to a-piece of canvas a sense of ex- 
istence so that it lives in itself, becoming as much alive and as real as the 
experience that he has bad. 

But the first step in drawing is an objective step -the observation of 
facts as they exist. And that step is the surest way toward the development 
of subjective power, which is after all the power of an accumulated real 
know1edge. 

It is hard for the creative mind to grasp what the creative force is. It is 
a force that takes hold of you without your even being able to understand it. 
There are some who have the creative force without the sustaining intelli- 
gence which is also necessary. Creation is really a meeting of those two 
things. 



Temperament is merely an incident, just as one banker may be tempera- 
mental and another not, while both have the genius for banking. The idea 
that an artist must be a tragic sort of figure is a11 wrong. Some artists are, 
like Van Gogh and Gauguin. Some, like Titian and Renoir, are not. Trag- 
edy is caused by a man's nature and environment and is as irrelevant to 
painting as it is to other professions. Many young art students react against 
the prosaic world and feel that they must be 'different.' They are afraid if 
they act like other people they will be like other people. The real difirence 
between the artist and one who is not an artist is not so simple as that. 

Ih.awfm six h o z r ~ a  as dirmfd in ScW& 18 D and I$ E. 
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Section 13 

The Sustained Studg 

THE WELDING OF YOUR KNOWLEDGE. In each of the exercises you have 
taken up we attempted to isolate some important principle in order that you 
might be able to concentrate on it with all your energy. All of these ideas 
are a part of drawing - it seems to me an essential part - and they are 
eventudly to become welded into the one mt of drawing. This is the point 
in your study at which the weIding begins. 

Actually this process of welding has already begun, ss you will readily 
see if you compare your first drawings with the ones you made yes'terday. 
Your gesture studies now have much more of the form and perhaps some- 
thing of the quality of contour while your line is capable of showing both 
gesture and weight. But at this point you begin a sustained study in which 
you consciously try to utiIize all that you have learned. 

It aaturalEy follows that, unless you have practiced the preceding exer- 
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cises as you were directed and for as long as you were directed, you must 
fail in doing this one. A11 of these exercises are tied up together in the effort 
to understand the fundamental truth out there - in the model or the event. 
Each effort, as fleeting as i t  may seem, is a Iink in the chain of your progress. 
If you have missed any one, go back to it now. The person who tries to get 
ahead of himself is like a juggler trying to juggle eight balls before he has 
learned to juggIe two. It takes him twice as long if he finally ssucceds in 
learning it at  all. 

This is the first step in the sustained study, but it is one which you will 
use also for separate half-hour drawings. Start with a gesture study on a 
large piece 02 manila paper, using a 4B pencil, and go on from that to de- 
lineate more carefully the forms and contours, including the outside eon- 
tours. Having made a real contact with the gesture in the first few minutes, 
you can then afford to develop the drawing as to its other details such as the 
foms of the various parts. You may include some feeling of the contour 
study, but continue to use the same principle of thinking what the thing is - - 
doing, s t i l  feeling the quality of the gesture even when you are drawing a 
contour, 

- . ,. ,, <.-; - - e  
Use an eraser if the number of 

!! lines used in the beginning confuses 
: this more clear delineation of the 

' , forms. You may use any and a11 
methods a t  your command to arrive 

' a t  the correct proportions and the 
posture, even to the extent of meas- 
uring how much higher one point is 
than another or the angles and dis- 
tances that are created from point to 
point. In such measuring there is 
danger of making your drawing sta- 
tic so, after you have checked 'up 
the proportions, return again to the 

i conviction of the gesture. Do not 
shade the drawing. 



Materials: In  addition to a 9B and a 4B pencil and a kneaded 
eraser, you will need a piece of maniIa paper and two pieces of 
tracing paper a11 of the same size (fifteen by twenty). Tracing 
paper is a transparent drawing paper which may be bought in 
single sheets or in pads. The kneaded eraser may be shaped into 
a point so as to erase a very small part of the drawing if desired. 

First make an extended gesture study (one-half to one hour) as described 
in Exercise 31. When you have carried the drawing as far as possible on 
this particular piece of paper, place a piece of tracing paper over it and make 
a contour study (one-half to one hour). As in previous contour studies, 
draw only when looking at the model, glancing down a t  times to  locate 
your place on the paper. But now, because you see your gesture drawing 
underneath, a certain correlation is set up between the impulse that you 
are getting from the model and the drawing which shows through the 
tracing paper. You may look at the paper a IittIe more often in order to 
coordinate the two, but draw only when looking a t  the model. 

Draw for 6hm hours a . ~  directed in Schduh 18 A. 

Remove the extended gesture drawing altogether and place a dean piece 
of tracing paper over your contour study. You are now to model the draw- 
ing, using alterklately the 2B and the 4B pencil. Even if you find yourself 
working successfuEly with one pencil, change at intervals to the other. 
At this point you make a definite change in the way you model the figure, 

though the change is not so great as i t  may seem at first. In the modelled 
drawing in lithograph, ink, and water coIor, the part of the form which was 
closest to your eye was made lightest. ActualIy, the lightest park of any 
form could never be at a point directly opposite the eye because, if it were, 
the source of light would have to be in the eye. Even if the onIy light on 
the figure were from a flashlight held close to your eyes, the lightest part 
of the figure would not be exactly opposite you, though almost. 

Now you are to make lightest that part of the figure which actually is the 
lightest, and darkest that part which actually is the darkest. In other words, 
the part of the figure that is now made dark is the part that has shadow on it, 
but you are not to feel that you are drawing the shadow. You are modelling 
the figure exactly as you did before except that you let the drawing become 
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dark where the shadow happens to be. Use exactly the same emotional and 
physical reaction to the form, thinking that one part is near you while 
mother gws away from you. Once you have shifted the lightest part of 
your drawing away from the point opposite your eye to the point where 
the light falls, you will forget that there is any difference between this and 
your first modelled drawing. The change is so simple that many studenta 
make it instinctively before it is described to them. 

In  your first modelled drawing, if the lightest part of your drawing had 
corresponded to the lightest part of the figure, you couId never have been 
sure that you were drawing the form and not the light and shadow. In the 
effort to  make the adjustment of the eye from a dark part of the figure 
which appeared light in your drawing, or vice versa, you became aware of 
the form as completely distinct from the light on it. You are still to be aware 
of the form in that way. Draw the actual form, which is something solid 
and real that you could touch, and not the lights and shadows which are 
passing and intangible, changing when the light is moved a few feet. 

As a rule, the lights in a dassroom are arranged in a, semicide overhead 
around the model, throwing many cross-shadows which tend to confuse 
the form. Make a decision as to what you will consider the main source of 
light, whether i t  be from the left or right or front, and attempt to use only 
the one set of shadows which indicates the one source of light. Don't try 
to match in your drawing the degree of light or shade that you see. Your 
drawing may look very dark or quite light when you 6nish. That doesn't 
matter as long as the forms are clear, 

Eliminate cast shadows. A cast shadow is one which is cast on a form 
from another form. For example, if the light is from the front and the model 
stands holding his arm in font of him, the shadow which the arm throws 
on the body is a cast shadow, whereas the shadows on the arm itself are 
natural shadows caused by the fact that the arm is round and parts of it 
move away from the light. (Later you will utilize some cast shadows, for 
there are times when a cast shadow helps to show the projection of the form 
which causes i t  and to delineate the contours of the form on which i t  falls. 
But nearly always, if you use them at dl, it is necessary to modify their 
value, to make them less dark than they appear to the eye.) 

Keep the contour drawing underneath as long as it helps you with the 
position of the forms. Remove i t  when i t  is no longer needed because the 
edges of a modelled drawing will naturally not be as dark as the lines of a 



contour drawing. As you model the lightest part you may find that it be- 
comes somewhat shaded so that it is bard for you to make other parts 
dark enough by comparison, Then use the eraser to pull the form toward 
you, making it white again. But do not Ieave those parts of the figure white 
from the beginning. If you do, it is like leaving a hole in the figure at  that 
place. You want to feel that you have touched the entire figure. 

The softer penciI is useful in the absolute undercut, as in the corner of the 
eye, the nostrils, the ear, and between the toes and fingers. When you are 
trying to suggest a hole going into a form, that place becomes darker by 
its very nature than the parts around it, not necessariIy because it is dark 
but to suggest its hole-like quality. 

DPcreo fw s h  hmts as dira&d ia ScM& 13 B L I ~  13 C. 

CHANGING THE POINT OF VIEW. It is we11 known that the printed or 
spoken word has a tendency to take on authority once it is printed or 
spoken. To get away from it almost takes a revolution. The same thing is 
true with your own drawhg. The very mistakes you make, as they linger 
on the paper, have this tendency to become authoritative. To combat it, 
move about: the room during the long pose, making occasional scribbled 
drawings. A thing is factually the same from whatever point of view you 
see it, but seeing it from different points of view will iIluminate the meaning 
of the forms and Iines you have been looking at. 

&m for ~x h u v 3  aa directed in Schedule W D and 1.9 E. 

THE POSE NUDE AND CLOTHED. In each of the succeeding schedules you 
are to make two sustained studies of the same pose. For one the model will 
pose nude and for the other in whatever clothes he or she happens to be 
wearing. The pose is to be exactly the same for both drawings and you 
draw it from exactly the same position. Begin by making an extended 
gesture drawing of the nude and another of the clothed pose. You should 
always make a contour study of the nude, but you may sometimes omit 
the contour study of the clothed pose, modelling the clothed figure on a 
piece of tracing paper placed over the nude contour. For the quick studies 
also the model shouId alternate posing in the nude and posing in his clothes. 

Apply what you have learned about drapery to everyday clothes. In 
drawing the folds you may leave white that part which is lightest and you 
need not limit yourself to three simple tones, but make up your mind from 



the beginning which is the top of the fold, which is side, and which is base, 
and draw those elements just as dearly as before. The base will be that part 
of the clothing which touches the figure and it must now be modelled as 
the figure would be. The knee, the shoulder, and the elbow wilt play an im- 
portant part as hubs. 
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Section 14 

Light and Shade 

AN APPROACXI TO LIGIIT AND SHADE. There is no such thing as shadow. 
This, of course, is not literally true, but, while it is sometimes advisable to 
think of a shadow as a positive thing with a positive power, for you at this 
time it is much better to think of shadow as it actually is - merely the 
absence of light. Even the expression, a 'cast shadow,' means that one 
thing is blocking the light from another and the pIsce where the light does 
not get through is called a shadow. 
In drawing the part on which less light falls, you should have no conscious- 

ness of the shadow, but should be aware onl:~ of the form akd its surfaces. 
With this clearly understood we may go on to observe some of the facts of 
light and shade. It is my object to borrow from these facts only those poinb 
which can be utilized in giving the drawing a more convincing expression 
gf your comprehension of the form. There are any number of books that 

Hcrealter. you may ~ometimea substitute Exercises B-1%. 18 no. or 9s l o t  E r e r c i ~  n at your convtnicnfe. if you so &in. 
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deal most cornpleteIy - more completely than this book is planned to - 
with the physics of light, but if you go into the subject too closely and too 
scientifically you are apt to become somewhat confused for our purpose. 
Primarily you are concerned with the shape of things, not with the shape of 
lights or shadows. 

RECTKFICATI~N FOR THE SAKE OF FORM. Light and shadow can be a, very 
real help to you in seeing and understanding the form. Across the room you 
might not distinguish a ball from a disk were it not for the different way in 
which the Iight falls on the two objects. The folds in a distant range of 
mountains may be distinguished most dearly when the shadows appear. If 
you are drawing a fat man, the lights and shadows that fall on him will form 
shapes that are very descriptive of the model. 

It is also true, however, that shadows can misrepresent the form on which 
they fall and, when they do, they must be rectified or modified in relation 
to the facts as you know them. If you ever must choose between represent- 
ing a shadow truthfully and representing the form truthfully, unquestion- 
ably ignore the shadow and draw the form. One of my students remarked 
that I make light and shade out to be the villain of the piece, viciously 
hiding the real truth from us. Shadows can be a helpful element only when 
you make the integrity of the f o m  your first consideration. 

Suppose a playing card interrupts a light falling on an egg so as to make 
a cast shadow on the egg. It would be possible for one line of the shadow to 
be absolutely straight. If you make the line straight in your drawing, i t  
will give the impression that the egg is a flat instead of a rounded object. 
In that case it is up to you to change the line of the shadow so that i t  follows 
the contour of the egg. This is true of many cast shadows that fall on the 
body and tend to destroy the form on which they exist. 

There are times when the light destroys the sense of the position of 
some part of the body. For example, look at the back view of a model 
who has stepped forward an his left foot, having the left knee bent and the 
right leg straight. The calf of the left leg, which is bent, receives more Iight 
than that of the right leg, which is really closer to you. Here you should 
remember the modelIed drawing, in which you pushed back as t h e  leg 
moved away from you. In pushing, because you had a crayon in your 
hand, you made the part which went back darker. Utilize some of that 
knowledge and make the bent leg darker than it looks. SimiIarly, in a front 
view of the head an ear may catch more light than the forehead because 



of its shape or angle. You should make that ear darker than it seems. 
If you think of the whole form as a sort of cylinder, the whole of the light 

side is nearer to the light than any part of the dark side. For that reason, 
the shadows on the light side are sometimes made lighter and the lights on 
the dark side darker. It is always necessary to  remember the whole in the 
way you became aware of i t  when building the form outward from its core 
(Exercise 6). 

A reflected light generaIly appears stronger than it actually is because 
you see it in immediate contrast to a dark shadow. If you make i t  as bright 
as it looks, it haa a tendency to pull toward you a section of the forrn that 
is actually moving away. Therefore, you often darken it. 

Metal or anything hard m d  polished is likely to  have a strong and iso- 
lated highlight. To the eye the highlight may not appear to exist on the 
surface at all, any more than the beam from a searchlight exists within the 
searchlight. If you draw that highlight as bright as it seems, you will lift 
that part of the surface out beyond the rest of the surface, thus destroying 
the continuity of the form. It is surprising how much less intense the high- 
light can be made and still seem quite bright enough. 

When a landscape is lit up by very strong sunlight, it is unwise to make the 
shadows as dark as they seem. This seeming darkness is due partIy to the 
fact that the eyes are blinded by the strong Iight. Under no condition 
should a shadow be made so dark that it seems to put a hole into the surface 
of a thing where no hole exists. 

In a piece of drapery the difference in the amount of light that the top 
and the base receive is practically nil. I n  fact, especially in a white drapery, 
the base may seem lighter than the top if i t  is surrounded by shadow or 
turns a little so as to catch the light. You know, however, that the base is 
farther away and that you must make your drawing so clear that no one 
will be in doubt as to what part is base. Therefore, you borrow from your 
knowledge of form and push the base back by graying it a little. 

The first truth is the form. You must pu t  into your drawing most force- 
fully the fwts  which you know to  be true rather than what you see. What 
you see, the impression that a thing makes on the eye, will take care of 
itself - in fact, most of the time it is far too insistent. You cannot truth- 
fully portray vision without a knowledge of the facts which underlie it. 

Drawfm six hours m ddi~ectdedn Schadd8 14 A a d  14 B. 



LIGHT ON A CUBE. A box is sitting on the table. The only source of light 
is directly opposite and somewhat higher than the middle of the left side 
of the box. As the rays of light move down to the box, they strike the left 
side and the top somewhat evenjy, making them light to about an equal 
degree, while the front of the box is dark or in shadow. 

Along those edges of the box where the light and shade come together, 
the shade will seem more dark because it is on those edges that the contrast 
is greatest. There is a contrast, not only of light and dark, but also of rnove- 
ment because along that edge one plane or side of the box turns directly 
away from the other. Even if you do not see this, or if it were not to be seen, 
you will accentuate the line which already indicates this change of direction 
in order to create the sensation of form which you know to be there. If the 
light actually falls equally on the left side and the top of the box (tilt the 
box until you see that it does) you will notice that the edge between those 
two sides is lighter than the sides. That is because this edge catches more 
light than either of the sides and its lightness emphasizes the change of 
movement between them. 

LIGHT ON A SPHERE. NOW instead of the box there is a ball resting on 
the table and the light is in the same relative position to the ball as it  was 
to the box, falling from the left side halfway between the back and the front. 
Remembering the manner in which the light struck the box, you will expect 
the ball to receive the greatest amount of Iight a t  a, point on the middle of 
the left side. However, the point which appears lightest will be somewhat 
between that point on the side and the point nearest you. Similarly, you 
might expect the darkest part to be on the right side halfway between the 
front and the back, whereas actually the darkest part falls somewhat nearer 
you. 

It would be simple merely to describe this, but one should try to under- 
stand the why. The cube and the sphere are very different. In the cube there 
are acute and abrupt changes of direction, whiIe the change of direction in 
the sphere is constantly even and unbroken. On the cube there seem to be 
lines. Although there are no lines actually (the apparent line being sirnpIy 
the place where two planes meet) we make use of lines to indicate this abrupt 
change. And we use a dark to emphasize it or, one could almost say, to ex- 
aggerate it, because light falls on a cube in such a way as to exaggerate this 



change. (Only the expert will realize that your exaggerations are really true.) 
As you look at the sphere there is no line on it although you might draw a 

eontour on it  at any place, just as you might draw a contour at any place 
on the figure. Because the movement is not acute, t.he change of direction 
is not cut through by apparent lines. Therefore, the darkest note will not 
be immediately next to the lightest note. Just as there is a gradud move- 
ment around the surface of the sphere there is a gradual change from light 
to dark. While there is still a contrast where the Iight and shade come to- 
gether, the contrast is also gradual. The darkest area and tihe lightest area 
do not actually meet as in the cube. 

Draw fw three hours rn directed ia Schedule 14 D. 

THE CAST SHADOWS. Because the box comes between the light and the 
table, there will be on the table a cast shadow having the general shape of 
the box. The closer the light is to the box the larger the shadow will be be- 
cause the box then blocks off more light from the table. The size of the light 
in relation to the size of the box also has its effect. If the light were much 
larger and were placed close to the box, the light rays around the box would 
succeed in lightening the cast shadow and obliterating much of it. If the 
light were small enough md close enough, none of its rays would succeed 
in getting around the box at al1. When the source of light. is lowered, the 
shadow becomes longer, just as the late afternoon shadows are longer than 
those at midday. 

The east shadow of the ball follows exactly the same principle as that of 
the box except that there is more light passing into it. The ball in theory 
makes contact with the table at a single point and, therefore, the light passes 
under some of its bottom surfaces. This light, as it strikes the table, is re- 
flected back on the curved surface of the ball, causing that part of the ball 
to appear lighter than some other parts which are nearer the light. The 
strength of this reflected light depends on the color of the ball and the color 
of the table. If the ball rests on a white table, the reflected light will be 
very strong. 

h w  for three ~ T B  as d i r d d  in Schedule 14 E. 



Section 15 

An Approach to the Study of Anatomy 

THE BASIS OF ACTION. The human figure is built for action, and the best 
approach to  the study of anatomy is that which constantly relates the 
anatomy of the figure to the possibiIity of movement. The shapes of the 
body in action are entirely different from those of the dormant body. It 
is the gesture that gives everything its shape. The bones and muscles have 
been modelled into their form by action, through centuries of existence, and 
those forms are not static. If anatomy were illogical it would be terribly 
dificult, but this basis of action makes it logical. What you need mainly 
to know is the movement of the figure and its limitations - where it  can 
and cannot move. 
Books on anatomy do not make it sufficiently clear that the muscles and 

bones are all covered with fat and flesh and that the nude figure is the bones, 
the muscles, the fat, and the ffesh as a unit. There are times when these 
muscles merge with one another in their action or lack of action under the 
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cover of this fat m d  flesh so as to create a unit of almost abstract form. 
That is, you do not think of bones or muscles or flesh separately, but as a 
unit. It becomes itself, a new thing, and it must eventually be thought of as 
that new thing. 

A MEANS TO AN END. Aaatorny in the hands of the artist is merely an- 
other instrument for making the figure articulate m d  clear. It is never to 
be thought of as an end in itself but only aa a means to azr end. It is quite 
possible for a student to acquire sufficient knowledge of anatomy through 
his knowledge of the figure without having made m y  special study of the 
subject or ever even having heard the word. The archaic Greeks knew Iittle 
of anatomy and their figures are matomically inaccurate, but they consti- 
tute great works of art. 

The knowledge of anatomy can become an interesting thing for itself 
without regard to art, but purely matomica1 drawings of the figure are like 
the drawings a botanist without art training might make of flowers. They 
are good diagrams but are unimportant as far as art is concerned. The 
student who self-consciously displays his knowledge of anatomy on every 
occasion is apt to be as boring and as impotent as the kind of person who 
feels i t  necessary to parade his information on any other subject. 

Anatomy is the one study on which I do not advise students to concen- 
trate in the beginning. Rather, approach it lightly and casually in the 
same way that you would make drawings during a telephone conversation. 
Think less of the anatomy than of the figure as you know it, fitting the 
anatomy into your knowledge of the figure even though your knowledge is 
not yet exacdy correct. I have seen so often a Iot of waste energy, disil- 
lusionment, and disappointment among students because nothing 'works" 
in the beginning. It takes many drawings, many efforts, to relate the in- 
formation in anatomy ch&~ to what you know of the figure through your 
other experience with it. Therefore, it is better not to take the study too 
seriously at first or to devote too much time to it. But it should be continued 
and, if it is, the anatomy will become comprehensible and you will find 
yourself more interested, more serious about it, and more able to cm- 
centrate. 

Materials: For the exercises described in this book you .will need a 
set of practical, cheap anatomy charts. Suitable charts may be 
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ordered from the Art Studentsxeague, 215 West 57th Street, 
New York City, if they are not available at your lacal book or 
art store. For the student who wishes later to go deeply and thor- 
oughly into the study of anatomy, there are no better books on the 
subject than those of George B. Bridgmas. 

Place ra new piece of tracing paper over the contour drawing (nude) which 
you made for the current sustained study and place a chart of the full- 
length skeleton before you. With your softest pencil or a. piece of charcod 
sketch in the bones as well as you are able, attempting to make them fit 
into their proper place in your drawing of the figure. They should be 
sketched in looseIy in the spirit of a gesture drawing, following the action 
of the figure with little regard for the shape of the individual bones. To 
guide you, you have the chart, the model, who is still posing, and your con- 
tour study. There me certain places on the figure where the bones come 
close to  the surface, showing clearly under the flesh. These places help you 
to place the bones correctly and you should correlate them on the drawing, 
the model, and the chark. 

This part of the study shouId not take more than fifteen minutes. Dur- 
ing the rest of the hour develop the bones in more detail, using the charts 
of the separate bones. But even here you are not to worry about the exact 
shapes of the bones except as they affect the shape of the figure. Study their 
capacity for movement. 
THE USE OF ANTIQUE CASTS, Small antique casts of the fulI-Iength nude 

figure may be used far the exercises in anatomy if you are unable to secure 
a nude model. Purchase first one and then others as you can afford and 
need them. If you use a cast, you will, of course, make a sustained study of 
it, the contour drawing of the cast being used as the basis for anatomy 
study. 

These casts may be used in a number of ways. Place them in various 
positions - at an angle or tilted - for quick or long studies. Draw them 
draped either with cloth or with thin wrapping paper. Use them as models 
for living subjects in compositions of your own. Later, when you begin to 
paint, you can paint them in flesh colors, looking at the statue as a guide to 
values. 



Section 16 

The Long Composition. 

AN APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF COMPOSITION. If you wish to compose, no 
matter what you know of composition, you quickly find that you need 
material to compose with. Therefore, it seems logical that the first exercise 
in composition must be one in which you attempt to acquire the necessary 
data in relation to human activity and its environment. The simplest and 
most efficient practice is to do one composition every day, drawing from that 
day's experience. That is an exercise you have already begun and one which 
you should continue faithfully even though you are to supplement it with 
a longer study having the same objective. 

You cannot express yourself with a Ianguagethat is chaotic. A sufficiently 
large vocabulary of facts must be a t  yyor command to give you the oppor- 
tunity of selection. If I asked you to draw, from the results of your observa- 
tion up to date, a man A i n g  in ten different ways, I wonder how similar 
you would make all the ten postures. Yet, actually, how completely differ- 
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ent are the ways in which one man can squirm mound on a chair and 
change his position ten times in half as many minutes. 

You will need also to know the inanimate background of human activi- 
ties, which helps to give character to the activity, Often I have asked s t ~ -  
dents to draw from memory (with no artistic pretensions) the front doors 
of their own hones. In spite of the fact that they recognize their houses 
and are able to open their doors, they often do not know whether the door 
is phelled, what the trim around it is like, or even which side the knob is 
on. The artist should make an objective contact with all sorts of objects - 
and this contact is always to be made by paying attention to what the thing 
is doing, 

During one of my former composition talks at the Art Students' League 
one of my students, who had had the typical college training in art, asked 
me to draw a perfect composition. My answer was, 'Of what?' He said, 
'Oh, nothing in particular - just a plan for a perfect composition.' And I 
asked him, 'Doing what?' Then I explained to him and to the class that 
possibly the most important point I could make was that there is no such 
thing as a perfect plan for a composition isolated from factual conditions - 
idea, event, actors, background. I reminded the class that in all our exer- 
cises we begin with the objective impulse and, until we are completely 
familiar with people and things, we study no theories. 

One terribly mistaken conception that 1 have found to exist in the minds 
of most art students is the idea that through some preconcei~ed plan of 
design they can successfully reason out the action of a figure or a. composi- 
tion. Nothing could be further from the truth. Only te the extent that you 
are capable of allowing yourself to feel the action through your own sense 
of balailce can you understand. The real way to get ideas or conceptions 
is through a practical experience in which the senses play a major part. If 
this part of your study - simple, first-band observation - is done thor- 
oughly and well, the so-called rules of composition will never trouble you 
seriously. 

It can be said that the design of a painting (that is, its composition) is 
the element which insures its unity, and gesture is the unifying element. 
Without an awareness of the gesture there can be no understanding of the 
design or its mason. 

You do not start with the rules of composition. You start with the gesture 
which gives the design. It is wrong to make a plan first and then fill the plan 



with activity. The activity should come first, One sees murals in which 
workers are about to hit each other over the head with their pickaxes in- 
stead of hitting the earth. In such paintings the plan came first. The plan 
should grow out of the activity, out of what is happening. The pattern 
grows out of a concrete and actual condition. 

No matter how interesting the mechanics of composition are, they lead 
you to nothing. You can cold-bloodedly create a composition with which 
'there is no apparent fault, but what of it? Diagrams without a real objective 
search are meaningless, and that search must be touched by the thing called 
the creative impulse, which is willing a t  all times seemingly to destroy the 
rules. When you become self-conscious about rules, they impose limita- 
tions upon you. Just as certain expressive slang terms actually become part 
of a language, so new forms created by the painter take their place in art. 
You cannot govern the creative impulse. About ail you can do is to elimi- 
nate obstac1,es and smooth the way for it. 

This is a study on which you wiIl spend not less than fifteen minutes or 
more than a half-hour a day. I suggest that you view it as homework, work- 
ing every day and completing a composition each week regardless of how 
often your class meets. If that is impossible, take fifteen minutes out of 
each lesson, completing a composition with each schedule. Work entirely 
from memory, using a large piece of paper and pencil or, Iakr, any medium 
you choose. 

Begin by selecting a definite pIace which you can visit easily in the usual 
course of the day without making a special trip - for example, a drug store. 
On the first day do not attempt to memorize any particular thingh about 
the store or to analyze or understand it. Merely observe your reaction to it, 
your feeling about the place. Upon entering the drug store you are imrne- 
diatttely aware that it  has a different atmosphere from a grocery or any other 
kind of store. There must be something, or a combination of things, which 
creates this impression. These things might well be different for different 
people and it is not ~ Q O  easy to h o w  what they are for you. Therefore, do 
not jump at a conclusion. 
On the first day put down a record of these impressions just as you do in 

the daily composition. You wiIl find that, while you have gathered a general 
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impression, your drawing is apt to be weak when i t  comes t o  details and the 
precise connection of thing. So you go back t o  the place the next day, 
understanding this weakness, knowing what to look for. Do not attempt to 
study too many details on one day -1 should say not more. than three. 
For example, on one visit to the drug store you might observe the exact 
contours of the syrup spigot and of a container on the fountain and one of 
the signs. Notice the gesture of each thing and from that sort of contact 
you will best be able to reconstruct its appearance. 

After you have done this for some time, you wilI find by experience that 
the first things t o  note are the largest elements you have to deaI with - 
the shape and proportion of the entire interior, the arrangement and pro- 
portion of the various counters, the relation of the entrance to the counters, 
the system of paying. The place has been planned in a certain wayfor 
use. The person who comes in buys what he wants and finds the cash 
register on his way out. The displays that he passes on the way out are 
probably so arranged as to make him buy bargains. An appreciation of 
what takes place in the store will make you more observant. 

It is not necessary, nor is i t  possible in this exercise, to memorize the 
appearance of particular persons to  be incIuded in the composition. Having 
decided upon the posture or gesture of a person, study the details from 
other people that you see anywhere- If you are using the back view of a man 
standing at the cigar counter, you can study the back views of men stand- 
ing in railroad stations, on street corners, or elsewhere to note some specific 
detail, as how the coat collar fits, whether i t  allows the shirt collar to show, 
how high up on the neck or how close to  the ears it comes, or whether the 
Pine of it turns up or down. 

After working for two or three days you may find that your paper is 
getting so crowded with lines that it is dificult to go on drawing. If so, put  
a piece of tracing paper over it and continue on that. Try to keep the draw- 
ing AexibIe and plastic to the very end. It should maintain always some 
aspect of the gesture studies. 

The time will come, several months from now, when you wish to introduce 
into the long composition the variation suggested in Exercise 30 for the 
daily composition. Then, you may start with a subject that is remembered 
or imagined, but  keep in mind the purpose of this exercise, which is to give 
you an adequate knowIedge of places and things. Start, as before, by build- 
ing up the entire composition within a short time, regardless of correctness 



of details, thinking only of the gesture. You will discover as before that  
there are many facts to be used about which your memory is blurred and 
vague. This wilI point out to you what to look for. Then it is up to you to 
go every day, very conscientionsly, to places where such facts and details 
may be studied, making observations and making the necessary corrections 
on your drawing. 





Section 1 J 

Exerkes in Black and White Crayon 

Mai!d&: In addition to cream manila a d  tracing paper, you 
will need an HB drawing pencil for tracing the contour and a 
sheet of rough-toothed, medium gray paper, snch as construc- 
tion paper, or d cheap pastel or charcoal paper. The sheet may 
be fifteen by twenty inches in size or larger, as eighteen by 
twenty-four. For the modelling, use my two of the following 
(one black and one white) or all of them: a black ContC crayon, 
medium; a white Cont4 crayon, medium; a Wolfe carbon pencil, 
medium or soft; a white ContC pencil, medium; a piece of white 
blackboard chalk. Later you may substitute paper of various 
colors or brown manila wrapping paper for the gray paper. 







Trr~ first two steps in this study are identical with those of the sustained 
study in pencil (Exercise 32) -an extended gesture study in pencil on 
manila paper and a contour study made over it on tracing paper. It then 
becomes necessary to transfer the contour to the gray paper. Do this by 
blacking the space arohnd the lines on the bzck of your contour study with 
a Wolfe carbon pencil. (Do not use lead pencil for this purpose because the 
graphite would repel the carbon which you are to use later for modelling.) 
Then place the contour drawing right side up over the gray paper and go 
over the contours with the HB pencil, pressing hard enough for the lines 

to show on the gray paper but not hard enough to make grooves in it. 
The tracing is apt to become mechanical because, as you move your penciI 

over the lines, you lose consciousness of what those lines mean and are. 
This mechanical, and diagrammatic look can be avoided if while tracing you 
hold to the feeling you had while making the original contour study, moving 
your pencil in the same sensitive, seeking, and slow manner. Even when 



tracing, you can't make a swift line slowly or a sIow Iine swiftly. The ex- 
perience must be simultaneous with the drawing. When the tracing is 
finished, you will find that you have a clean-cut contour on the gray paper, 
the lines of which are in carbon pencil. Soften these lines with a kneaded 
eraser, or with art gum, so that it will be necessary to re-study them as you 
build up this drawing, 

I have found that some students ate more successful when they s t a r t  
modelling with the black crayon or pencil and others with the white. It is 
immaterid which you use in the beginning. Assume that you start with 

the black. Model just as you did in the modelled drawings except that now 
you model only the dark parts, remembering that you think of those parts, 
not as shadow, but as form moving in space. Then change to the white 
pencil. or crayon and mode1 those parts on which the light falls, with more 
feeling of what they are doing than of what the light is doing. Eliminate 
cast shadows. 

You cannot remove the contour when you are through with it as you did 
in the pencil study. Therefore, it is continually necessary to relate the con- 



tour, which is aIready on the paper, to the modelling, and the contour as it 
first existed wiIl change, Sometimes you will find yourself pressing it back, 
sometimes erasing it or parts of it. In other words, to a certain extent you 
model the contour. A11 of this is done with the sense of making an actual 
physical contact with the model. 

I have often found students to be self-conscious in the attempt to utilize 



'the gray of the paper, carefully leaving it as a middle tone between the light 
and the dark. When this happens, it means that the student has not under- 
stood the full meaning of the directions. He has not tied up this exercise 
with the experience of the modelled drawing, As the form comes toward 
you, you push less hard with the black crayon until finally you lift it. As 
the form goes away, you push less hard with the white crayon until you lift 
it. Where those parts meet the gray paper may show through in places, 
but there is no feeling that you have failed to touch the form there. You 
are not thinking of the drawing but of the model. 

As you continue to go over the forms, trying to make them clearer, you 
may find yourself changing the crayon frequently. The black and the white 
may mingle or one may intrude into the area of the other. Do not be afraid 
of overworking the drawing. 

EXERCISE 36 : GESTURE IN BLACK AND WHITE 

hfuterids: Use a black and a white Conth crayon (or charcoal and 
blackboard chalk) and a small piece of rough gray paper about 
ten by fifteen inches in size (or of dark brown manila wrapping 
paper which has sufficient tooth). As you proceed, use paper of as 
many different colors as you can acquire. (A cheap 'construction 
paper' may be bought in ten-cent stores or school supply stores.) 

This exercise is the twin brother of our very first gesture exercise although 
we dress it a little differently. Go back to the first things we said about 
gesture, in Sections 1 and 2, and d a t e  them to this exercise in the light of 
your present knowledge. 

The model poses for a minute or less and you draw in a simple manner 
with the black crayon, seeking the impulse of the gesture, keeping the 
crayon on the paper and moving loosely from top to bottom and around. 
Change quickly to the white crayon and do exactly the same thing. After 
some practice make this one change : start with the white crayon and then 
proceed with the black. 

Because you are using a white crayon and because parts of the body are 
lighter than others, you will be apt (and rightly so) to find yourself emphasiz- 
ing those parts with the white crayon even while working in a simple manner, 
Rut there should be no conscious attempt to isolate the patches of white 
from the patches of black even if, as sometimes happens, large dark shadows 





completely separate the lighted areas. This is not an exercise in light and 
shade. Continue to feel the unity of the body through the attempt to follow 
the gesture. This may sound contradictory but it is not. You are thinking 
of the whole gesture, the whole movement, but naturally, because you are 
using two colors, you d l  h d  yourself subconwiously influenced by the 
light and shade, 

Using the materials listed in Exercise 35, make a long study of drapery 
on a piece of gray paper, using light and shade but always feeling the f om. 
Devote to it as much time as you can and will outside of your reguIar work 
in the next three schedules. 
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Section 18 

Studies of Structure 

THESE are one-minute gesture studies which follow the directions for Exer- 
cise 9 with one new element. As you draw, still attempting to draw the 
whole figure, include some feeling of the movement of the bones within the 
figure. Record loosely the gesture of the spine, the general basket shape of 
the ribs, the basin of the pelvis, the ball of the skull, the wedge of the foot. 
Let the bones and the figure move as one thing. 

Make a large fifteen-minute contour drawing of a hand and a m ,  includ- 
ing the elbow but not the shoulder. Put a piece of tracing paper over the 
drawing and spend the remainder of m hour in studying the bones of the 



hmd and rtrm with the help of your anatomy charts. Raving dmwn the 
bones from the front, you can put a new piece of trwing paper over the 
contour m d  draw a back view of the same bones. 

When the hand turns, the elbow and the bone on the little finger side of 
the lower arm stand still, acting somewhat as an axis for the turn, whiIe 
the thumb moves in a semicircular way. At the end of the turn the position 
of the hand is changed by the width of the hand. Prove this to yourself by 
placing your hand and rtrm flat on a table, palm up. Moving your arm as 
little w possible, turn the palm of your hand down. You will see that the 
little fmger remains in practically the same place an the table while the 
thumb has changed from its first position by twice the width of the hand. 

When the hand is held straight out, palm down, the top of the arm appears 
to overlap the hand whereas the bottom of the hand overlaps the arm. The 
bones from the wrist to the four huckles vary in length, the bone to the 
middle finger being the longest. Therefore, the knuckle of the middle finger 
is highest when the fist is closed. 
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Make a, large contour study of the back view of the figure, including only 
the portion from the neck to the waist line. Then study the bones of the 
shoulder. 

The shoulder girdle is formed by the collarbone (clavicle) in front, and 
the shoulder blade (scapula) in the back with its attachment, the spine of 
the scapula, which is almost a separate bone. These bones should always be 
thought of together because they move together. The collarbone is very 
simple. It joins the breastbone (sternum) at the pit of the neck and extends 
across to the am.  The shoulder blade is shaped roughly like a triangle, 
slightly cupped over the ribs, with the inner side parallel to  the spine. The 
outer aide has a socket into which the m b o n e  fits. The spine of the scapula 
is rib-shaped and slightly curved. It runs along the tap of the shoulder 
blade and extends beyond it to a point near the end of the collarbone. 

This you can see from your charts. The important thing to remember 
is that the movement of the arm controls the movement of the shoulder 
blade in this way: When the arm is lifted, the ambone pushes up the colIar- 
bone and the spine of the scapula, and this forces the bottom of the shoulder 
blade to swing out so that the inner side is no longer pardel to the spinaI 
column. Ask your model to move his arms in various ways and watch this 
process. 

The term 'shoulder girdle' arises from the fact that the colIarbone in 
the front and the two spines of the scapula in the back form a 'girdIe,' sorne- 
what elliptical in shape, which encircIes the shoulders. You will see this 
clearly if you can get up above your model and look down on the top of his 
head. The neck rises up from the center of this eIlipse. 

Draw for Ilim hut8 aa dirmttd in S c M u l e  18 B. 

Make a large contour drawing of a leg, including the mkle and part of the 
hip. Thee study the bones of the upper and lower leg md the knee. 

The mark made by the top ridge or crest of the pelvic bone (ilium) is 
clearly seen and, because of this, beginners usually imagine it to be the 
starting place of the leg. 'She truth is that the bone of the leg starts lower 
down although certain muscles of the leg go up beyond the leg and are 





fastened under the crest of the pelvic bone, The bone of the upper leg slmb 
inward from the pelvis to the knee whereas the bones of the Iower leg are 
more nearly perpendicular. This seems obvious when you observe that 
the body is wider a t  the hips than it is at the knees. The bone of the upper 
leg (femur) is shaped at the top like a hammer that is striking into a socket 
in the pelvic bone. 

The upper leg and the lower leg are interIocked at the knee, which is 
formed by the protuberances of the bone of the upper leg and of the large 
bone of the lower leg (tibia) with the addition of a separate bone, the knee- 
cap (patella). In a normal standing position the knee-cap is directIy in front 
of the lower protuberance of the bone of the upper leg. It is held from above 
by the tendon of the big front muscle of the leg and from below by a liga- 
ment. The tendon may be thought of as a, piece of rubber which can stretch, 
whereas the ligament may be thought of as a piece of leather which stretches 
very little. Obviously, when the leg is bent the tendon will give and the 
ligament will not, so the knee-cap must follow the Iower Ieg. 
The lower leg has two bones. The larger (tibia) is on the inner side of the 

leg and starts higher at the knee and stops higher at the foot. The smdIer 
(fibula) starts lower at the knee and runs down lower at the foot. There- 
fore, the ankle seems higher on the inside than on the outside. 

The lower leg is not set directly under the upper leg. From the front you 
see that it H set toward the outside. From the side you see that it is set 
toward the back. This off setting of the bones creates a spring-like arrange- 
ment which acts as a shock absorber. If the lower leg were set directIy under 
the upper leg, the shmks received by stepping and jumping would be trans- 

mitted from the foot in a straight line to the thigh. The 
thigh would not last very long, just as a wagon would not 
last very long if the wheel were fastened under it by a 
straight vertical rod instead of a spring. This principle of 
off setting works throughout the body, even including the 
fingers. 
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EXERCISE 42: THE FOOT 

Make a Iarge contour drawing of s foot and anMe and 
then study the bones of the foot. 



The two bones of the lower Ieg grip the foot like a pair of ice tongs so that 
the foot appears to be set up into the leg. From the side you see that the 
foot is like an arch. The anklebone (astragalus), which is directly under 
the leg, is the keystone of the arch and supports the weight of the body. 
Behind that is the heel and in front are the long bones of the foot. These 
three make the arch. 

Make two large fifteen-minute contour drawings of the eye, a front view 
m d  a, side view. 

The socket of the eye is simply a big hole in the skull. In that is pIaced 
the eyeball, of which only a small part is seen. The eyelids, upper and Iower, 
rest on this ball and their form therefore follows it  - that is, the lids move 
back from the center of the ball into the face and have a ball-like form, 
which is instantIy obvious when the eyelids are closed. The upper lid has 
an awning-like movement. It is longer than the lower lid and extends 
fadher out at the corners. The highest point of the curve of the upper lid 
is not directly opposite the lowest point of the lower lid because the upper 
lid follows the shape of the forehead while the lower lid follows the cheek- 
bone. 

Make two Iarge fifteen-minute contour drawings of the ear, a front view 
and a side view. 

The ear fundamentally is a little funneI. Do not think of it, as many 
people do, a a kind of design stuck on the side of the head. Keep in mind 
the fact that dl the little lines and forms are made to catch the sound and 
carry i t  around so that it enters the hole of the ear. All the channels Iead 
into the funnel. 

FUTURE STUDIES OF STRUCTURE. Our discussion of anatomy is not in- 
tended to take the place of any of the numerous books on anatomy which 
are in use. I am merely striking a few high points. These are points which 
dramatize the form and the movement. Using them aa as guide, or an ex- 



ample, you will proceed to concentrate on whatever part of the structure ig 
puzzling you most in future study of the bones (Exercise 33). Never lose 
sight of the dramatic phases of the construction. Think of the bones in 
terms of what they enable the body to do. 



Section 19 

Analysis Through Design 

MOVEMENT AND CONTRAST. When I use the word design with reference to 
a drawing or painting, X mean simply that i t  has been organized in relation 
to movement. As there is movement in every act of nature, there must be 
the sense of movement in every work of art. It is the artist's task to attempt 
to understand, first in nature, then in his own fidd, tbis principle of move- 
ment. 

Without contrast, and the understanding of contrasts, no sense of move- 
ment could be observed. In fact, without contrast there is no sense of 
existence. The world of existence revealed by the senses to the artist is a 
relative one. A thing is not soft unless you know hardness, not hot unless 
you know cold. This series of exercises (Sections 19 and 23) is planned to 
intensify the contrasts that are to be found in movement, form, and finally 
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color. We do them only aa exercises, the practice of which should lead to 
some of the fundamental laws of painting. 

Go back to the moat simpIe use of drawing - the line. There are contrasts 
between the long and the short, the broad and the narrow, but the greatest 
contrast in line is the difference between the straight and the curve. A line 
has no character by itself. Draw one line on a piece of paper. Is i t  short or 
long? You cannot say until you put another line of different length beside it. 
Then it becomes either long or short in comparison with the second line. 
Similarly, a line can seem curved in comparison with one line af ld  straight 
in comparison with another, but for the present we will stick to the abso- 
luteIy straight Iine, which we will contrast with a definite curve. 

In the beginning, as a matter of pure exercise, draw a straight Iine to 
represent some contour on one side of the model. Then, attached to that, 
make a curved line. Continue up or down that side of the figure or object, 
alternating straight and curved lines and attaching each line to the one 
before it and the one after it. Proceed in the same way all around the figure, 
but, wherever there is a straight line on one side, try to put a curve oppo- 
site i t  on the other side. Use five-minute poses and always draw around the 
entire figure. These drawings will probably look like charts. 

Draw for tkrs h r a  (lil direcLd in 1SchBd& 19 A. 

As a natural result of practicing this exercise, you will begin to search 
the mode1 in order to discover which contours may be best expressed by 
straight lines arid which by curved lines. From now on, you do not have 
to make the straight follow the curve and the curve the straight. You will 
use ewh when it seems most suitable. However, the principle of alternation 
works pretty accurately and you should end up with approximately an 
equal number of straight and curved lines. 

Draw for thrm hours aa d i m t d  in ScM& 19 B. 

EXERC~SE 46: STRAIGHT AND CITRYED LINES 

This is a quick study, for which you may use sometimes a one-minute 
pose and sometimes a five-minute pose. As I have said before, there is only 
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STUDENT DRAWING OF EXERCXSE 46 
Look for o w  ~ e m n t  d l t m  
straight or cuwed that runs through 
the figure. 

one reason for making quick studies - to make a contact with the gesture. 
You are to use straight and curved lines, but use them as a means of analyz- 
ing, even quickly, the gesture. This study is done concurrently with ordi- 
nary gesture drawing and each feeds the other. It will be only a short time 
before the impulse you receive from the naturaI gesture of the mode1 will 
fuse with your arbitrary use of the straight or curved line. 

First reach about in your drawing for the movements that are biggest, 
simplest, and most connected, thinking of them as either straight or curved. 
As you do this, strive to find one movement, either straight or curved, that 
goes through the entire figure. This line need not be continuously on the 



contour but might start on the contour and then run inside of the body. It 
m:tg sometimes include only the main part of the body or seem to divide 
into two lines, but on the whole try to see it as one line that will carry 
through the figure. 

Assuming that you have found a dominating curve, you should imme- 
diately attempt to see some complementary straight lines. After these 
first simple straight and curved lines are found, they themselves may be 
gone over and broken up or subdivided but always with the impulse of the 
gesture. Bear in mind that there is no one absolute analysis to be made. 
Out of twenty studies of one pose you might make twenty different sdec- 
tions in its. presentation. They could all be right provided your first im- 



pdse came from the gesture and provided you succeeded in establishing 
the necessary balance between the straight and the curve. 

You are attempting something that might be called simplification, but 
I choose to call it  e m p h d .  Try to select those lines, those forms, those 
rhythm, that speak specifically of the meaning of the whole gesture. A 
figure has one gesture. The parts are d l  there, but each plays a particular 
role -some the leading role, others a very secondary one. Others are 
silenced completely or become temporarily merged with other forms. 

Draw fw thrw hourr u8 dircled h S c U &  19 C. 

MOTIF AND VARIATION. OX1 one side of the form there is usuaI1y a simpli- 
fication of movement which suggests the holding power of the form. The 
movement is less broken and much stronger, serving as a motif or theme. 
On the opposite side there is variation or relief, which prevents the motif 
from being monotonous and at the same time identifies it through contrast. 
The need for variation is expressed in the old sayings that variety is the 
spice of life, and all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. You would 
lose the sense of a thing without variation, just as you lose the sense of a 
word when it is repeated over and over. Variation gives rest to the specta- 
tor, allows him to relax a t  times, just as he does in any other phase of life. 
It is like the comic relief in a. serious play. 

ACTION AnD REACTION. If YOU exert force on an object, there is a reac- 
tion in exact proportion to the amount of energy acting, even though that 
reaction is not always observable. Press down with your arm on the table. 
Although the table cannot be said to move, actually it is pressing back (re- 
sisting) with an equal amount of force. Since it does not give, you think of 
it as being a force that reacts. 

As you press against the table, the downward movement of the arm is 
indicated in various muscles and bones. The reacting force is also indicated 
as you will see if you compare the arm pressing against the table with an 
arm hanging limp. For example, the bone at the shoulder appears to be 
pushed up although the arm is pushing down. The flesh of the arm is pressed 
in by the table. It is impossible for the arm to take on the appearance of 
pressing unless the table is there to resist. In the forms that you see, the 
primary downward movement provides the motif while the reacting force 
provides the variation. 

If there were not a reaction for every action, there would be destruction. 



If the table were not able to resist the pressure of your arm, it would col- 
lapse. Likewise, in a drawing there must be such an equalization of forces, 

Draw jw thrm h r a  aa d C t d  in Schedde 19 D. 

INTEI~LOCKTNG FORMS. In the moving figure, identical. curves do not 
appear exactly opposite each other. I they did - or if you represented 

them in that way (Figure 1) - that part of the form would 
have a tendency to complete itself like a circle, thus destroy- 

0 ing the continuity of the whte figure and preventing the eye 
from following the movement throughout it. These contours 

$0 or forms are to be thought of as having an interlocking move- 
ment (Figure 9) .  Before the impulse of one has a. chance to 

0 die out - in fact, at some place where it is reaching its cre- 
scendo of power - it is picked up by another and carried 
forward. Each impuIse carries the momentum of the pre- i, 0 ceding one. (When you look at a diagram of a completely 
static or theoretical figure, you can see that the body is 
bilaterally symmetrical, having identical lines on the two 
sides. However, as soon M an ztctual figure moves - and we 

always think of the moving figure - this ceases to be apparent because 
movement is at work in the form.) 

DESIGN VERSUS ORNAMENT. These exercises may seem awfully close to a 
certain kind of static pattern or decoration, but the difference is that we 
see the model through the gesture. When you think of design, think that the 
thing has been planned for a certain kind of movement. I never think of 
design as ornament. When you ornament a thing, you apply s substance 
or a treatment foreign to it after it is formed, whereas when yon design a 
thing you organize it  or plan it in the making. You change it by doing 
things to it - by cutting it down, moving it  over, pushing it back. 

As you do this, you are transposing facts to fit your needs of expression. 
These can be two separate things - they are. After a while the artist does 
this so instinctively that he thinks he is being perfectly natural. It becomes, 
after a while, the artist's way of seeing things, which is necessarily different 
from the layman's way of seeing things - a mechanic's or a scientist's. 
He sees them through the artist's medium. 

Draw for three hours as d i m i d  in S c U &  19 E. 



Section 20 

Study from Reproductions 

AN APPROACII TO TTIE STUDY OF PICTURES. An intelligent and active study 
of the great paintings of all times is absoluteIy necessary. Every great 
painter has taken advantage of it just as doctors and chemists take advan- 
tage of previous work in medicine and chemistry. 

When you look at the finished work of a painter, you don't see all that 
has gone on behind the scenes. For the student, it is necessary to go behind 
the finished work and see the impulse from which it sprang, There is no 
such thing as starting where Cezanne, for example, left off. You have to 
start where Cezanne started - at the beginning - and you have to stark 
with the same integrity and the same interest. 

From a study of the established masters of painting try to squeeze the 
sap of life. Study not their manners but their motivation. 

You may sub*titute Exercise 48 lo r  tlx scheduled anatomy atudy ~t your own convuniencc. 
t Use group pees. 
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Mat&Es: Inexpensive prints or my clear reproductions in books 
or magazines wiIl serve for this exercise whether they are in black 
and white or color. ID fact, they wilI serve better than large ex- 
pensive reproductions. 

Draw on your paper a, small frame which approximates the shape of the 
reproduction. It should be small enough for a wrist movement to take in 
the whole - something less than four inches. The tendency is to make the 
drawing too detaiIed if it is too large. 

Allow the eye and the pencil, more or less at the same time, to roam in a 
rather easy and casual manner wherever the movements, lines, forms, darks, 
and lights seem to beckon, with no attempt to delineate their meaning 
either with your pencil or in your mind. You are not to think of one form 
as a chair, another as a man, or another as a drapery. To you they are 
movements. Nor are you to think of the story of the picture. Be guided by 
and fastened upon the movement or - as we call it - the gesture of the 
entire picture. 

You should be able to do six of these studies in something less than fifteen 
minutes and you should do six a day for four years. Whenever your own 
composition gets too fixed, which easily happens, do a few of them. If more 
convenient, work for an hour once a week instead of ten or fifteen minutes 
a day. Take one painter at a, time, studying each for a week. Begin with 
the works of Rubens, Matisse, Tintoretto, Degas, Giotto, Daumier, El 
G r m ,  Forain, Rernbrandt (especially drawings) and Van Gogh. There- 
after choose as you like, alternating more recent with earIier painters. 

Maikriuls: Use reproductions showing the nude.figure and ap- 
proximating if possible the size used for your sustained studies. 
(Prints may be enlarged cheaply by photostat process.) 

Place a piece of tracing paper over the print and work exactly as you do 
in other anatomy exercises where you use your own contour drawing. As 



a starting point I suggest Michelangelo, Rubens, Leonardo, Titian, Ria- 
phael, Tintoretto, Signorelli, Diirer. 

Rrazo for sir h u  as d i r e @  in Schedule $0 1: and 93Q D. 

Exercise 47 can be enlarged upon as time goes on in the following ways. 
(A) Taking three or four of these gesture compositions and the reproduc- 
tions from which they were made, spot m very freely and in a somewhat 
connected manner the dark parts. Don't draw static or separated shadows, 
but feel their movement in a general way. (B) Take one of these gesture 
compositions and turn it upside down. Without looking again at the re- 
production, use the gesture that is on the paper as a starting point and make 
over i t  a new drawing of something you have recently seen or done. Con- 
tinue with ink if the pencil becomes too black. (C) In the same manner in 
which you attempted to experience the figure in Exercise 46, analyze the 
composition in straight and curved lines. Allow the gesture of the repro- 
duction to act as the impulse. 

hawjw thm hours m d h & d  in 8cMaJs 90 EE. 

STUDENT DRAWING OF EXEXCISE 49 A 
An a d y ~  of the 'L+hi% a d  Dwks ' in El Grm'a  

Said Frcanmk (in black ~ n d  whik d color) 



Section 21 

The Muscles 

How THE MUSCLES WORK. MUSCI~S are like rubber bands - they can pull 
but they cannot push. Therefore there must be two sets of muscles for 
every motion - one set to puIl out and mother to pull back. The two sets 
are placed more or less opposite to each other and while one pulls the other 
is relaxed. Likewise, in twisting, there is one set of muscles to twist to the 
right and another set to twist to the left. 

The muscles are attached to the bones and operate on the bones, pulling 
them back and forth, Although we speak of muscles as if they belonged 
to one bone, as 'muscles of the upper arm,' actually they belong to two. A 
rnuscIe could not do anything if it existed only on one bone. The muscle 
that pulls the forearm up could not pull if it were not attached to the 
upper arm too. 

Ex. 38: Gesture Ex. SR: Gesture Ex. 36: Gesture Ex. S6: Gestum Ex. 36: Gmture 
in Blnck and in Black and in Nnck  and in Muck and I H 8 1 r H o u r  I / \ \ ' i~ih / Whit: 1 Whit. 1 White I 
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A t  every point of the body where twisting is possibIe, such as the neck, 
the forearm, and to a less extent the Iower leg and the waist, the muscles 
are arranged so that instead of going straight down or straight across they 
have a diagonal movement. For example, the muscles which turn the hand 
over are attached to both the elbow and the hand and move around the 
forearm with a movement similar to the lines on a barber's pole. 
In studying muscles, the important thing is to study PUYLU they w k .  
As an example of the kind of study I mean, let% take a look at the deItoid 

or shoulder muscle. (Keep the charts of that muscle before you as you read 
this.) To understand the manner in which the arm is held to the torso at 
the shoulder, imagine that you are making a doll out of wood. Take one 

block of wood for the upper section of the torso and 

/;."' a smaller rectangular piece for the upper arm. Cut 
off the top corners of the block representing the torso 97) and place the arm against the angle thus cut out as 
in the diagram. It now becomes necessary to fasten 
the two pieces together, so you nail a strip of leather 
on top of the torso, pull it down across the top of 

. -  ,"- the arm, and nail i t  to the outside of the arm. You 
see, however, that this wilI not keep the arm from 
slipping forward or backward out of place. You need 

a piece of leather that is somewhat caplike in form, having a flap at the front 
and the back to cover these openings. And that is essentially the way 
the deltoid muscle is constructed. To pulI the doll's arm forward you wouId 
need a piece of rubber from the front of the torso to the arm. This repre- 
sents the chest {pectoral) muscle, one for the right arm and one for the left. 
On the back the same thing is accomplished by the latissimus dorsi, which 
grips the torso and grips the arms, pulling the arms back. 

Place a piece of tracing paper on top of your drawing of the skeleton 
(Exercise 33) and, from the charts and the model, study the muscles. The 
most important thing is to show the attachment of each muscle to the bone. 
I n  drawing the leg muscles, for example, you should show that the biceps 
of the upper leg separates into two tendons which reach around and grip 
the big bone of the lower leg, leaving an opening through which the calf 



muscle extends to grip the bone of the upper leg. The lower tendon of the 
calf muscle grips the heel. The arrangement of these muscles on the back 
of the leg is a perfect exampie of the overlapping which occurs throughout 
the body. 
Because of this overlapping you should draw only a limited number of 

muscles in one study. For example, since the deltoid covers the place where 
the biceps is attached to the bone, you might draw the biceps on one arm and 
the deltoid on the other, showing the whole of each muscle. Any number of 
studies nay be made over the same drawing of the skeleton, each having a 
different choice of muscles. 

Cbn a front view of the figure you see, not only the muscIes of the front, 
but parts of the muscles of the side and back as well. An important example 

. I .  ... 
I ss y--- a + d -  

of this is the trapezius muscle, a part of which 
. .̂  "is visible in the front view of the shoulder al- 

. 1 though it is a muscle of the back. Likewise, from 
the side you see muscles of the front and back 
and from the back you see muscles of the side 
and front. It is necessary to remember this when 
trying to correlate the figure and your drawing 
with anatomical charts because you see forms on 
the figure that are muscles from another side. 
You should not think of the front of the body as 
if it were distinctly separated from the sides like 
the front of a box. 

Neither should you think of the muscles as 
separated from the rest of the body except for the 

, purpose of study. In drawing the figure the muscIes 
should never be so overplayed that the actual 
main form is lost. For example, when you study 

' the muscles of the neck, you observe that they are 
very different in the front and the back. In the 

< '  

front the bonnet-string muscles of the neck (ster- 
nomastoid) are seen to extend from behind the ear 

- h . i  down to the pit of the neck, whereas the tra- 
y I pezius muscle of the back reaches all the way up 

I % ,  A > +  
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' 
to the base of the skull. The study of these mus- 
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-j cles may have a tendency to break up the form 
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of the neck in your mind, but the important way to think of the neck is 
as a cylinder that rises from the.  shoulders to support the head like a ped- 
estal. It is the unit that locks into the head and into the shoulders, and it 
moves as a unit without ever losing this simple cylindrical form. 

Draw for fifteen h a  ua d h t d  i n  ScM& # I .  
If possible, repeal ScM& $1. 



Section 22 

Exercises in Black and White Oil  Color 

MateriaEs: In addition to cream manila and tracing paper, you 
will need a sheet of dark brown manila wrapping paper (about fif- 
teen by twenty); two tubes of oil color - zinc white or titanium 
white and any good black; two long-haired flat bristle brushes, 
about a quarter of an inch and three-quarters of an inch wide; a 
cheap palette; a palette knife; rectified turpentine, which you will 
put into an oiI cup or small jar; a supply of clean rags about five 
inches square. (The brown paper is far cheaper than canvas or 
board and serves better for this exercise. Oil studies on brown 
paper will prove durable if mounted on prestwaod or heavy card- 
board.) Always wash the brushes thoroughly after use, first with 
turpentine or kerosene and then with soap and water. 
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M i =  m extended gesture study of the nude pose in pencil on cream manila 
paper and over i t  a contour study on tracing paper. Then transfer the con- 
tour to the brown paper just as you did previously to the gray paper. (The 
extended gesture study of the clothed pose may be made in pencil directly 
on the brown paper and then worked over with paint.) 
This study is like the sustained study in black and white crayon, the only 

new problem being the technical one involved in the use of the paint. The 
most important technicaI consideration has to do with getting rid of the excess 
oil in the paint. First squeeze a portion out of the tube on to a small piece of 
paper and spread it with a palette knife. As the paint rests there, the oil is 
absorbed by the paper. To what extent the paint should be dried in this man- 
ner is a matter of individual choice, but my advice is to err on the side of dry- 
ness. (You can dways add linseed oil if it gets too dry.) When the paint is in 
the right condition, you can work almost as if you were drawing with chalk. 

There are many artists who prefer working with a very oily medium and 
the experienced artist is, of course, quite capable of making a choice. But 
in every case that I have ever seen the wetness of oil paint has been the 
main technical handicap among students. The tendency of one color to 
spread into another, the tendency of the paint to run beyond the areas it 
waa intended for, the difficulty of putting one color over another without 
having the two mix and become muddy are all due to the excessive amount 
of oil that is in the color as it comes from the tube. Before the advent of 
commercial tube colors painters mixed their own powdered color and they 
mixed it  according to taste. By drying out the color you can alter the con- 
sistency to  that which gives you the best results. 

When the paint is dry enough to be moved on the drawing without slosh- 
ing around and getting out of control, proceed to draw with it in much the 
same manner that you drew with the black crayon and the white crayon 
(Exercise 35). Don't try to mix the black and white on your palette or on 
one brush, but use one brush for white and the other for black, working first 
with one and then with the other as you did with the crayons. Don't dig 
the brush down into the paint, but get a 'gob' of sticky paint on the end 
of it and paint almost with the paint rather than with the brush. Drag the 
paint along, feeling that it  is actual substance (not tone or color) and apply- 
ing it thickly. Use the turpentine to keep your brushes from getting gummed 
up, but don't let it mix with the paint because it would then counteract 
the drying-out process. 
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Feel that you touch every part of the form. Because the brush is broader 
than the crayon, you may feel that you are touching more of the surface 
at once. This is like the difference between the modelled drawing in litho- 
graph, when you used the side of the crayon, and the modelled drawing in 
ink. 

The paint becomes the best medium for the study of drawing when used 
correctly. These directions are given only as a starting point to help you 
feel that you are really drawing, not with any idea of tewhing you a way 
of "andling paint.' If you painted steadily for eight months, I couldn't 
keep you from learning to handle paint even if I tried. The secret, if it is 
one, i s  to be so completely interested in studying the model that the paint 
just follows. Forget that you are drawing or painting and feel that you are 
using this medium to reach out and touch the model. 

This is a five-minute study that is like the gesture study in black and 



white crayon (Exercise 36) except that you use bIack and white oil coIor on 
a Iarge sheet of brown paper. Since you must work quickly, do not dry out 
the color before using it. 

Start with a gesture study (Exercise 59) and proceed to work for a half 
hour with something of the feeling of the modelIed drawing (Exercise 7) 
and the extended gesture study (Exercise 31). 



Section 23 

Analysis Through Design - colztinued 

THIS is another one-minute or five-minute gesture study making use of 
straight and curved lines. Instead of starting with one line that runs through 
the entire figure, as in Exercise 46, start with what seems to you to be the 
predominating two-dimensional shape. This shape may be suggested by 
the whoIe figure (for example, a squatting figure may have the generd 
shape of a triangle) or by a part of the figure that is important in the pose 
(when the model ties his shoe, the bent shoulders and the arms may suggest 
an oval). Having decided on this first shape, add to it or break i t  up with 
other straight or curved lines suggested by the pose, continuing just as you 
do in Exercise 46. It is not necessary to make your shapes exactly geometri- 

a Use both om-minute and five-minute poses for this exercise. 
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cal. They may be somewhat irreguiar, Beware of using a circle, for it  tends 
to isolate or conclude itsekf, and things should never be isolated. 

Draw fw BEZ hours err dire&& in Scksduh $3 A and 93 B. 

This is a continuation of Exercise 46, so begin by making a gesture draw- 
ing in straight and curved lines, using lithograph crayon. Then model the 
drawing. Use five-minute poses at first, lengthening them gradually to a 
half-hour or more. 

The way of modelIing is necessariIy indefinite. The most exact direction 
I can give is this - just m yuur straight and curved lines do not follow the 

i 

Iie sclectine - &I not try lo model all of tlse form. (Exercise .55) 



contour as it exists but heighten the meaning of the contour in relation to 
gesture and design, so your moddling does not foIlow the form exactly as 
it exists but seek to heighten the meaning of the form. Do not try to model 
dl of the form, just as with straight and curved lines you do not trJr to draw 
dl the contours, but be very selective. Choose those surfaces to model that 
intensify the meaning of the pose. Model them with two aims. One is to 
describe or to emphasize the form and the other is to create on your paper 

a well-balanced design baed on the gesture of the model. Those were also 
your aims in putting down the straight line or the cuwed line. 

It would be a mistake for me to try to pin this down to a particular 
method. You must be given s certain amount of leeway because your draw- 
ing will develop out of your own feeling and understanding if you are not 
too much limited. Some of my students have more completely filled the 
space- between the outside edges of the figure and have done it s u ~ f u l l y ,  
while others have left considerably more blank space. Either could be cor- 
rect. You may go through one way of working and come to the other. 

Remember the existence of what is underneath the planes which appear. 
The sense of substance should always be in your consciousness and, natu- 
rally, in your drawing. 



If you are at a loss as to how to begin modelling, I suggest that you simply 
draw a few cross-contours or vertical contours on the figure and start filling 
in the space near or between those lines. But do not fill in a11 the space. 
Jump from one place to another, seeking to intensify the gesture. One way 
to  progress in this exercise is not to look too often at the model. When you 
do Iook, look to see the gesture - hardly know that you are looking at the 
parts. You will &nd yourself selecting, saving, those forms which are most 
affected by the gesture. Add whatever lines seem necessary for the simple 
emphasis of your first impulse. This shouId be no cheap imitation arrived 
at by conscious distortion, but an effort to comprehend the gesture in a 
fresh way. 

IEpw far siz h r s  aa d i m i d  in Schedule $3 C and $3 D. 

Draw on your paper several frames of various shapes and proportions - 
square, rectangular, round, triangular, et cetera. Start in a somewhat hap- 
hazard way with one of the smaller details of the figure. For exampIe, you 
may begin by selecting the inner line of the model's shirt collar m a curve 
which you decide to place in the upper left-hand comer of the square. Having 
this arc moving down from the Ieft-hand corner in a square, you are now 



presented with a dual problem: (1) looking at the model and deciding what 
can be turned into a curve and what into a straight Iine; (8) relating the 
next line you choose to the square and to the curved line which is now in 
the square. 

You immediately see in relation to the second problem (that is, of con- 
tinuing to fill the square) that you must move at some time or other diag- 
onalIy across to the lower right-hand corner. It is instinctive to find yourself 
selecting from the model the line that will most quickly carry the movement 
in that direction. Therefore, you may skip the shoulder and select next the 
line of the a m  from the shoulder down. The reason you do this is that the 



diagonal unifies. Any engineer wouId recognize this principle - you see 
it in steel girders and in the simple architecture of country barns. When you 
start with a four-sided piece of paper, your first effort is to hold these four 
sides together, and this can be done with the least waste of effort by a 
diagonal movement. A perpendicular line down the middIe of the paper 
would divide it instead of pulling it together. 

Having solved this problem, you must choose a third line whieh is related 
to the square and to the two lines that are now in it. No matter how you 
see the space, the things in it are to fill it and fill it in a pictorial manner. 
Continue selecting lines in this way during a fifteen-minute or half-hour 
study. The drawing may be made from anything you happen to look at - 
your own hand, a clump of bushes, any part of the figure, a group pose. 
The subject will probably not be recognizable in the drawing. When you 
become accustomed to the exercise, begin to make use of modelling, 

Obviously, your selection of lines cannot be exactly the same when you 
begin to  work in a triangle or circle instead of the square. This exercise is 
planned to hdp you see the figure or the event in what might be called 
its more abstract relationship to the paper. It enables you to see the model 
in a new way, from a fresh point of view, as if you looked at it through a 



You wdE jEd yourself selecting, muing, those j o m  which arc mast 
afected by tfte gesture. 



new pair of glasses after wearing a pair that did not suit. (Take one of these 
drawings, turn it upside down, and make a scribbled gesture drawing of 
another subject over it. This will give you further understanding of the 
way the lines relate to eea3.1 other and the paper.) 
THE PATH FOR THE EYE. AS YOU fill the paper, you build a path for the 

eye. The line moves in a certain direction and the eye follows it. As the 
eye comes toward the end of a line, it is caught by another line which moves 
farther or turns and travds in another direction. You make the eye follow 
exactly where you want i t  to folIow. You let it stop and linger in places, 
move it  swiftly at other places, and bring i t  sometimes back again. In  Guild- 
ing this path, you naturally choose the lines (or the forms or colors) which 
best indicate the movement you intend, that movement being dictated by 
the gesture of the model. 

The straight line in general suggests more strength than the curve because 
it moves more quickly from point to point, so the strongest movement is 
apt to be a straight line. 

Sometimes when you have made a straight line for the sake of the gesture 
or in contrast t o  other lines, you find that its movement is too strong, that it 
carries the eye too quickly. You wish to invite the eye to linger a little. 
Then you can slow the movement down by cutting across it with lines which 
do not necessarily exist  in the model (Figure 1). In other words, the way of 
slowing up  the eye is to force it to turn at times in different directions from 

the main movement. This principle is often made use 
of in stores by the placing of counters and signs, and 
on the stage by the physical movement of the actors. 
Similarly, you can step up a line by making s r m r r  
alongside i t  and you can slow that up  by making other 
lines in opposition to the arrows (Figure 8). These ' principles are to  be found in all good composition al- 
though we isolate them for the moment. 

D ~ a m f w  thrw hours a~ directed in Schdule $3 E .  
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Section 24 

The Subjective Element 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF EXPERIENCES. Every fresh experience is related, 
whether consciously or not, to some past experience. To say that in a prac- 
tical way for the art student: When you first see a new model, something 
about that model - whether the pose or the figure or the shape of the nose 
or the color of the hair - immediately reminds you of something else that 
you have seen. This happens whether you will it or not. Naturally this 
memory of the other person or thing has a tendency to influence, to color, 
what you see now. This is as it should be and only the student with a rigid 
academic training wouId completely overcome this tendency. An over- 
emphasis of the immediate experience (that is, of the objective) would tend 
LG isoIate it from everything else we know. There must always be some- 
thing of the subjective. It is these reIationships of our experiences - our 
ability to relate them - that make each of us a complete entity. This 
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exercise attempts to utilize these relationships in connection with the study 
of &. 

When you look at the modd or at what the model is doing, attempt to 
visualize the thing or person that the model or the pose reminds you of. 
You may find this difficult in the beginning. You are apt to have a great 
many different thoughts that do not seem at all related either t o  the mode1 
or to one another, but no matter how far-fetched your thought is, or the 
object that you visualize, it is bound to have been at least partidly influ- 
enced by the present experience, that of looking at the modeI. It is quite 
possible, because the effort is necessarily a little self-conscious in the be- 
ginning, that you won't be able to formulate any thoughts relating to the 
model, that your mind wilI seem a blank. If so, then deliberately think of 
something. It may be a fish or a horse or a flower. While it is apparently a 
forced idea, it too is necessarily influenmd by the model. So put down 
whatever you think of, no matter how you manage to think of it, using any 
medium you choose. It acts as a starting point. 

hoking back and forth from this starting point to the model, go on add- 
ing other things, some of them suggested by the starting point and some by 
the model. It may seem that you get no suggestions from the model. 
Nevertheless, if you continue to look at the model and back again at the 
drawing, you may rest assured that a certain amount of the impulse will 
come from each. And a certain amount of it will come from whatever 
experiences you have had, what has happened to you during the day, what 
is going on around you, the conditions of your drawing material, the very 
sounds in the room or coming in from outside, whether you are conscious of 
hearing them or not. In the beginning we said that correct observation 
utilizes as many of the senses as can reach through the eye a t  one time. In 
the beginning we emphasized most the sense of touch. This exercise can 
bring into play hearing, taste, and smell to an equal degree. 

This study is much like the word-association test used in psychology, in 
which you call a word and have the hearer give his immediate reaction with 
another word. A new model wdks into the studio and takes a pose. The first 
form or shape that flashes into your mind (which can be put into a word) is 
a fish. You put down a drawing of a fish. If this were a word-association 



test, it would work somewhat in this manner. The fish makes you think of 
a fishline and the fishline makes you think of a boat. The boat is one with 
funnels out of which smoke i s  coming. The smoke makes you think of fire 
and the fire makes you think of destruction and falling objects. 
But weaving the model into this train of thought tends to change it. 

For example, it happens that the model makes you think of a fish. You 
draw a fish and then glance back at the model. The model has a petulant 
mouth which makes you think of a circle, but  when you glance back to the 
paper on which the fish was drawn, the circle evolves into a net. As you 
glance back at the model, you carry the impulse of the net, which causes 
you to look, let us say, a t  the model's hair. The hair, yellow and smooth 
and silky, makes you think of wheat. But as you carry this impulse back 
to  the drawing of the fish with the net, it becomes merged with the idea on 
your paper and the wheat becomes seaweed. Of course, it might become 
something else, This is merely an example. No mind can tell how another 
mind will work. 1 cannot look into another mind, nor can a person look into 
his own 'mind for something that has not yet happened. 

The things that come into your mind need not necessarily be real or 
familiar shapes. For example, the shrill noise of a fire siren may intrude 
from outside and cause you to  run a thin, piercing line all the way through 
your drawing. What you draw need not be anything so recognizable as a 
fish. It need not necessarily be anything that could be expressed by a word, 
We attach "too much significance to the word, which is apt to be misleading. 
Subconscious thoughts are so fast that we cannot grasp them. You prob- 
ably missed about six before you got to the fish. If you redly put down your 
subconscious thoughts, you would hardy have been aware of the impulse 
which you put down. Sometimes when students ;how me their drawings, 
they say half-apologetically, 'I don't know why I drew that. I just drew it.' 
When that happens they are doing the exercise in the best possible way. 
Be guided by your own feeling in relation to the subject. 

Naturally, you don't have to start with a person to practice this exercise. 
Look around at the place where you happen to be sitting and put down the 
first thing that comes into your mind. Suppose you find yourself in a grove 
of thick pine trees and the branches overhead remind you of an umbrella. 
Draw the umbrella, then look again at f i e  place. The drawing, as it de- 
velops, need not contain any self-conscious composition, but if the shapes 
and movements fit together, or compose, that too is all right. 



THE QUALITY OF GESTURE. From these first crude beginnings you begin 
to  become aware that the quality of the model which suggested a fish was 
fish-like, not because the model looked like a 6sh especially, but because 
he or she suggested the capability of a fish. A fish looks like a fish because 
of its capability for a certain kind of gesture or a certain kind of life. The 
wtist's constant e&st is to abstract from the fish that quality which is 
most fish-like - its gesture. Therefore, you will find yourself putting down, 

Couder# ahp Mlitogdifm M w m  of Ad 

FISH AT PLAY BY CHAO-K'EH-HSIUNG (CHINESE, SUNG DYNASTY) 
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which is mst fah-like. 

not a. fish, but a drawing which is the gesture of a fish and which might 
coincide with the gesture of other things. Similarly, when you draw the 
grove of pine trees, you may find yourself drawing neither the trees nor the 
umbrella but that gesture which made you think of the one when you saw 
the other. 



THE PURPOSE. We are not trying to develop surrealism or any particular 
type of painting in this exercise. It helps you to see with more discrimina- 
tion md should add something to any sort of drawing of the rnodeI. We are 
trying to loose certain powers that you have. You do not even need to 
understand then. 
Our particular object is to bring you back to seeing the model and repre- 

seating the model in a manner more personally truthful than in any other 
exercise yet described. As you go on, you will develop the ability to relate 
the meaningful parts of your experience and gain a better command over 
those forces, those ingredients, which are peculiarly yoor own. There is 
some part of each human being, no matter how many millions of human 
beings there are and have been and will be, that is totally different from 
every other. That is natural, for no two people have the same heritage 
combined with the same experiences in the same order. All the tendencies 
of training to make people conform to their social environment are unable 
to defeat this little grain of personality that is theirs. There is a tendency 
in art, schools - there usually has been a tendency in anything called a 
school - to make a great virtue of conformity. Nothing could be more 
false in art. 

The subconscious mind has a logic of its own that often transcends the 
logic of the conscious mind. This exercise, practiced purely as exercise, will 
enable the subconscious mind to work for you when you need it. It is my 
belief that the truly great artists of d l  times - and this is one reason for 
their greatness - have allowed the subconscious to work for them much 
of the time. This does not mean that conscious energy, the activity of the 
conscious mind, is not also very necessary. But relax the conseiozls mind 
and let the subconscious work by the direct stimulation of an event. 

From Iong practice we attain what we all strive for - that equilibrium, 
the proper balance, between the subjective and the objective impulse, be- 
tween the conscious use of the mode1 and the subconscious reaction. You 
are trying to weld those two impulses together. The proportion of each 
required to produce the most fruitful act for the individual may be different 
for different people and at different times in the life of one individual. It 
may take more of the subjective to weigh the same with one as with another, 
but the balance must be attained. If I force myself c~mpletely on the model, 
that is wrong. Or if the model forces itself completely on me, that is wrong. 
There is a place in the middle where we meet arid continually interact. 
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CONCEPT AND APPEARANCE. Drawing or painting may be thought of as a 
way of expressing certain of our ideas about objects, which have been formed 
by means of visual experienoe, without being necessarily a literal recording 
of that experience. Our concept of m object is far from being identical with 
the projection of that object upon the retina of the eye. Indeed we may 
express our concept in the terns of drawing and painting without in any 
way imitating the visual image. 

Forms do not have to be taken from the visible world -it is equally 
logical to borrow from the invisible world. On the other hand, it is not 
necessary self-consciously to ignore or exclude the forms of the visibIe world. 
Even a subjective study may bear a physical resemblance to the model. 
Just as there is variety in dl of nature, there is variety in people. One may 
paint a b s t r d y  and another not, but they make use of the same impulses 
and when they use them correctly a work of art can result. 

Subject matter is not as important as you may think. The subject is 
only a means of exchange. It has no absolute value - its value is relative. 
Time and circumstances affect it as they do d l  other things. It must not 
matter to the artist what subject matter temporarily proves convenient. 

The subject which is proper for you is that which gives you sufficient 
impulse to go on to a red creative effort, At the time when you are most 
interested in the act of painting, the subject will become entirely fused with 
the painting. Art is supposed to transcend the episode and give a pleasure 
for itself. The episode is a starting place for the artist, and a. very necessary 
one, but it is also a leaving-off place for the artist when he is producing art 
and it is a leaving-off place for the person who looks at the picture with 
real art appreciation. The sketchiest and most trivial subjects are as sus- 
ceptibIe as m y  others of the most profound artistic reconstruction. All that 
is required is an artist capable of penetrating them. 

Dram fv r f i f tm  hours aa directed in 8chedd=a 2.& 



Section 25 

An Approach to the Use of Color 

DRAWING AND PAINTING. This is the point a t  which, if you came to my 
class, you would go on to the study of painting. It is not the purpose of 
this book to go into that subject, but naturally these exercises have not been 
planned with the idea that you would stop when you finished them. You 
will go ahead. And I believe you will find that experimentation and obser- 
vation, based on the approach you have already learned, will carry yon 
forward into painting in a natural way even if you are working without 
other instruction. 

The use of black and white crayon on colored paper has already intro- 
duced you to the use of color although you thought of that medium only aa 
a means of drawing. And perhaps the most important point I can make is 
that you are not to think of painting as something separate from drawing. 
Just as you used three different mediums to accompIish the same purpose 
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in the modelled drawing - crayon, ink, and water color - so you can 
achieve that same purpose, or assist in achieving it, by the use of color. My 
advice is that you continue these exercises for a while, gradually adding 
more color as p u  work. Review in your mind the one objective of each 
study and seek for a means by which eoIor can contribute to a more corn- 
plete realization of that objective. This section contains some exercises 
which may help you to do that. 

The following is a list of oil colors which I suggest that you experiment 
with during the next few months: ivory black, raw umber, burnt sienna, 
alizarin crimson, light red, cadmium red, yellow ochre, cadmium yellow 
pale, either titanium or zinc white, viridian green, permanent blue. This 
list is given only as a practical starting p0in.t. These are not necessarily the 
colors I use myself or the ones you will use ultimately. The ones you use 
will be chosen by you on the basis of experimentation, not by me. You 
wiIl probably need also a larger bristle brush, a smalI flat sable brush, and 
a No. 3 water-color brush. You need not add all these colors at once. Add 
only one or two at a time and find out all that you can about each - what 
you can do with it  - before you try another. As in previous exercises, study 
by concentrating on a specific problem. 

COLOR AND MOVEMENT. Whenever you are uncertain as to how to begin 
a study, think of the movement, sense the movement. Learn to identify 
yourself with the movement of the thing, the model, the event. Just as a 
line, a shape, a fold of drapery, responds to movement, so color responds to 
movement. Think of color as spreading ou.t, pushing in, jumping, advancing 
or retreating. What you see has been designed by movement. The gesture 
of the thing is the surest and strongest impulse, and if you aren't sensitive 
to i t  you can't paint form with life. 

In the one minute or five minutes allowed for gesture studies in oil, there 
is not time to think very much about the color you are using. Therefore, I 
suggest that you first introduce the element of color in this simple way. 
Color the brown paper by laying over it a coat of oil paint, using any color 
mixed with white. Prepare a number of sheets in this way, using as many 
colors as you have. (Cheap pastel paper of various colors, like that used for 
crayon studies, may also be used, though you should first shellac it to save 



time and paint. For this purpose use ordinary white shellac diIuted with 
two parts of alcohol to one of shellac.) On this paper, make gesture studies 
in black and white oil. If you have time, add something of one other color, 
using the one which seems most needed to balance the color that is dready 
on the paper. (These suggestions may be applied also to half-hour studies 
in oil.) 

EXERCISE 59: STRAIGHT AND CURVE IN COLOR 

Make gesture drawings in straight and curved lines as in Exercise 46, 
using m y  two oil colors, as red and blue, on Iwge sheets of brown paper. 
Do not worry too much about which color you are using, but fed your way 
through the gesture first with one and then the other almost haphazardly. 
Use one color for both the straight and curved lines until you are tired of it 
and then take up the other for a while. Soon, if you are thinking primarily 
of gesture, you will find that you select a. coIor, just as you choose between 
the straight line and the curve, because it best describes the movement 
you see. 

Most students find that the subjective study (Exercise 57) becomes much 
easier when it is practiced in color. Introduce into it immediately as much 
color as you like, used in any way you like. Put down my color that comes 
to mind regardIess of whether you see it or not. In fact, in the beginning you 
should force yourself a little to use colors that you do not actudIy see. 
Your choice will be determined by the way you fed about the subject. A 
pleasant experience would not be recorded in the same colors as an un- 
pleasant one. 

There is a universal tendency to associate certain colors with certain 
emotions or certain things. For example, we often speak of seeing .red, 
feeling blue, or being yeltow. We sometimes think of people as being very 
vivid whereas, if you analyze their actual physical characteristics, they are 
quite colorless. Start, not with a color you see, but with the color that the 
model or something else connected with the subject happens to make you 
think of. 

The use of color is necessarily a personal thing. SchooIs based on the sys- 
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tems of cerkain painters, no matter how good those painters are, lose the 
personal experience, the individual evaluation of color, which is necessary 
t o  make the effort succeed. 

Continue making sustained studies in only two colors, but try substi- 
tuting for Hack and white the following combinations in turn (and then 
others that you think of): (1) raw umber and white; (8) light red and white 
with the addition of a little black for the darkest parts; (3) a neutral green 
(form& by mixing black and cadmium yellow on the palette) and white. 

Almost from the beginning you have been conscious of the back of the 
subject even when the front alone is presented - of the need for complete 
solidity. A master becomes able to achieve this effect with an economy of 
means - by the quality of a line or by the use of color alone - but begin- 
ners must struggle with the task. This solid result may be achieved most 
completely by violent contrasts of black and white. Naturally, if you are 
using one color to pull the form toward you and another to push it away, 
the two colors which are most opposd (black and white) will produce the 
maximum difference in the form. We have previously utiIized this maximum 
difference in the sustained study. Actually, the figure doesn't appear to 
range all the way from black to white, especially when i t  is only a part of a 
large composition, and a large quantity of black pigment doesn't serve as a 
very satisfactory basis for additional color. Therefore, we are substituting 
other colors for the black, but this can be done withut anv smIf;ce of th 
fomn provided your comprehension of the form is absolutely clear. 

h a w  far fifteen hours aa d i v d  in 8ddde 25. 
Repd Schdule 25, graduallg idding a d  developing ths fdlozokng exercises. 

EXERCISE 62: THE SUSTAINED STUDY IN OIL - Continued 

There is no necessity for feeling at any time that the use of color is con- 
fusing or complicated, Actually, the efect of color may be achieved by the 
simplest methods and with the use of very little pigment. The following 
directions will demonstrate that and serve as a simple step forward. 

Return to one of your sustained studies in oil color which was drawn from 
the clothed model. Over the flesh put a mixture of light red and yellow 



ochre. Over the dress, if it was blue, put a simple solid blue. Apply the 
color so thinly that the drawing remains perfectly clear underneath. (The 
color may be kept thin either by rubbing i t  into the drawing with your 
brush or finger or by mixing a medium with it. Try both methods, As a 
medium I suggest either of the folIowing: (1) one part Venice turpentine 
and one part turpentine; (2) one part sun-thickened or stand oil and three 
parts dammar varnish. The dammar should be a twenty-five percent 
solution.) 

Already your drawing approximates the coIors that existed. Then look 
again at the model, or a t  other models, and note what seems to you to J3e 
lacking in the drawing. Perhaps the dress now seems flat or vague, so you 
return to white and build up the lightest parts again. If it seems too blue, 
you can counteract that by adding another color over it after it is dry, In 
this manner, keep going as Iong as you want to. Don't feel that you have to 
reproduce exactly any color that you see. In general, keep the largest area 
simple, almost a monotone in color, and then here and these - ultimately in 
the right place - add color or contrast or emphasis in small bits. 

As you learned to  draw by drawing, and could learn in no other way, you 
will learn to paint by painting. It doesn't matter very much what you do 
so long as you keep trying different things until some begin ta work. 

COOL AND WARM. When you are using color, the contrast between light 
and dark is not the only contrast you can make use of. There is also the 
contrast between cold color and warm color. Demonstrate to yourself the 
importance of this contrast by making a sustained study in which you use 
only two tones of gray, a cool gray and a warm gray. The warm gray may 
be made by mixing on your palette white, black, and a little red, and Ule 
cool gray by mixing white, black, and green. Even though the two grays 
are close together in vaIue (that is, neither one is much lighter or darker 
than the other) the contrast between coo1 and warm, like the contrast be- 
tween black and white, will enable you to present the form as a solid thing. 

This contrast may be utilized as you continue the sustained study accord- 
ing to Exercise 62. When you first tried that exercise, you used one simple 
flesh color. The color contributed nothing to  the sensation of the form. The 
form was there only because it showed through from your drawing. Try 
using on a nude study two tones of flesh coIor, one warm (somewhat pink) 
a ~ l  fie other cool (somewhat green). The contrast between the two adds 
to the sensation of form so that i t  appears even more solid than in your 



drawing. ('Look at the actual figure as a guide to the parts which appear 
cool as contrasted with warm. In general, wherever the form turns it tends 
to take on a cooler color.) Think of color first as an aid to drawing. 

Just as we said that tt line has no character (long or short, thick or thin) 
until we compare it with other lines, so a color has no character apart from 
other colors, Green is not green merely because it is green, but also because 
other things are orange or red. You must have noticed how some people's 
eyes change color witb the cIothes they wear. Suppose you have a black and 
white oil study of a tree which you wish to take into color. First try paint- 
ing it red and letting it dry. Then put green over the red. Notice how this 
differs from a green that was applied directly over black and white. 

The time will come when you wish to achieve a maximum experience 
with the use of color - that is, you wish to concentrate on color just as we 
have concentrated on other phases of drawing. Then I suggest that you 
make half-hour or longer studies, using all your colors on paper of various 
shades. Paint directly - that is, start with color instead of with a rnano- 
tone drawing as in the sustained study (Exercise 62). Use the color lavishly 
and freely from the outset without prearranged plan or system. If the rest 
of your student work has been done well, color, no matter how you use it, 
will contribute to and be determined by your understanding of the thing 
you are painting. 

As you paint, you acquire facility, and when you look repeatedly at the 
colors of the model you develop an efficient way of representing them which 
slips easily into mere habit. This exercise has been devised to combat that 
tendency. It is particularly useful in painting the landscape where the pre- 
dominance of green sometimes makes the student Iose his sensitive, searching 
approach to color. 

Suppose that you are painting a landscape. Select some part of i t  with 
.which to begin - for example, a meadow. Instead of painting the meadow 
green, as it is, arbitrarily choose for it another color, any other color - let 
us say, purple. Having painted the purple meadow, go on with the rest of 



the landscape in whatever colors seem suitable, avoiding only the mlors 
that you actually see (except perhaps in a few minor instances). Do not 
try to work out a system. For example, if the meadow is yellow green and 
the trees are dark green, don't think you have to make the trees a darker 
purple. You can make them red or yellow. 

If you paint a smooth stretch of green, it obviously looks Iike the green 
grass in a meadow. But when that meadow becomes purple, i t  requires a 
new effort to convince the beholder that the grass really is grass. You a m  
brought back to a new realization of that which makes a thing what i t  is and 
of that which is necessary in order really to represent it. 

Let's repeat what I said th v y $ r s t  time you sai down to draw. That 
b - draukg depends om seeing. Seeing depends on knowing. Know- 
ing comes from a constant effort to emompass reality with all of pour 
senses, all that b you. You are never to be concerned with appear- 
ances lo an extent whkh preeents realdg of content. It is necessaq to 
rid yourself of t h  tyranny of the objeci m it appears. The quality of 
ab.~olutemiw, the note of aulhom'tg, that the art.ist seeks depends upon a 
more complete understanding than t h  q e 8  alone can give. To whd 
tJEe eye can see the artid adds feeling and ijhought. He can, if h 
wishes, relate for us th advmtu~es af his BOUE in t h  midst of life. 

If your student e&k are based upon a &neere a h #  to exp& 
ence nahre, you will know that you are on the Tight track and -re 
making will take care of itselj. T h  job is to get at th truth - the truth 
as you will be able to understand it first hand, arrived at by the uee of 
all  you^ sewe.7. When you are redly enthralled, really sl.imuEated, by 
a force other than the ui~ual, strange looking things w e  apt to occzc~, 
bzct gou will not judge your work by formula m conoentional standards. 
You may feel that there .is no real necessify for remaining vGuaUy 
truthful or even struchrally truthful in relation to the moment. The - 
.is always a b i g g u  h t h  undiscovered - unsaid - uneharkd until 
you meet it. 
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